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-which has a nine-kilocycle wa\·cband separation ,md consists of one
triple wave-band Oscillator Coil,
two I .F. Coils with" pigtails," and
one !.F. Coil without "pigtails,"
marks a new epoch in radio reception. The LF. Transformers
arc accurately matched, thus giving
a remarkable degree of dliciency.
This Kit,\\ hi eh is reconunendcd
for the'' Century Super," can also
be J1tted with extraordinary ease in
any set of similar design and the
results will be truly astounding!
The small space available is
completely inadequate to give even
a short description of these wonderful new LE\VCOS Coils, and
you are invited to write for an
illustrated explanatory Icallct.

~-tiEl

IL KIT
which is recommended
for the

"CENTURY SUPER"
receiver described
in this issue.

Price 50/l:t·f. :-:;.lJ.h

This is a photograph of the LEWCOS
Dual Range Centre- Tapped Frame
Aerial which is recommended for
the "Century Super." The Frame
is wound with silk-covered Litzendraht wire and the switch and terntinals are mounted on the moulded
base, thus presenting a neat and
handsome appearance. The waveband change is effected by the turn
of a /mob.
PRICE 32/6
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LEWCOS
"Spaghetti
Hcsistances" of 1.5,000 and
20,000 ohms each
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4-VALVES, ALLELECTRIC D.C.
MAINS OPERATED
WITHOUT HUM
CONFORMS TO
RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE INSTITUTION
OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
SINGLE DIAL TUNING
TWO MATCHED

D·C·ALL ELI:CTRIC RlCliVfR

~~~!~~~SB~NCY
AMPLIFICATION

TONE CORRECTED
SUPER-POWER
PENTODE OUTPUT
WILL OPERATE
A MOVING COIL
LOUD SPEAKER

FOREIGN STATION
RECEPTION WITH
INDOOR AERIAL

I

MADE IN
ENGLAND
Sold by all W1reless Dealers

Here is a new GECoPHONE all-electric receiver which
provides an entirely fresh outlook in radio enjoyment
for those served by Direct Current electricity supply.
Its performance is amazing-yielding immense range
with perfect selectivity and powerful strength with
delightful purity of tone. Add to these the advantage of
one tuning knob, the beauty of a solid walnut cabinet and
the low price of £zs-and you have a set of outstanding
quality and value,

Fill in and post this coupon for
HIRE
leaflet in full colour giving all PURCHASE
particulars pf GECoPHONE Terms: Deposit
D.C. ALL ELECTRIC f,2.IO.O, I2 monthly
payments p£ f,I.I9.5
RECEIVER.
of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London W.C. 2.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

SPECIFIED FOR THE

ADDITIONAL WEAR I TE
COMPONENTS FOR THE

"CENTURY
SUPER"

"CENTURY SUPER "

The Coils chosen by Mr. W. James for
his " Century Super " are made specially
by Wright & Weaire, Ltd., the oldest
component manufacturers in the industry
The outstanding performance of this recetver
is only made possible by the use of \Vearite

WEARITE
DUAL-RANGE
FRAME AERIAL
Enlirclv ne\\" in desivn and
ern bnd }ing e3-:clusi ve f~a turcs
\Yhich give ''xtremely high
e~fici(:ncy. The windings <li-e
of L.Itzeudraht wire, carefully wound 1t even tension
thron~·hout, in order
to
n1ain tain the accura,:y of
spacing-. Tte winding is
centre-tapped and provided
with the r:cccssarv three
tern1inals for conneCtion to
set. The change from short
to long W<l\'t.'s is atft!cted bv
means ·)f :.1 switch at the base : no other alte 1'atlons to connections are ncccss<..rv. The fr;:une
aerial sw.ings through 180 d-egrees li-ld is Inountcd
on ~ polished 1nahogany ba:-;c. I Lis of
partJcubrly handsome appearance.
PRICE
(Price per C•)lllplcte set of parts), k;s wire 30.'•

42/•

WEARITE THREEPOINT SHORTING
SWITCH
Push-pull action. Sou nu

WEARITE
SUPER-HET
COILS

sell-cleaning
<:Jntact.
\\.ith insulated ,;pindle.

1/6

l'lnCE

The Oscillator Coil is designed for panel mounting and is fitted
with connecting tags. The three long-wa\'e coil units are fitted
with standard valve pin bases so that they may be mounted in
ordinary -1--pin valve holders.
Price of complete :;et of coils
-

WEARITE GRIDLEAK
HOLDER

SO/

(Illu:o!r<'icd dcsJiptivc leaflets explaining the wliquc constmdion of th'se
coils will be sent on rcque:51.)

TRIPLE COIL
BASE

2/9

Base fur above coils, complete with terminal:; and tags.
Coil sockets are sprung similar to valve holder:;. PRICE
3-coil strip and 5-valve strip with all essential wiring complete
as one chassis.
Pl<.ICE 7/Send for Free 1 !lustmted Lists

Has new type contact
spring .clips. Fi~.s any
SlZC gnd !cdk.
PRICE

6d •

WEARITE
VALVE
HOLDER
c 011struction. Sprun~
sockets
rnsun
good c o n t a c t.
i'itlcd with tcrnlinals J.Ild
solderin:;

taf;'i\ICE

113

..... ----- ----------·
GENUINE PAXO:UN
PANELS MAHOGANY
OR BLACK FINISH

------·····--------------------------·

I 2'

740 IDGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17

8 >c -,~, _(Drilled to

specification).

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
I 2

x 8 X % (Drilled to
specification).

5/9

4/

•

·······---·------------------------------·---·--·-------------·

Don't Foruet to Sav That You Saw it in ..A.W."
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CHANGE OVER
TO MAZ.DA . . .
A 4-valve combination

S.G.

215

10]·

H.L. 21 0

L. 21 0

8/6

8/6

P.220 or P.220a

10/6

13/6

THE AMAZING

RADIO

You can get the
correct Mazda
valves for your set
from all good radio
dealers.

VALVES
EDISWAN RADIO
The Edison Swan Electric Co.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Simple facts for
V~lve Users

How
Cossor ensures
distortion less T
reproduction

HE quality of the reproduction of your
Receiver is largely controlled by its output
1 valve which is called upon to handle very
considerable grid swings.
If it is unable
to do this, distortion is inevitable.

Over 50 types of Cossor Valves are
available from any Wireless Shop
to suit all 2, 4, and 6 volt Battery
operated and A.C. Mains Receivers

Cossor l volt (Battery Operated)
Power Valves

.:l

Couor 230 X.P. 2 volts, .3

Uniformity of characteristics is ensured by the
special insulated bridge method of construction which retains the various eleme·nts in
life-long alignment. This method of construction is found in no other make of '<-alve. To
be certain therefore of obtaining the maxi ...

amp. lmpedanc.e 4,000.
AmpHfkaflon
Factor
8.
Mutual Conductance 1

emp. Impedance 1,500.
Ampllflcation
Factor
4.5.

mum volume with crystal clear reproduction

Mu1ual Conductance 3

;;'.j:.:vVoit~;;

~o~i:~eAn~~

choose a Cossor Power Valve in one of the
several types available."

tossor liS P.
amp.

Impedance

1oI6

volts, .2

amp.

Impedance

4,000

Amplification

Mutual

Conductance
An-

Voltage

75-150. Price

Ccuor llO P.

75-150. P<ice

N.s.

4,000.

2

Cossor no P•A.

Mutual

ode

London,

l volts, . IS

Amplification Factor 9.

m.a.jv.

11. C. C:ossor. lld.,
tllghbury Grove:

Cossor Power Valves are specially designed
to meet these exacting requirements. As you
can see from the characteristics of the Cossor
21 5 P the long straight portion of the curve
will handle very large inpuls wit~ the
assurance of perfect quality.

2.25

l Volts,

10/6

m.a4v.

cde Vonage

75-150. Pdce

ISO.

10I6'

Factor

1

Conductance
An-

Prioe

16.

4

13/6

COSSOR
P 0 WE R

VALVES

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A,lV." to Advertisers
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THE LEADING RADIO WEEI:(LY FOR THE
TECHNICAL EonoR:

J.H.REYNER. B.Sc.,A.MJ.EE. CoNSTRUCTOR, LISTENER£ ExPERIMENTER.

AssiSTANT Eo1ToR:

H. CORBISHLEY.

I NEWS.&.· OOSSIP·OFTHE·VVEEK
NO SUMMER FADING
S summer and summer-time introduced
itself this year accompanied by a
spell of bad weather, many of us stayed
indoors and searched for stations instead
of making the garden tidy or cleaning the
car! And have you noticed that despite
the long evenings the stations still come
rolling in? Formerly we always talked of
"summer effect,'' and prepared for a
dearth of stations from 1\Iay to September,
but with the good sets we now have,
the •' summer effect" is a back number.

A

ANNOUNCERS, AGAIN !
"THE announcer frequently has to
.... make his decision rapidly and seldom
has time to refer to a gazetteer, or a
universal pronouncing dictionary (which
cloes not exist), so we may not be surprised
if he does the best he can and gives us a
purely English version. In the first three
months of the present year there appeared
in the news or in the programmes over
se1·en hundred foreign names or words taken
from at least a do:en foreign languages, and

every one of them had to be pronounced,
somehow or other, by the announcers.
\Yhereas it is quite easy for any one critic
to be familiar with one, two, or possibly
three languages, it is quite impossible for
the announcers to know all languages." So
says the B.B.C.

THE PRINCE AGAIN
HE PRIKCE OF WALES will be
heard by Kationallisteners on l\Iay 21,
when his speech at the banquet given by
the London Executive Committee of the
British Empire Trade Exhibition, Buenos
Aires, will be relayed from Dorchester
House.
A speech worth hearing, by a
Prince with a fine broadcasting voice !

T

JOHN HENRY
OH.l'\ HEI\RY, the first of English radio
comedians, is visiting Australia with his
wife, and is giving sketches every e\·ening
from zlrv,·. He was the first comedian to
broadcast in this countrv-his first broadcast was in rgn-and ·since then he has
written o\·er half a million original words of

J

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS
News and G:>ssip . . .
Making a Simple Tone-changer
Is That Old Set Worth While?
For the Newcomer
On Your Wavelength
At Manchester Broadcasting House
What You Should Know About
Valves · .. .
Philip Ridgeway Tests the " Century Super "
How Good Can We Make Tele•
vision Images ? . . .
Without Fear or Favour . . .
Getting Stations with the " Century
Super " .. .
In My Wireless Den
The Columbia Model 332 Con ;ole
More About the " Regional Suppressor " . . .
Readers' Ideas an1 Questions
Broadcast Telephony

Michael Hogan,
well - known to
listeners as "Mr.
Buggins," and
who appears before the microphone with
Mabel Constanduros, was married last week to
Miss Madge
Saunders, t h e
Here
actress.
the bride and
bridegroom are
I e:a vi n g the
church after the
ceremony

748
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revues. "clou ble acts," and "single acts"
for broadcasting.
A NEW BELFAST
E unclcrst. an.d that the Belfast station
of the B.B.C.'s svstem will bc entirdv
reconstructed at the sZtme time as Da...-entry
sXX. Latest indications are that this
reconstruction work will be put in hand
before the Regional Scheme is completed.
\\'e may therefore expect work to start on
the new Belfast and Da...-entrv stations
some time earl\• next year. The present
powN of the· Belfast station is only 1.2
kilowatts, but the B.B.C. intends to use a
power of at least 15 kilowatts for the new
station. Jt should thus otier a service to
many outside the immediate region for
,,·hic.h it is designed. \\'e arc thinking of
Dublin listeners, many of whom, e\·en now.
tunc in to Belfast in preference to the local
station.
'' STEALING '' CROWD NOISES
PECTATORS at Brooklands recentlv
t..
little realised that they were unwitti1'~
"supers" in Lcslie Henson's play, Speed.
Records were being taken by a "Hi:>
Master's \'oice" mobile recording studio of
the noise of the racing cars, the applause of
the crowd, and the cries of the bookmakers.
and this will form a background of sound in
the forthcoming production.

W

"MR. BUGGINS" MARRIES

Page
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RUBBISH?
"ACCORDI:'\G to ;\ scientist, the air is
full of rubbish. But you needn't tunc
in to it if you don't \Yant to! •·- Szwday
l'ictorial.
B.B.C. APPRECIATION
appreciations of musical broadcasts which swell the B.B.C 's postbag
to the largest extent arc Joseph Lc\Yis's
'' 2\Iemorics '' programmes. Among several

"fHE

A RARE BIRD!

of roo kilowatts. \Ve naturally want to
know why such a big transmitter is needed
for such a small country. Perhaps it is to
reach other countries, including England.
:)ome syndicate is s<1id to be preparing for
radio advertising on an international scale
and the medium of propagation is saicl to be
Lnxcmburg. The language problem may
be solved by announcing one night in
French, the next night in German, the next
in Spanish, and so on through the week to
appeal to all the surrounding countries. 1f
there is a serious attempt to put this idea
into practice \Ye imagine a longer wavelcngth \Yill be sought.

WIRED WIRELESS
l'ESTIO::\S arc being asked at the
moment ZJS to the bo;ut fides of those
responsible for the listeners exchanges now
so widely in use. J t is suggested that in
addition to sending over B.B.C. programmes
the "relay chief" may quite easily make
announcements through a microphone;
and if announcements are made, what is to
stop them containing ach·ertising matter?

Q

THAT SOCIAL SlJRVEY
O::\IE time ago a certain well m:::aning
committee suggestcrl to the B.B.C. that
a nation-\Yiclc sun-cy of the habits and customs of listeners would pro\·ide a useful
index on \vhich to base transmission times
for educational matters. This scheme
evidently scared Savoy Hill, for the suggestion has not been acted upon. But we
understand that B.I3.C. a<lYisers arc now
playing with the idea of con(lucting such
an experiment on a very limited scale. Our
own view is that while the B.B.C. relics
only on its correspondence to gauge the
acceptability of the present programmes it
will teml to be misled, for a fairly representative section of the people does not
take the trouble to write.

S

A New York station recently broadcast the song
of the troupical-a rare bird from the Amazon
forest district, and of which only two are in
captivity. The little broadcaster is here sitting
on top of the " mike "

hundred congratulatory letters on one such
programme recently given, three letters alone
represented thirty-Jive, seventy-two and
one hundred and twenty listeners. There
is no doubt about the fact that these
"::\Icmories" programmes are popular; but
don't let's have too many of them.

THIS " STATIC '' BUSINESS
OLLOWIKG upon a recent Berlin case
where a hairdresser was summoned for
causing radio interference with a faulty
hair-drier, it is announced that the authorities of one of the Belgian towns have made
interference \Yith radio reception an indictable offence with a heavy fine or one week
as the penalty. Also we hear that a
Calais hotel proprietress has been fined
5,ooo francs for causing interference \Yith
radio programmes by using a faulty electric
gramophone motor. They're very strict
on man-made static in "furrin" parts, but
unfortunately not so strict in England !

THE WAVE CHANGES
IXCE ::\Iidland Regional, Glasgow and
::\Ianchester 2ZY changed oYer wavelengths recently, all sorts of pretty little

S

O

W

T

"UNCLE ARTHUR" AGAIN

F

SPONSORED PROGRAMMES
AGAIN?
~LY 300 miles from London is Luxcmburg. At present this state boasts a.
4-kilowatt transmitter on 222.9 metres.
But recently completed is a giant transmitter in Luxemburg having an aerial power

reception problc:m; have cropped up.
Glasgow listeners report difficulty at night
in separating Glasgow from London ancl
:\Iidlancll{cgional stations on each side of it.
::\Ianchester listeners, just a few of them,
have had some trouble in tuning up tu
i 70 metres.
POOR ABERDEEN
E have more than a little sympathy
at the present time for Scottish
listeners \Yho must unfortunately suHer for
a few months as the result of regional
scheme development,;.
Thus, when the
::\orth ::\ational station starts up soon on
30I metres, .\berdccn, which at present
transmits on that \YaYclength, will be
relegated to the national common wa\·e·
length of z88 metres. \\'c understand that
special synchronising gear will be installed
at the Aberdeen station in order to avoid
as much deterioration in range as possible.
Listeners should have no difliculty in readjusting their sets from 30I metres to
288 metres.
All the same, we expect
Scottish listeners are eagerly awaiting the
completion of the Regional station at
Falkirk. It is now well on the way.
LONG WAVES SCORE
HE superiority of the. longer \Y<n·elengths of the medium band is amply
demonstrated at the present time hy any
London listener who cares to tunc to 47'J
metres in the evening when ::\Ianchester
zZYis transmitting on thabYaYclcngthwith
a power of only r .2 kilowatts. Although
nearly 200 miles away this low-power
station can be received at fair loud-speaker
strength on a good thrce-valvcr with an
indoor aeriaL
Under these reception
conditions ::\Ianchester 2ZY was very
seldom heard when it \\·as on the much
shorter wavelength of 376 metres. Quite
a number of northern listeners have written
to the B.B.C. asking why ::\Ioorsiclc Edge
is so weak during the evening programme
hours ! Of course, ::\Ioorside Edge is not
transmitting then and listeners are hearing
the old 2ZY gear.

Arthur Burrows,
first B.B.C.
announcer and
one of the pioneers of broadcasting in this
country, came
back from Geneva recently and
broadcast a short
talk.
He does
not seem to have
lost any of his
microphone personality
the
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MAKING A SIMPLE

TONE CHANGER
FOR YOUR SPEAKER
Here are constructional details of a little unit
which any amateur can make and which, fitted
to the output side of your set, acts as a lone
chanr;?er and as an output transformer, insulating the spealr_er from the high-tension current.

Here is the
finished instrument which will act
as a tone changer and isolate
the speaker from the H.T.

HY i., an output unit necessary I reducing motor-hoating which is not a
That i~ what everv amateur asks when trouble common onlv to sets which work
he i,; adYisecl not to ~onnect his speaker from the mains, but -is likely to be experidirectly to the set but to interpose some enced with a battery-dri,·en set, when the
form of output circuit, either a transformer high-tension begins to run clown.
or a choke coupled arrangement.
A third advantage and perhaps one which
\Yell, there are three nnin reasons. First is the most readil\· obvious is that it enables
the provision of, say, an output transformer one to change the tone and correctly to
match the speaker with the power valve,
This is very pleasing for two reasons; one
I
is that by choosing the correct tapping on
the transformer you can make sure that the
greatest po\\·er JS passed on to the speaker
and that the general level of tone is satisfactory; also !t is quite easy to fit a resistance and a condcncer so that at the turn of
)0--<JC
a knob the tone can be changed.

W

50.000ohms
--nA

10---nB ~
·~
~

'---a o· <:::)
The circuit of the tone changer
in the loud-spe<ekcr leads prevents damage
to the speaker as may arise when the set i,;
suddenly switched on or off and there is a
surge o.f a relatin·ly large high-tension
current; also as the speaker is insulated
from the steady direct current it is not
likelv to become demagnetised.
A "second advantage in fitting an output
circuit is that this goes a long \Yay towards

The layout and wiring diagram of the tone
changer. A full-size blueprint is available,
price 6d. •.

Simple To l\lake

COMPONENTS FOR TONE
CHANGER
Ebonite panel, 6 in. by 3 in. (Becol,
Trelleborg, Potter).
Baseboard, 6 in. by 4 in. (Cameo,
Clarion).
so,ooo-ohm variable resistance (Regenstat, Colvern Varley, Rotorohm).
.os-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Graham-Farish, Lissen,
Onnond).
Tapped
output
transformer
(British-General).
Six terminals, marked: L.S.+,
LS.--, Outp1.1t (4), (B~lling-Lee,
Clix, Eel ex).
Connecting wire and slceYing (Lewcos).

Ob,·iouslv this is a control well worth
ha,·ing. Iri this simple output unit and
tone changer a tapped output transformer inducti,-ely.
\\'hen the tone changer is wired and
i~ used in conjunction with a Yariable
resistance and a l<Lrge fixed condenser. The connected up, make a preliminary te~t of
circuit shows how these parts are connected, the tappings in order to find the most
the resistance and condenser being placed suitable ratio. In many cases a capping
in serie:' across the primary of the trans- will be found to give suitable results and
thcr>. for normal working it will not lx
former.
In an accompanying panel are given necessary to touch the tone control knob
recommended parts for the construction of \\'hen trying for the best tapping the unit
this nnit and a word of warning is necessary should be worked with the resistance set
inasmuch as it i~ very necessary to adhere at "full in," so that the full so,ooo-ohm~
to the electrical values gi\·en. The tone- is placed in series with the condenser.
changing condenser, for instance,
a .os-microfarad job, and the
resistance has a 1naximmn ,·alue
of so.ooo ohms. These ha\·c been
found on test to be the hest values,
gi\·ing a \vide n1argin of tone
controL
The unit is shown made up on
a small baseboard with tlw tc•rmin~tls ;mcl tone control mounted
on a vertical strip of ebonite.
This is a convenient form of
struction but. of course,
the nnit mav be built into
thc: set itself proYicled
there is room for the three
main parts,· without undue crowding.
lf the unit is incorpor(_~ted in an existing rccei,·er then take care that
the output transformer is
A rear view of the tone
not placed too close to any
changer for which only
. other parts in the set
three components are
\\ ith which it m;1,y couple
required

•
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GETTING MORE FUN
FROM FOREIGN STATIONS
By brushing up your knowledge of one or two foreign languages
you can make far more enjoyable use of foreign-station reception
I do not \Vant to suggeot that we shoul<l
all start to learn an international language,
for, unfortunately, there arc several international language.>, which confuses the
issue at the outset. Because we are all
inclined to mental lazinc~s. I do not sug"AJIO! Alto! Jci Radio-Paris, de la· gest, either, that we can find even wirclc.ss
Compagnie Jrancaise de Radiophonie. enthra!ling enough to make us take up
.Uesdames, messiettrs, vous al/ec; cntendre un cxtcns1ve language courses.

concert execute dans noire auditorium."

It is, of course, Radio Paris, and you are
bounu to know it because you are tuned in
to I, 725 metres. Perhaps, also, because
this call is often repeated, you have caught
the words "Radio Paris" rolled out as a
sort of Rrraadio Pahh-ry.
The average British listener has to rely
only on the music for the rest of the entertainment, the announcements being so
much "double Dutch." It is an extra:Jrdinary thing that listeners know many
European capitals only by the type of
music most frequently broadcast and )Jy
their dial readings.

What You Miss
Just imagine a B. B. C. listener setting out
to enjoy an evening's programme without
understanding a word of what is said !
Jmaginc how distracting every song, every
radio play, and C\Try vauucvillc hour
would be if one could not understand the
words; yet that is just the sort of doubtful
pleasure that \YC all must he content with
getting from the European stations if we
ha\-c not a smattering of the language.

Easy "Brushing-up"
I have been investigating various means
of carrying out the brushing-up proccc-;s
recently, and I shoul<l like to bring several
of them to your notice. People with ra<liogramophoncs and gramophones arc fortunate, because now there arc several series
of records issued which you can put on and
listen to in the ordinary way, getting quite
a deal of enjoyment from them and at the
same time making the foreign language as
enjoyable as English.
Some time ago the Daily Jfail printed a
series of "Brush up Your French" talks,
which are also available in book form.
Now, the first twenty-five conversations
have been recorded by Columbia on ftve
double-sided Io-in. records, and the set is
available with the accompanying printed
talks.
The Linguaphonc Institute is making a
special appeal to wireless cnthusiotsts also
through the medium of gr;:cmophonc records,
and in this pleasant way you can "swot up"
any language from German to Chinese and
Esperanto to ,\frikaans.

The great thing with a course such as the
Linguaphone is that, because yoc hear the
records on your gramophone or through the
same loud-speaker of your radio-gramophone through which the foreign stations
come, you can understand the perfect
accent, and in brushing up your knowledge
of the language you yourself speak with a
correct accent because you never hear a
word wrongly pronounced.

A Good French Course
For folk who arc intcr.cstcd only in thoroughly understanding the French stations
there is yet another gramophone record
scheme, organised by Foyle3, the book
people, and known as the Foylophonc
course. I like this, because in fne Foylophonc record,; there arc three voices-two
men and one woman-and they all sound
\Try "Radio-Paris-ish."
The Bcrlitz people make a great point of
the slogan "Listen and Lc.un," and I
believe that they make special arrangements
for people who, taking the course, can also
listen-in to the foreign stations and get
additional pronunciation practice.
,\clmittcdly, not everybody \Yants to go in
for foreign-station reception so thoroughly
as to take up a full course on any particular
language, but from personal experience I
can assure you that there is far more
pleasure in being able to say, not "That is
Hcilsbcrg, because it is on 276.5 metres,"
but" That is Ht:ilsberg. because 1 loJZderslood

;,)h:zt the azuzouzzccr said."---K.U.

"1931 ETHER SEARCHER" COMPETITION
List of Chief Prize- Winners
E have great pleasure in announcing
the results of the " 193 r Ether
Searcher " competition.
Readers will
remember that \VC askc<l any builder of
the" 1931 Ether Searcher" to send us an
account of his set.
J n cl uc course we
invite<! a nnrnbcr of the competitors to

W

subn1it their

sets~ \VC

p;1ying carri:1gc both

\YaYS.

'i'lrc jn<lging, as we fully expected,
prove<] a task of considerable cliiEcnlh·.
So much so that we were unable to adhere
stricllv to our publisllC'd intention of
awanling f1ftccn prizes uf a total value of
£so. \Ye shall be forgiven, however, when
we say that we arc awarding, instead,
twcntv-onc prizes, totalling to £55. and,
in additi01z, forty-eight consolation prizes
of ss. each, so that instca<l of the £so
offer, \\-c arc, as a matter of fact, presenting ,{,69 in cash prizes. \\'c have increased
the prizes and their m!mbcr p~ntly because
of the high standard of merit rcachc<l by
the sets in general, and partly because of
the consequent llilcmma in which we
found ourselves in attcmp~ing to restrict

We Increase the Money Prizes

the prizes to the number originally offered.
\Veil, the competitors have the advantage
of the alteration !
The chief prize-winners are as follows :
1st Prize : Cheque for Twenty Pounds.--W. F. Watson, 42 Ramsbury Road,
St. Albans.
2nd Prize : Cheque for Ten Pounds.---·
Lawrence G. B. Davis, 66 Salford Road,
Streatham Hill, S. W.2.
3rd Prize : Cheque for Five Pounds.-N. H. Russell, 146 Finchley Lane,
Hendon, N.W.
4th Prize : Cheque for Three Pounds.Chas. H. Wakefield, 65 Coston's Avenue,
Greenford, Middx.
5th Prize : Cheque for Two Pounds.E. A. jenner, 19 Ansdell Road, Peckham, S.E.15.
We have added a sixth prize, in which
four competitors are bracketed equally.
Each receives £ r IOS., their names being :
H. S. Dunford, Selwood, Erskinc Road,
Colwvn Bav.
Harry ·cox, i3rcan Down, BurnlJam-onSca, Som.

J. L.

Bullimorc, 73 Gloucester Ccurt, Kcw,
Surrey.
S. Lewi~, 9 Pipers How, \\-uh-crhampton.
A prize of 1~ 1 each goes to eleven other
competitors, t\\·o in \\'ales, one in Ireland,
t hrcc

in Lancashire, four in London, one

in Glonccstcrshire, and one in \\'arwickshire.
Jn addition to th1• al-)(,-VC' we arc se:1(ling
a little consolation prize of jS. to each of

forty-eight competitors distributed as
follmYs: one in llncks, two in Chcohirc,
cnc in the Channel Islands. one in Dcrb\·,
one in Durham, three in Essex, four in
Hants, one in Hereford, one in Hcrts,
one in Irdand, one in the lslc of :\hn,
four in K<·nt, four in Lanes, one in C\orfolk, one in Xorthants, three in Scotland,
two in Surrn·, three in \Yales, one in
\\'ilts, two i.n Yorkshire, an<l ten in
Lon<lon.
Cllcqucs in p;1yment of all the prizes
han: a ]ready been posted.
In rwxt \\'Cek's issue we shall reproduce
a selection of the chief prize winners'
letters with photographs of their sets.
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WHILE?

Asks ALAN HUNTER, in this article of interest to all
constructors using sets designed two or three years ago

T

O scrap or not to scr<tp; that is the
question not e.tsily an,;werecl by many
amateurs using appar;ctus h,·o or three
years old. l can quite appreciate the

attempt is made to bring it up to elate, but the resistance-capacity-coupling umt atter
quite hopeless when new \·aln~s are fitted. the detector are all wrong for such morll'l'll
Fortunately, in olcl sets it is the exception vah·cs as we are likely to fit. The value
to find high-frequency amplifying vah·es. of the anode resistance may bc .25 or ·5
r--.......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . A three-valvcr of two or megohm, whereas we nccd only a 10o,ooothree years ago is more ohm resistance at most. Then the grid leak
likely to have a detector may be 5 megohms, whereas a r-megollln
and "two low-frequency leak would be preferable. The coupling
stages than a high- condenser is probably too small; a .005frequency valve follo\1·- microfarad should be fitted.
\\.hat valves should bc used after this
ecl bv a detector and one
low-frequency vah·e. I coupling? \Yell, there are two considerasa\· this is fortunate tions. Firstly, we want to avoid overbe~ause the fitting of loading, for owing to the high .magnification
new valve..; to an old set of the first valve the voltage applied to the
without high-frequency second valve may be quite considerable.
amplification is often For this reason a valve with a grid swing of
well worth while, where- ro or so volts is advisable. Such a valve
as the instabili tv result- would have an impedance around 1o.ooo
GRID BIAS
ing frotn a chaJ;gc-o,~cr ohms. But there is another consideration;
of valves in high-frc- this low-impedance valve passes about
Fig. 1. A suggested alteration-resistance feed for the transformer
quency sets often invol- 5 milliamperes with maximum anode volts
'tttitucle of the reader with a set that, in ye.o; so much structural alteration that one and proper grid bias. \\'ill the primary of
spitP of its antiquity, continues to provide would be better acl\·ised to built! an entirely the transformer, which follows this valve
remember, pass such a current \Yitlwut
the local station and a sprinkling of foreign- new set.
Let us consider a set with what must saturating the core?
ers at loud-speaker strength. \\'hy should
Probably not; unless the transformer is
h;n-e been the most popular sequence of
such a set be scrapped'
Obviously it should not, but the snag is Ya]ycs; detector, either anode-bend or a particularly good specimen the primary
that Yalves do not last for ever; and when ll~Z"~ky-grid, resistance-capacity coupled to current limit is two or three milliampere;;.
a modern valve is put in an old set several a low-frequency-amplifying valve, in turn Here a slight alteration as shown by Fig. r
unpleasant things can happen. Quality transformer-coupled to an output power is \\'Orth while. It consists in resistancemay become terrible; the high-frequency val\'e. Suppose we fit this set with new feeding the transformer. By this means
stages may become unstable; and the out- hvo-volt batterv valves. \\-hat shall we the anode current is diverted from the
primary and only the low-frequency signal
put Yalve may bc hopelessly O\Trloaded by choose as a detc·ctor?
the increased amplification developed by
\\'e ha\'e a wide choice now, impedances current flows thmugh it. The only draw(Colltillued at foot of next jhlge)
modern valves.
ranging from .')O,ooo to I 2,ooo ohms being
An old set may be worth while before any suitithlc under Y:trious detection conditions.
1f \H' intend to keep to a fairly high '>'<llue
of anode resistance in the resistanceDEt VALVE • ".,!\~-•
capacity coupling, and the maximum sensiti,·ity- is wanted, a high-impedance Yah·e
VALVE
will be chosen, not because there is any
ach·antage in high impedance but bcc<tuse
only with a high impedance can we get a
high magnification factor.
H.F. CHOKE
1n these days, an impedance of 35.000
ohnb is quite high enough, for a good Yah·e
\\·ill pro\·ide, for this impedance, a magnification of 35· If the set is to bc worked
BY-PASS
particularly close to a broadcasting station,
possibly a lower impedance, say 23,000
ohms, would bc better, because with a
lower impedance vah·e WC can obtain a
larger grid swing, and a larger grid swing
means that a strong signal can be handled
without overloading. A good valve with
Fig. 2. Adding an external tuned circuit will an impedance of 2o,ooo ohms should
Fig. 3. An anode by-pass condenser wlll
provide a magnification of 20.
improve selectivity
prevent instability
Kow we shall probably find the values of

i1J L.F.

DETECTOR
CONOSR.
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For the Newcomer to Wireless :

AS

BATTERIEs

you know I haven't electric light
in the house at present, so that I
must operate my set from batteries.
\V ill you advise me what to get?
\Ye will think about the valve filaments ftrst of all. These, as you probably know, arc heated by current
supplied from an accumulator. How
many valves do you want to use, and of
what classes?
I am thinking of a three-valve set
containing a screen-grid valve, a de-

me I must say, partly on account of the
ease with which I can carry it round to
the charging station. Also I can buy
two single-cell accumulators so as to
have one in use and one under
charge.
Quite sound reasons. In that case
I would recommend accumulators with
a capacity of about 20 or 30 actual
ampere hours. So long as you regularly
exchange one for the other you will
always be sure of having plenty of

on a lx1ttery which lasts for six \\'eeks
when you can huy for I 7S. 6d. one that
will do the work for three months. \Yith
your set you will probably use r 20 or
I50 volts of high-tension, for I know
that you value quality. This means a
pretty heavy drain on the high-tension
battery and I would recommend you to
purchase one of at least treble capacity
and preferably of the largest capacity
obtainable.
You arc talking about dry hiph-tcn-

to employ you can reckon about a quarter of an ampere for the first two valves
and from a quarter to ·4 ampere for the
last one. Your total actually, therefore, will be between ·45 ampere for
6-volt Yalvcs and .6 ampere with 2-volters. If you don't want to spend much
on the accnmulator initially then go
for two-volt valves, but if you don't
mind spending a little extra with a view
to getting a slightly better performance
then six-volt valves will be worth your
while.
The two-voli accumulator appeals to

something larger, with a capacity of,
say, 6o ampere hours, and with 6-volt
valves ·where you need a three-cell
accumulator I would go for this capacity
at least.
And now about the high~tcnsion
battery?
You may not know that high-tension
batteries arc made in four capacities,
standard, double, treble, and quadruple.
True economy consists in buying the
battery best able to stand up to the load
which yonr set imposes. Obviously, for
example, it is foolish to spend I2S. ()d.

You'll find one of these excellent so
long as you purchase a good one. You
will be wise again not to go foJr the
smallest capacity but to buy something
rather bigger. One good reason for this
is that the charging rate of larger
capacity I~I.T. accumulators is reasonably big and that there is not se- much
risk of their being damaged by a careless
charging station.
And the grid battery?
Buy one of good make of the orlinary
small capacity si?c and make a ca'it-iron
rule to renew it e\~ery nine montl:s.

1
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"IS THAT OLD SET WORTH
WHILE?''
(Continued from preceding page)
hack about this arrangement is the voltage
drop across the resistance. Because of
this a fairly high value of anode volts must
be employed, say 150 volts.
Assuming the normal step-up ratio in the
transformer, something fairly considerable
in signal volts will be passed on to the thinl
valve, at least when nearby signals arc
being rcccin:d. Here a pentode is clcfinitcly
ruled out. Such a valve requires only a
small voltage input, as in a set using only
one low-frequency stage. In the last two
or three years the number of power Yalvcs
has increa,;ccl cnorrnonsly, and so has power
vah·c cJllciency.
In our hypotheiiol set, a vah·c with a
grid swing of not less than 20 volts is advis.cble. :\vain: with this swing will avoicl
overloading ancl consequent distortion.
There is little merit in a big grid swing and
what is more important is the undistortccl
A.C. output. A va]\·e such as the P2, will
conform with grid-swing requirements and
\Yill ckli\Tr 300 to -1oo milliwatts output,

which corresponds to average volume
requirements.
The direct result of putting new life into
a set by use of modern valves will be greater
volume, better quality and probably improved sensitivity. Dut such improvements may entail loss of sensitivity and an
increase in running cost. The simple
single-tuned circuit with reaction is not
good enough either for modern valves or
modern reception needs. I suggest adding
an external tuned circuit, such as that
shown by Fig. 2, coupling it to the set hy
means of a neutroclync condenser.

Some Simple Suggestions
Or more simple methods may do the
trick; try shortenin,r; the aerial or inserting
a .ooor-;nicrofarad fixed condenser in the
acriallea<l, or a tapped coil if an untapp:xl
one is usccl at present.
l(caction methods have improved appreciably in the last year or so. Probably a
notahlc omi~sion in the set we ha vc in m in cl
is an anode by-pass condenser. Connect a
.ooor-microfaracl Jlxcd condenser hd\\Tl'n
the anoclc of the detector "''1\·c and t::trth

COME AND SEE IT
/

MY OEAR!

as shown by Fig. 3· This w.Il improve
detection and may easily prevenr; instability
in the low-frequency stages.
The values of the grid leak and condenser
for detection have also been mod .fiecl during
the last year or so. Instead of the .OOOJmicrofarad fixed condenser that used to be
acccptccl as standard we now use a .0002microfarad capacity. And the 2-megohm
grid leak might \Yell he replace:! with one
of I megohm.
The lowering of vah~e impedances has
meant a corresponding rise in anode
current. .\ threc~valver with Ya]\·cs such
as I ha\·c recommended wouU certainly
ncccl a clonhlc-capacity high-tension battery.
If the standard-capacity type o( battery is
nsccl, its YolLtgc will quickly fall after a
few weeks' running. Then the improvements due to the v,tlvc.o will be more than
offset hy the clcterior,<tion in the power
supply.
From what I h;cvc:: said, r::.1clcrs will
appreciate that making an old set worth
\Yhik is mostly a qnc.-;tion of fitting new
Y<t!ve-;. But the fitting of ·1ew y,tJn:~
cntaib many little dilt!cnltic.i.

t!AY 9,1931
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THE CENTURY SUPER~
AMAZING RESULTS
OBTAINED WITH THE
AID OF MULLARD
VALVES

lt was necessary to use Mullard Valves for the 'Century Super' to
ensure its great performance.

Mullard valves were selected for

their efficient and consistent service, for their reliability and for
their economy.

The Mullard types which are .used in this new and highly selective

receiver can be bought now from your dealer.

P.M.1LF 8/6,

P.M.1HF 8/6,

P.M.12 20/-,

P.M.12 20/-,

P.M.1Hr 8/6,

P.M.2 10/6.

Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Go., Ltd., Mu11ard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W,C.2
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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New-Better-and
of Universal Utility ..

..

*For the H.F. stages of nonscreen grid portables
*

For the detector position in nearly
battery operated receivers

all

*For the H.F. position in most
neutralised- H. F. re•:eivers
*For
in

*For the initial L.F. stage in
practically every
Detector two
L.F. receiver

Shewing the ultra-rigid assembly,
interlocking mica bridge and very
large electrode area of HL2.

*
*

For the i n it i a I LF. stage
of
many
portables

MARCONI HL2
CHARACTERISTICS
Amplification Factor' Impedance

-

-

-

•

•

Marconi HL2 !s a new 2-volt
general purpose valve of exceptionally high efficiency, designed to
provide greater amplific;;.tion in
modern circuits than is obtainable
from existing valves in this class.
Its high mutual conductance
( 1.5 MA/volt). high amplification factor and small current
consumption render it particularly
suitable for portable receivers,
where its definite antiimicro~
phonic properties. obta ned by
the use of a special inter-locked

27.5

- 18,000 ohms

Mutual Conductance - I ,5 MA,Volt
Filament Volts -

-

Filament Current

-

Anode Volts

the
detector
pos1t1on
many
portables

- 2.0

0, I amp.
150 max.

PRICE

8~
CRID

VOLTS

electrode assembly, are of real value

Marconi Valves
THE VALVES THE
ADVEIUISEMENT

OF

THE

MARCONIPHONE

~~ EXPERTS

COMPANY

LTD.,

USE.;

110 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

To Ensure Speedy Delit•ery, Mention "A. W." to Advertisers

LONDON, W.t
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LOUD-SPEAKER CUT-OFF

T

·

~~--------------------------~~~--------------

Programmes which used to want a bit of
coaxing, now come roanng in unless I
use the Yolume control." So far, so good.
Then he went on to say that one nig11t he
switched off the filament current, which he
. still takes from an accumulator, but clean

HE other eYening T had two all-electnc
consoles on test and I was comparing
their relative merits as regards selectivity.
On tuning one of the sets to Midland
1 ft
Regional I was surprised to find that a
wllistle h~d app'trentlu
]·ust forgot the H.T. eliminator, whic 1l wa~l eh.
lleterodvne
1
1
in circuit for about twenty hours unh t e
"
'
·
started up near this
station.
A few
.
·
t
oYersight was discovered. He was now
l
minutes before I had been tstenmg o wonderin"' how much his mistake would
Midland H.egional on the other set and cost him."' I was at once able to assure him
there had certain!:-- not been a heterodyne.
:::; 0 as a matter of interest 1 switched back that he wouldn't notice anv effect in the
to this set anu found the heterOcl\'Ue had next quarter's bill from the .Electric Supply
Co.
·
disappeared again.
COUNTING THE COST
HETERODYNES AND LOUDO
long
as the Yalves in the set are not
SPEAKER RESPONSE
lit, the secondary of the supply transO\\', this particular heterodyne note former is open-circuitecl and therefore takes
was of very high frequency and it no current. A transformer, in fact, possessdid not take me long to realise that one es the Yery useful property of automatically
of the sets had a loucl~speaker with a sharp adapting itself to different circumstances.
cut-off in frequency response, just below \Yhen the secondary circuit is open, the
the frequency of the interference. That primary \Yincling takes only an infmitesimal
little test makes me wonder whether loud- curre:1t-just enough to magnetise. the core
speakers capable of Yery high-note response -wh1ch then acts as an automattc choke.
are re all v clesira ble in these clays of hetero- If the seconclarv circuit is closed, then the
dyne interference. There mu~t be many primary suppli~s just enough energy to
examples of slight heterodyning causing maintain the load and no more. In the
a Yery high frequenc\· audible note that case in question the secondary circuit was
actually remains inaudible unless the loud- broken and was, therefore, out of action,
speaker is particularly good.
so that the onlv current consumed was that
It is interesting to record that the loud- taken by the' ftlament of the rectifying
speaker on \Yhich the heterodyne note val\·e. This would be approximately 1
could be heard was a moving coil, whereas ampere at 5 Yolts, or 5 watts in all. In the
the loud-speaker with the high note cut-off course of twenty hours this would account
was an ordinary balanced-armature cone. for about one-tenth of a unit, which, after
all, doesn't amount to a row of beans.
CONSOLE SETS

N

S

MAGNETOSTRICTION
HE piez.o_-e lectr_ic _crystal. was mere~y
a sctenbhc cunos1ty unbl the radto
engineer found a new use for it as a highfrequency osetllator. Another rival is now
emerging from the laboratory in the form
of mi alloy of iron ni,:kel and chromium
which possesses the property of magnetostriction in a marked degree. A magnetostrictive body is one which vibrates mechanically, at Yery high frequencies, under the
influence of an applied magnetic field.
Expansion and contraction occur ;tlternately along the length and breadth of the
substance, to an extent which varies with
the intensity of the applied field.
There is a certain fundamental frequency
at which the magnetostrictive effect reaches
a maximum so that, like the quartz crystal,
it can be used as a master control for the
carrier waves used in broadcast trans1lllSS10n. \Vith so many new stations
coming on to the ether this question of
stabilising the carrier frequency is becoming
WASTING THE H.T.
more and more important as a means of
RECENTLY advised a friend of mine, reducing heterodyne interference.
who has a fi\·e-valver, to try the effect
VALVE TROUBLE
of using a high-tension eliminator instead
of a dry-cell battery. I met him again the
RECENTLY came across a case where
other clay, and asked him what he thought
a mains-dri\'en set gave excellent recepof the change. "Simply marYellous," he tion for some little time after being plugged
said, "especially on the distant stations. into the mains, and then proceeded gradu-

I

HEAR a good deal these clays, as I
expect the reader does also, of the
coming popularity of the console set. By
console is meant a pedestal cabinet containing the set, power supply and loudspeaker, but not necessarily the aerial. Of
course, the neatness of such sets will have
a strong appeal and the purchase of a set
containing a loud-speaker will presumably
imply that the loud-speaker will match
the output valve of the chassis. But there
is a drawback to this type of set not often
mentioned, pos-;ibly because it is not
realised.
I know many listeners whose reception is
clone in one room but whose set is in another
room. And quite often when I am asked
to recommend a set the stipulation is
made for an external loud-speaker for this
very reason. I suggest that set-makers concentrating on consoles should make provision for the connection of an external
loud-speaker.

T

I

I

allv but Yery definitely to "give up the
ghost", the signals dying away to a mer;:
whisper. The symptoms rather pointed_ to
some defective part gradually breakmgdown under the effect of increasing temperature, but a careful search failed to fmcl
anv circuit component at fault. The
m):Stery was finally solved when, as a last
resort, the existing valves were replaced by
fresh ones. All the trouble at once disappeared. The trouble was caused by one
of the valves suffering from what is called
"grid emission." Under the influence of
the heat radiated from the filament, the
grid gradually reaches a temperature where
it starts to emit electrons in large quantities
on its own account, and in opposition to
those coming from the cathode. The
result is utter confusion inside the val,·e
and a wholesale loss in signal strength. The
defective valve was returned to the makers
and was, needless to say, promptly replaced.
THE FUTURE OF DESIGN
\\'OXDER how much longer broadcast
recei ,-ers \V ill remain in their present
form? Commercial receivers are changing
their appearance completely and are
gradually becoming more and more like
telephone repeaters. There is a great deal
to be said for this construction. All the
apparatus is mounted on panels which are
housed one above the other in a rack. Each
unit is complete and is simply provided
with input, output, and battery leads. A
reallv hot receiver contains several of
these racks side by side.
The system is one of considerable flexibility and I am not at all sure that I shall
not (l~ something of the sort myself. l\Ir.
Reyner has had a receh·er of this type at
Elstree for some time, but it was not until
the other clay that I saw it approaching
its full glory. Following telephone practice
the equipment is sub-divided, the various
parts being cross-connected in all sorts of
ways. At the bottom are the power pack
and power amplifier. Higher up are the
attenuation pads and mixing panels, while
on top is the receiver which has two pan_els
to itself. The equipment also contams
H.F. and L.F. check oscillators which can
be introduced in various parts of the circuit.

I

SIMPLE MODIFICATION
HE point about the whole thing is that
anv one unit can be taken out, modified
to meet some requirement which experience
shows to be necessary and reinserted without causing any upheaval whatever. \Ve
do not all require quite as much elaboration, but one cannot help being struck by
the neatness of the system, and I am wondering whether our future receivers may not
de,-elop on these lines, at any rate as far
as the real ham is concerned.

T

I

THE "REGGIES"
KQUIRIES show that there is a bit of a
fight between "London RegJ' and
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":\lidland Reg." in the area extending from so kilo\\ atts on the medium Land for the
the most northerly parts of London 'well l<egional programme.
into the J\lic!lands.
Those \Yith very
GIVING THE LEAD
selective sets are not greatly troubled, but
the crystalisers and users of broadly-tuned ·wHXf causes so much trouble at
broadcasting conferences is that reprevalve sets are having rather a poor time,
since they cannot get either programme free sentatives of every country turn up
from the other. One type of set which imbued with the idea that all are going to
seems to be worse affecterl than almost stand by their rights at all costs. Great
any other is the cheap portable. Not so Britain has one long and nine medium
very long ago crowds of people invested wavelengths, and the H.H.C. ·s idea is that
in such receivers, mainly because they were she shall jolly well stick to them. Similar
cheap and simple to operate. In the early ideas are held about their mn1 wavelength~
part of the year I saw scores of them in by the French, Germans, and e\erybody
various shop windows offered at almost else. If our people went to the next conincredible prices-fonr-valvers, for example, ference prepared to say: ''Look here, the
at under a fiver apiece.
Those who position at present in Europe is absolutely
bought them were, without a doubt, ridiculous. There arc far more stations
delighted with their bargains at the time, than there ought to be aml the number is
but probably now they arc ·wiser and continually increasing. V\'e are prepared to
give up four of our wavelengths if other
sadder men.
countries will make similar ·sacrifices.'"
A CONTRAST
Don't you think that if this happened there
~ the other hand, the really good would be a different spirit altogether and
portable of up-to-date design has not that we might hope to obtain peace rather
the slightest difficulty in separating the than the present state of war in the ether?
two stations at quite short range. My place
THE ONE FLY
is fifteen miles from Brookmans Park and
O:\lETHIXG, I think, could be Llone u11
about forty from Daventry, but the portthose Iincs. There ic;, however, hanging
able that :Mrs. "Thermion" has for her
own use brings in either ".:VIidland Re g." or over the future of European broadcasting
"London Reg." at will and quite clear of a threat which is still su small that fe\v
any interference. It is the old, old story. people have realised what importance it
Sound wireless good.> arc alrc;vly so cheap may assume before this time next year.
that anything offered at bargain prices One country has so far stood outside all
certainly ought to be looh·d at several confereuces and has refused to fall into
times before any money leave~ one's pocket. any wavelength scheme. This is H.nssia.
And, whatever you do nowadays, you I£ yo~1 look at any report of the Brusseb
o;hould always buy with an eye to the not- Laboratory published last year, you wilt
far-distant future.
Don't forget, for sec that H.ussian stations haYe elbm\·cd
instance, that "~orthern ~at" will be their \Yay in on channels between tho'-'e
starting in before long. Again, should you assigned to European stations, and if you
live in what \Vill be the sen·icc areas of the do any long-distance \HJrk you will have had
twin stations that will complete the regional some experience of the heterodynes that
.:\'one of the
chain, bear in mi~d that yon arc likely to they haYe been causing.
Hussian medium-wave st<ttions is using
w~mt more selectivity than the ;cvcrage set
usually offers to separate high-power twin any considerable power, but at least
forty, and possibly as many as sixty,
transmitters at short range.
stations with outputs up to roo kilowatts
ILL CMJ~_'\ TING
or more arc to be conc;tructed in Eussia
TOLD you that I had recently spent a within the next eighteen rnnnths.
short time in Dc,-on and that I had been
-·--··········~-·-:·:::··:·::~
surprised to find how well sXX was received
in every place where I tried a \Yireless set.
There seems to be no doubt that sXX~
Never insert or remove plug-in coils
•
service area at all times of the year has a
in the manner shown below, Coni
radius of at least :250 mile3 now for reception
...... tr<>lm<nl "' ~
so long as one H.F. stJge is used. vVere
the power of the station pnt 11p, as I have
often suggested, to roo kiiO\vatts and were
the- station used as the only national
transmitter, it could probably serve the
\Yhole country adequately and would have
~
a ..-cry large area where no H.F. at all was
needed.
The more I move about the
:
country and the wider my experience of
reception under the regional scheme, so far
as it has gone at present, the more convinced I am of the unsoundness of trying
to jam nine British high-power transmissions into the broadcast banct. I am
disturb the turns and may break the
winding itself away from the plug
:!
convinced that by far the soundcst plan
would be for the B.B.C. to limit itself to a 5 fixing. Handle coils and valves by the
base.
!
lOo-kilowatt 5XX for the :-Jational pro- :
gramme and five stations of from 25 to

0

S

I
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---IO show you whctt trouble they may
cause 1 would mention one instance
which may have escaped you. Sometimes,
when Yienna has been comin!!; in particularly well, you may have nottced a rather
faint heterodyne whistle.
The station
causing this heterodyne is .-\rchangel-quite a small fellow. Think what would
happen to that whistle if Archangel
possessed a 100-kilowatt tram>mitter. The
result of putting from forty t•) sixty highpower Hussian stations into the medium
wave-Land is likely to be o:: very great
importance. If these sta.tions select, as
other l<ussian stations ha\eduneinthepa~t;
channels in between those allotted under: the
l'rague Plan, the net effect will Le to reduce
the frequency separation for Europe from
') kilocycles to -f% over the greater part of
the broadca~t band. One needs to he no
prophet to foretell that the receiving set of
the future will require supE·r-selecti\ity.
A determined effort should be m2.de to
induce the l(ussians to sencl rl'presentc:ti\ C'
to the nc'>-t <:vllference.

T

l
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LOOKING .FOR A SHORT
HEEE is one tip, by the way, that [

would like to give you ;d:out trackin,;
clown a high-tension short if one vi tho;;c
unwekume manifestation.~ uu:urs in }OUr
receiYing set. ::'\aturalh, yr)ll have gut t<l
pass a current through the H.T. lead'i in
order tu Jinrl just where the leak is; but do
not use the high-tension battery to supplv
this current, vr you may do damage buth
to it and to other expensin~ things. ..\f1,r
O\\ n mcth<Jd is this. I Llisconnr.:ct the hightenc;iun l.Jattcry just about <lS quickly as [
can after ~witching oJf, ;mcl i:r its place I
make use either
ll. !L!shlamp ret:ll or
an old ,'(rid battery tll<Lt h;:~ still a nJ!t or
two left in it. Yon can then Ji 1d where the
short is occurring just ;\s ,,acily \Vith the
help of voltmeter, millictmmder, vr car-phones, and you don·t run the ri:-k of
doing serious clanngc. lf. Ly the way, yo<L
use the milliammeter fur ~hrn·t tracking 1t is
a sonnrl precaution to place a spa,ghetti
resist;:ncc \\·i tlr a value of I ,.Joo ohm~ in
series 11 ith it. In this \\ay HJII protect the
instrum .. n( from an overload r .f current.

of

I
!

f

CONFUSION
WORSE CONFOVJ\DED

The rc;tdin.~ that
<llll!lld·T 11ill ,how

you

,!.!,t·t fn;n1

the nJ.iHi--

you Jit>t hiJ<:t kill<! of
short it i-;. lf, for exawplc. you do ,get
41 ~ mil!iamperes with ;: J.C<H)-UIIIH H'si'-'tance t!H.TC, this means prul·:Jllly that ;L
high-tcnsi<,n positiv<: !.:ad i'-' r·tabng direct
contact with some earthed Jl"int. On the
other hancl, if you get pr;tctic;d ly 11u reading
with the resistance, vou can remove it and
make just a JlickiJlg contact at frrst to
see what happens. Should the needle not
go right over, connect up and see what the
reading is. lf it is, say, 1 milliampere and
thnc are -t I~ nJ!ts driving the current you
know that there is a resi~tance of bet\veen
.f,ooo and j,ooo ohms in circuit somewhere.
This indicates that the short is somewhere
b<::tween earth and the plate end of the
primary uf an L.F. transformer.

THER.}liO:\.
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AROUND THE STATIONS

AT MANCHESTER
BROADCASTING HOUSE:
An Inside View of the Northern Broadcasting
Centre, by "A.W.'s" Special Commissioner
given Yi<t lhe London ~<tlional
and Regional stations.
The next studio, in order of
importance, has floor dimensions
33ft. by 16ft , and is a generalpurpose room where small
orchestral combinations can
perform and where the Children's
Hour is given.
The adjacent talks studio,
which is panelled and furnished
in Jacobean style, is used by the
announcers for the ordinary

A~IATECR \YJRELESS recently
interviewed the Korth Regional
Director, J\Ir. E. Lining, he said that,
"By this development" (referring to the
opening of .Moorside Edge), "we have at
last a real opportunity for the Korth to
express itself in the programmes." That is
just the purpose for which the l\Ianchester
Broadcasting House in Piccadilly, in the
heart of the city, was designed.
The previous studios were not central nor
convenient for the artistes, and there was a
rather obvious lack of liaison between the
broadcasting stafi and the engineers.
Kow, the new premises, which have been
opened for a sutTicicnt time to enable the
authorities to judge l\Ianchestcr's position
in the broadcasting scale, give ample facilities with regard to studios and to the
engineering side.
The l\Ianchestcr Broadcasting House is
situated in Piccadilly, overlooking the
?If unicipal Gardens. Actually the lower
part of the building is a bank and the I3 B. ('
<'ntrance is at the side. There arc three
studios, one a double-decker with a gallery,
one a small talks studio and the third· a
general-purpose studio.
The double decker is still an impressi,·e
<>ff<tir, despite the fact that the Scottish
H.egional station now possesses the converted Oueen's Hall the<Ltre, and in the
gallery ;~t i\lanchcster there are seats for
an a uclience.
In the studio itself there ic; a built-in
~ilencc ca1,inet, which is handy for checking
up musical transmissions <md for the occa' ional direction of radio plays, which, when
a large caste is invoh-ed, arc sometimes
broadcast from here.
This large room has floor dimensions of
roughly 54ft. by 35 ft. and the extra height
is obtained by utilioing two stories of the
building. There is a noticeable amount of
echo a.nd this appears to suit large orchestral
broadcasts; perhaps that is why so many of
these broadcasts from this studio arc also

W HE.:<

~~~---;~:~ le~::---:he

artistes'
. waiting room at Manchester. (Centre) Part
!: of the extensive land! line switchboard arrangcmcnts which link
up with Savoy Hill,
Slaithwaite and several
of the relay stations.
(Right) A view from
the gallery of the big
No. 1 studio at Manchester which is used
for large orchestral
broadcasts. The silence
cabinet is in the corner
and one of the microphones is seen suspended on cables above the
conductor's head,

i

news bulletins and, of course, hv lecturers.
There is a large reading desk, itlso in the
J acobcan style, and the microphone is suspended above it on stranded cable. There
is a gramophone in this room and this is
occa~ionally used when "ftll-in" gramophone items arc not available in some other
\\ <l,Y, perhaps from London.
There is a very pleasantly-furnished
reception room for the use of artistes going
to any of these studios and a moving-coil
speaker fitted in a hrge baffle in the corner
(Continued in 3rd column of next pa.ge)
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
VALVES
Here is another of" HOTSPOT'S" week}'JJ articles, written specially for beginners
who· want simple and practical explanations of the underlying principles of radio

1

"1HE next few articles in this series are
to be devoted to an elementary survey
of valves, for whatever may be said about
other components in the set, the valve is
still by far the most important.
If we carefully break the glass bulb of a
modem receiving valve (I have just done
this to illustrate my text) the construction
disclosed is something like Fig. r.
Further examination shows that tl1e
outer structure is a thin metal shell. This

applied lly connecting one encl of the bat- we did not sec on breaking the glas;-;-the
tery-the positi\·e end-to the anode, every vacuum! It is necessary to exhaust all
part of which receives this charge, no mat- trace of air from the valve, otlwnYise, just
ter at what point it is applied. So with as in an electric-light bulb, the filament
the grid; for some functions of the va]\·e would be rapidly consumed. The silvery
the grid must be positively charged, for coating noted on the inside of the bulb
others negatively. \\'hiclle\·er charge is consists of oxide of magnesium.
:\ small
wanted can be applied by connecting any piece of magnesium is left in the: bulb when
part of the grid to one end of a suitable it is ~ea led~ ~~nd evacuat~d. and as a final
battery. Then the whole grid, like the pi·ec;wtion this is allowed to ignite. In
anode, assumes the potential applied to burning it use,; up any reoiclual gases and
any given point.
1:iln1111LI/Jf If we care to carry on our dis~ection,
n'/10,./e
TIIIAIIICIA
the structure of the grid can easily lx 'een, ~
rfJ
Ul
as shown by Fig IB. I think beginner'
would do very \\ell to follow my plan-to
~ ~J
take a valw to pieces. Then at the Fig. IB
.._vrlu
stage it'' 1ll be clear how the filament lornb
I
the centre of things and how the gnd
~
comes between the filament and anode.
J
The relation between tl:e filament-gridanode stru.cture of Fig. r with the pins~on
the base of the valve can be seen from bg.
.
'---. d'1agram t h e anode connec t'10n rs
I n t Ius
2.
shown at A, taken to the 1)in set distinctly
~
apart from the other three. At B is shO\Yll
Fig. 3. Comparison between circuit symbol
the connection of the grid, taken to the pin
and valve holder
directly
opposite
the
anode
pin.
_\t
c
is
B
shown h.ow the two ends of the filament are clcposi ts i tse If as an oxide on tile inside of
Fig. 2. Connections for anode, grid and
taken to the two pins on each side of the the bulb.
filament of three-electrode valves
grid and anode pins.
Before finishing this introduction, I
This irreversible formation of the Vdh·e should like beginners to compare the circuit
is the anode. Inside it is mounted a long
thin wire wound in the form of a grid-and pins prevents the valve being wrongly symbol for a three-electrode valve with the
connections on a valve holder. At Fig. 3
that is what it is called. Then right at the
can be seen the connection b<;tween the
centre, inside the grid, is a V-shaped wire
three parts of the symbol-anode, grid and
which is the filament.
filament-and the four sockets on a valveThere are thus, in a simple valve such
holder.
HoTSPOT.
as this, three separate parts, called elecGrid--~
trodes. One, the filament at the centre,
surrounded by, two, the grid, in turn
"AT MANCHESTER BROAD·
surrounded by, three, the anode.
CASTING HOUSE ''
In the specimen I have just broken and
(Co11 liuued from preceding page)
illustrated by Fig. B., this triple structure
is held up by six stout metal supports,
of the room can be plugged in to one of the
embedded rigidly in the glass pinch. In
tone checking recei\·ers.
this valve it is quite easy to see that four
t-p on the top floor is the ,;mall romn
wires go right through the pinch and I can
housing the dramatic control apparatus
assure readers that these four wires come
used for radio play production, and here
out to the four valve pins at the bottom of
again there is a pilot moving-coil speaker up
the bakelite base, in which the pinch is,
near the ceiling in one of the corners of the
literally, stuck.
room.
One of the wires comes from the anode,
The various switching and fade-in and
another from the grid and the remaining
fade-out apparatus is of the very latest
two from the two ends of the filament.
type developed by the B.B.C. engineers for
Here we come up against a first difiiculty;
their
own particular requirements.
Fig. 1. The construction of a threewhy has the filament two leads and the
Cables go out to :\Ianchester, to Moorside
electrode valve
other two electrodes-anode and gridEdge, London, Leeds, Xewcastk and many
only one each ? The answer is this : The inserted. If the pins \Yere interchangeable other centres and the importance of the
filament has to be heated, by sending a it would lle easy to burn out the filament :\lanchester Broadcasting House as a
current through it, and this can only be by inserting the valve so that the two regional centre cannot be over-estimated.
done by connecting its two ends to a filament pins came across the high-tension
:\Ir. Liveing, as Xorth Regional Director,
is bound to be a personality who will assume
battery.
battery.
For the action of the valve, the anode
So much for the internal construction of increasing importance as the scope of
has to receive a positive charge and that is a normal three-electrode valve. One thing l\Ioorside Edge widens.
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, PHILI"P R1DGEWAY:

----

TESTS

I The'~CENTURY

~ moll.ur wu-~

---------------

-~

·
SUPER"

!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr. Philip RidgewaJ), of "Ridgeway
Parade" fame, has been trying out the
"Century Super" during the past few
days and here he describes his experiences
with the set in an entertaining interview
with an AMATEUR WIRELESS
representative.
''WELL, how many stations have you
managed to get) " I asked .i\lr.
Ridgeway when I caught him at Savoy
Hill last week after a rehearsal for one of
the" Parades."
He started to count up on hi~ fingers and
then laughed.
"Seriously," he said, "if I told you, you
might think that I was exaggerating,
especially as I am not an expert.
"As you know, I had your 'Century' set
made up for me by a friend who said that
·it was bound to whack the portable set
with which I have been vainly striving to
get results.
"And he is right, too. Ko, I did not make
up the 'Century' myself, but since I have
had the set working I have experimented
quite a bit and the layout looks so simple
that I am sure even I could make up a set
like it.
In fact, some of the 'Parade'
people who have heard my 'Century'
working at home have been enthusiastic
about it, and when this broadcast series is
tinishcci, during my break, intermingled
with other work I might try my hand at
the soldering iron. I promise you shall sec
my f1rst home- built 'Century' set !
·"But about the number of stations I
have logged. I have ha cl I iterally dozens
of foreigners, the names of which 1 had seen
in station lists, but L had nen:r dreamed
that people in this country could get,
except on the most expcnsin:: commercial
sets. A funny thing is that 1 have ha<l
dozens of stations, too, \Yhich 1 simply

cannot log and which I believe arc unknown
quantities to the experts who make up the
foreign stations lists !
': \\'ould you believe it? Sometimes after
coming back from Savoy Hill I have sat
up until two and three o'clock in the
morning. Stations have been coming in all
the while. I never dreamed that there were
so many stations on the ether, or that they
worked so late at night.
".\nother surprising thing is the large
number of stations which I have logged
and which have given announcements in
English. l.lntil I tried the 'Century' I did
not know that there were so many :~tations
which gave programmes which \\·ere quite
intelligible to the average Englishman.
This, of course, increases their 'programme
value,' to use a familiar Sa..-ov-hill term,
and makes it all the more cs~enti<d that
nowadays you should have a good set
like the 'Century' on which you can get a
\vide number of stations. I should be the
last person to say that you need have a
set which will only get B.B.C. stations!
Everyone \Yants a set which gives a c1wice
of Continental programmes, c\·en though
they ·may not always be so goml as the
local B.B.C. item, and, on the 'Century,'
at any rate, you can do this.
"I have had Hcilsbcrg, Breslau, Berlin,
Home, 1\lilan, \'ienna, 1\Iunich, :\loscow,
H.adio Paris, Barcelona,'' said :\lr. H.idgcway, reading from a scrap of paper in his
pocket-book, "and there are dozens o!
others which I ha\·c not been able to log

by their announcements because my '"ife
has been impatient at my wasting so much
time at the set when I ought to be preparing
new material for broadcasting, and so on.
"She works it too, of course. It's such
an easy set to tunc because the two knobs
mo\·e practically in step. I like the strength
control too, for I have to cut clown the
volume on the stronger stations like H.ome.
"The tone is exceptionally good, and
although my previous set, a five-\·alver also
good in this respect, the' Century' certainly
has it beaten. I do know enough about
\\·ireless to realise that in the ordinary way
you want large batteries and a !Jig power
Yalve to get a nice tone, but my 'Century'
is working off only a r 20-volt battery, and the
volume is great enough if I want to dance.
"A friend of mine who is a Ycry keen
wireless fan laughed when I told him that
I was actually listening to 1\Iiihlackcr. He
said it wasn't possible because London
drowns the German station, no matter
what set one uses. Anyway, I ha\·e shown
him that it can he done and for the first
time in my life I feel like a real wireless
expert ! "
1 asked l\.Ir. Hidgcway if there were
any stations he cu1tldn't get, and he thought
fur a \vhile.
"Yes," he said, adopting the "H.amsl>ottom" tone well known to listeners, "the
only station I can't get is Rawtenstall."
Nor can anyone else, and perhaps he is
the only one who has tried. l\lars may
be his next attempt.

INTERVALVE COUPLINGS

the high-frequency side, it is better to use
a tuned-anode before a tuned-transformer
coupling, unless both stages arc thoroughly
",lccoupled" from the mains supply.
l\1. B.

SCREENING
NE\V material designed for screening
high-frequency components consistc
of paper coated with an extremely thi1~
layer of aluminium.
Electrically thf:
material is equivalent to sheet aluminium,
hut is much more convenient to handle.
It can easily be cut to any required shape,
and if necessary glued on to a wood or
ebonite former.
l\1. A. L.

ITH two stages of L.F. amplification
it is better to use choke or resistance
coupling for the first vah-c, and a transformer for the second. If the arrangement
is reversed, trouble is likely to be experienced in a nnins-dri\·en set, because if there
is any "hum" in the output from the
detector, this will be accentuated across
the transformer, before being ·passed on to
the last valve. By placing the transformer
stage last, the relative amplification of any
mains "noise" is reduced. Similarly on

W

EUROPE AT YOUR
ELBOW WITH THE
" CE N TU RY S U P E R "

A

Genoa is testing on 5:!4 metres with a
view to taking up this position in the
waveband, in future.
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HOW GOOD CAN WE MAKE
TELEVISION IMAGES?
W

HILE worl{ on television continues in all
parts of the world, along lines that may
or may not eventually provide us with television on an entertainment basis, it is perhaps
of value at this stage to sec \vhat degrees of
perfection are possible through normal broadcasting channels. In this connection I have
recently received some very interesting data
from the Be!l Telephone Laboratories of Kew
York.
In the usual processes of tele-photography, as
extensively used by newspapers, the picture
can be considered as divided into a large number of small elements of equal size. The electric eye of the transmitting m'1chine does not
sec the \vlwlc picture at once, but is focused on
only one unit area at a time, passing rapidly
along row after row until the whole picture has
been scanned.
As each unit area is viewed in turn, an electric impulse is produced, the strength depending
upon the light or shade of that particular
portion. At the receiving end the apparatus
re-creates the picture areas one by one, arranging them in the proper order to form a group
that, viewed by the human eye, appear similar
to the original picture.
Xow it is obvious that in such a system any
picture details smaller or closer together than
the size of one picture element cannot be
properly transmitted. In fact, the Jincst detail
capable of being sent occurs when alternate picture elements are dark and light. The electric
signals corresponding to these dark and light
elements \nmld be strong and \Ycak respectively,
a cycle being sent for each two elements.
The frequency of this current is therefore the
number of picture elements sent per second
di vidcd by t\YO. For coarser detail the frcqnency could be lo\\TL
From \\hat has been said the reaclcr will

realise that in order to transmit good detail
the apparatus must be able to handle all frequencies up to that corresponding to the finest
detail-a frequency equal to the number of
picture elements per second divided by two.
If the telephone wire or the broadcasting channel over which the picture currents are sent cannot transmit a sutliciently high frequency, the
received picture will appear coarse, just as
though the picture had been divided into
larger elements at the beginning. The important point to understand is that, no matter now
nearly perfect the sending and receiving ap])aratus may be, the best picture that can be
received will depend upon the available frequency band.

Television. and Tele-photography
This condition applies just as much to television as it does to the more commercial process of tele-photography. The main difference
bet\Yeen the two is the speed of transmission.
In tele-photography several minutes may be
taken to transmit a picture, but in television it
is necessary to present to the observer a minimum of sixteen complete pictures per second
in order to give the illusion of motion. This
means that each picture can contain only the
detail that can be transmitted in one-sixteenth
of a second.
As an example, one might cite a ro-kilocycle
broadcasting channel. \\.ith the usual broadcasting the total channel width is divided
between two side bands. The highest frequency handled by the television apparatus is
determined bv the width of one side band,
namely 5,ooo cycles. As we have already seen,
each cycle represents hvo picture elements. so
the number of picture elements that could be
received through a ro-kilocycle broadcasting channel in a. second is I0 000 or G25
1

elements in one-sixteenth of a second.
From this it will be seen that no matter how
good the television apparatus may be, the very
best quality picture that could be obtained with
a ro-kilocycle broadcasting channel would contain only about 625 elements, or a·::>out 22 by
28 elements. Television pictures of about this
quality are illustrated in this article. These
compare with the pictures obtained over the
commercial tele-photography system containing
:Z.)O,ooo elements. To broadcast such good
pictures as television images would require a
frequency band \Yith a width of 4,ooo,ooo
cycles, equivalent to -fOO ordinary broadcasting
channels !
Fig. r shows the detail obtaimd by telephotography, corresponding to -fO::> ordinary
broadcasting channels. Compare this \\ith
Fig. 2, \Yhich is barely recognisable, having
{J25 elements-the maximum number possible
"·ith a ro-kilocycle broadcasting channel.
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show the same pictures as they
\Yotllcl.appear when divided into greater numbers of elements than Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 has r ,250 elements, corresponding to
bvo broadcasting channels. Figs. 4 and 5 have
(>.250 and r 2,500 elements, requiring ten and
t"·enty broadcasting channels respectively.
From these interesting comparisons, the reader
will readily sec that television \\ ith existing
apparatus, even assuming that apparatus "·ere
perfect, requires a tremendous frequency channel for anything like good detail. J'ossiblv
the use of special single-side-band methods of
broadcasting may help to solve tl e problem.
lt is instructin' to not.: that in America,
at least at the Bell laboratories, the present
difficulties of accon1n1odating telcyision sig~
nab in broadcasting chann('ls is far more fully
rce<.1gniscd and ctdmittcJ than in tLis country,
:\. S. H.

These five reproductions throw interesting light on the amount of detail possible with perfected televiSion apparatus used with v<!rious
frequency channels. The corresponding amounts of detail for another picture are shown at the top of this page.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism-By SYDNEY MOSELEY.

NEW TALENT

THE WRONG ATMOSPHERE
A STRIKING PLAY

W

l-L\T I.. han· writtct;.in tlwoie columns
about comperemg sttll holds good.
Those" ]\yo P.tirs" arc ucmally a good turn,
l1ut the\· certain!\· did not shine in introducing tlw otller -turns.
Cbuck Hulbcrt, who can sometimes be
funny, imagine:; that all be had to say was
"H:t\·c: a drink" in order to make us liwgh.
I s!umglv protest agai11st this drink
pmprn;a!lda, unconscious as it may l.lc, in so
manv B.B.C. bro:tdcasts.
Concert p<trty after concert p:uty put
on·r quite the \Hong atmosphere of "At
Homes." These modern young things
im;tgine that you cannot han· a jolly time
at <t party unless from beginning to end it i;
a question of "lifting your elbow."
This is a matter of policy which should
not be ldt to smaller men.
+

+

+

As I met both Sir Ian Hamilton and
Compton :\Iackenzie out in G:dlipoli, 1 was
particularly interested in the broadcasting
o[ what thev nllecl "a cliscnssion."
As I anticipated, it \\·as scarcely a discussion but an opportunitv for Sir Ian
Hamilton to justify himself ag;tin, with
Compton l\Iackenzie acting ;v; a good am!
respectful foil. A real discussion on Gallipoli would l.lc between an Easterner like
Sir L1n and a \\'estcrnn, of \Yhom there
\\ere many.

•

+

+

I hcarcl l>ol.h John Gidgucl and Hannan
Griscwood in the title part of Clcmcnce
Dane's Jr'i/1 S!wl!espcarc. A striking and
arresting play, and clone much more
cllicicntly and attracti,·cly than I thought
possible.
l ha\·e paid lots of tribute to Gri,;cwood,
and he die! Ycrv \\·dl, coming after so
redoubtable a fig-ure as John Gielgucl, but
the latter, wlto \\.<h recent!\· accused of not
being a mature., King Lt':tr," "·as certainly
more mature as \\'ill Shakespeare than
Harman GrioC\\'OOd.

+

+

+

Yet, as a matter of fact, the honours fell
to Lilian Harrison, who really touched the
emotions with her acting as A1ine Hathaway.
The rest of the caste were worthv of a
great play which \\·as produced with Val
GicJgml's usual efli.cicncy.

SEA SHANTIES
That was an amusing mistake by the
commentator regarding the presence of
H.oyalty at the Cup Final. G~orge apparently knows more about players than
princes.

+

+

+

~..:;.,~'

llistcnecl to the Theodora (~uit.ter Trio-a name I ha\·e never seea before in the
otlicial programme. There are other new
names too. This is good policy, for it
enable.; the B. B.C. in searching for fresh
talent to make discoveries. And yuu nGver
know. As soon as thev make iumc.-; on
the wireless tlwy seem
go farther a(i.clcl
--where there is muJ\c money.

to

+

•

+

Our friend Lconarcl Hcnrv w;ts not in
his most bubbling mood in th~ "l"p H.in·r ·•
rornp.
\\'ynnc Ajcllo sang nicely but she coulcl
sing just as nicely without the stnpicl words
that seem to he necessary in productions of
thi.-; sort. There was also a sad song about
"L:,ughing at the rain." \\'here was the
Lwghter?
Ernc3t Longstaffe nsually produces
bright things. This. too, was bright in
parts, but tlw \\Tatllcr was all agaimt the
rinT outin~~~.,•••a••••a•:.-••-•••<~•~•""""""'""""""o""""""-""-""'"'-'""""'"'·'"""'"...,""""""'".-.;

KEEPING THE LEADS SHORT
If you are designing your own set
then take great pains to keep all connecting leads as short as possible.
Here, for instance, are three input
terminals to a set, one of which, as can

Gillie Potter goes the way o[ all conwclians-up and clown. His talk about" The
truth about the Press" was an example.
To say that somebody whose "horses win
except when they lose" may l.le a statement of fact, hut is hardly a quip.

~
:
i:

+
+
+
J went up to the studio to see, as well a'.;
hear, Sir Jarne~ Sexton, Ben Tillett and
the Chorus put over Sea Shanties. They
made a great effort, although Sir Jame~;,
\Yith a cold, was palpably nervous. 1t was
amusing to sec him hitch his trousers ! At
first I thought his voice, owing to llte cold,
W<ts too husky to get over, but I went into
the padded l.lox in the studio aml put on
the earphones and found I could hear everv
worcl-inclucling the downright "damn·.,
,,·!tiel! was the ou!y swear word t!u')' le;! in !
+

+

..

1 saw two singers, Sih·io Sideli and Cahy
\'allc, in the afternoon, and heard them
onT the wireless at night. Both have
exccllc·nt full voices, but somehow they
san;; to better effect in the hall than at th-e
stndio. There is no doul.lt th:t t 11 e mu~t
hurry on telcvi:;iou.
+

+

+

] have heard Henry Ainley, but did11'L
quite recognise l1im in the impre.-;sion gi\Cil
by L:twrcncc Anderson.
'
+

+

+

The pure tones of the Tylde.,;ley Temperance l'rize Band were noticeable, although
the waltz in what is now called Lila~
'.l'imc was taken rather slowly.

Edinburgh Town Council proposes to
take no action with regard to a broadc:tst
relay scheme. The Post Oflice authorities
had pointed out in a letter to the CouucJ!
that they were opposed to the granting of
a monopoly for a broadcasting relay scn·ice.

be seen, is only one inch or so away
from the grid terminal with which it
connects. The fixed condenser at the
back is placed on its side so that its
terminals, too, can be connected with
very short wires.

The Edinburgh transmitter of the B.B.C.
which was situated at the Edinburgh
l:niversity buildings since ICJ24, has been
transferred to new premises at the St.
Cuthbert's Co-operative Association, Port
Hamilton, Edinburgh.
The Edinburgh
transmitter will remain at its new site until
it is replaced by the high-power Scotti.sh
Eegional ~tation now being built at Falkirk.
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T b very easy to wire this set, using the
large diagrams given in the two preceding issues (Nos. 463 and 46-f).
Commence the work by removing the
panel from the baseboard. In some instances a length of wire can be used to
connect a number of points without
cutting it.
\Yires numbered 1 to 7, for instance, need
not be separate wires but a single length
joined to the terminals of the valve holders.
There are a number of flexible wirc3 for
connecting the batteries. The.-;c should be
carefully marked in order that a mistake
shall not be made aftcnva.rds when the batteries arc being joined to the set. Note
also the grid bias wires and Le sure they arc
correctly lalJelled.
There arc two forms of oscillator unit.
One has connecting tags with coloured tabs
for identification and the other has flexible
wires lea\·ing the can, these \l·ircs lJeing
coloured.
In the case of the units having connecting
tags, flexible or 18-gauge copper wire may
be used, the ends being pushc:l into the
connecting tags.
The white wire goes tv the centre tenni-

nal on the frame aerial connecting strip, as
it joins with the centre tap of the frame.
One side of the tuning condenser goes to
terminal 2 on the strip. This side is joined
to the frame aerial onlv and does not connect with the circuit. "Terminal I goes to
the framc, the tuning condenser and the
grid of the first valve. Note particularly
the connections of the oscillator. The
bbck coloured wire, or the wire having the
· · · · - · · - · · · · ·...... ., . . .., .......... _ . . . . . . . .,.,. . . ..,.,.,.,., ....... , . . . . . . 11; . . . _

. . . . . . ..,. . . . . . .., ....

P~I2,

Cossor

2

J~

black insulating tab, goes to the anode
terminal of the oscillating valve and the
blue one goes to the grid o;' this valve and to
the tuning condenser. The red wire goes

Here is the
circuit of the '-'1''----.J
" Century Super." A large
pictorial diagram showing
the battery
connections is
given on the
following page

1:..,.. "11

VALVES TO USE IN THE
"CENTURY SUPER "
First Detector : :\lnllanl P:\l!l-IF, Cossor
2roHF, :\Iazua H210, '\Iarconi II21o,
Osram H210, Eta B'l'zo23.
Second Detector : Cossor 21oHF, :\Iarconi l-ILno, Osram HLno, :\Iazda
L210, :\lnllanl 1':\IrHF, Ela B¥2023.
Intermediate Stages : l\larconi Sn 5,
Osram Szrs. '\lnllaru l':\Iu, :\Iazda
215SC, Eta J3Y(>, Cossor zrsSG.
Oscillator: :\Iazda Lzro, Osram Lzro,
:\Iarconi Lz1o, Cossor zroLF, Eta
BY zoro, :\lnllard P:\11 LF.
Power: Osram 1'215, :\larconi LPz,C,
:\lazda l'zzo, Eta B\\'I304, :\Iullanl

w.

to the 1-m icroiar<~d J1xed •:omlenser and to
the high-teJbioa through <\ 15,ooo-ohm
Jlcxible n:sistance.

15P.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE "CENTURY SUPER"

i

I

Special cabinet and baseboard, and wooden
panel (Cameo, Peto-Scott, H. & B.).
Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers with
slow-motion movement (J.B. "Tiny No. 2," PctoScolt, Lissen, Ormond, Readi-Rad, Cyldon).
50,000-ohnt wire-wound potentiomctcr (Colvern, Sovereign, Regentstat, Rotor).
Three-point shorting switch (Readi-Rad,
Wcarite, Bulgin, H.B., Bcnjamin, Lissen, junit).
Set of super-heterodyne coils (Wearite,
Lewcos).
Six valve holders (Tclsen, Wearite, Lissen,
Lotus, Benjamin, W.B., Clix).
Triple coil base (Peto-Scott, Wearite).
Five 1-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C.).
Two .001-mfd. fixed condensers (T.C.C.,
Lissen, Telsen, Dubilier, Formo).

.0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Formo, Lisscn,
T.C.C., Dubilier, Readi-Rad, Graham Farishl.
Grid-leak holder (Readi-Rad, Wearit(', Lissen,
Bulgin, Dubilier, Formo).
1-meg. grid-leak (Lisscn, Dubilier, Telsen,
Graham Farish).
Low-frequency transformer (Telsen "Ace,"
Lissen, Varley, Ferranti, Burlon, Lcwcos, R.I.,
Voltron).
Terminal strip with three small terminals for
baseboard mounting (Pcto-Scott),
15,000 and 20,000-ohm spaghetti resi;tances
(Lewcos, Bulgin, Readi-Rad, Turner, Gral:.am
Farish).
Fuse-holder and fuse (Bulgin, Readi-Rad).
Five yards of thin tlex (Lewcos).
Eight wander plugs marked: H. T.-, H. T. 1,

+

H. T. -'- 2, H. 'f.]- 3, H. T. t 4, G.B. -1-, G.B.--:j
G. B.--- 2 (Belling-Lee, Clix, Eelcx).
• -,
Two spade terminals marked : L.T.-;-, L.T.(Belling-Lee, Clix, Eelex).
Connecting wire and slceving (Jifilinx, ReadiRad.)
_
Frame aerial (Peto-Scott, Lewcos, Wearite).'

f

ACCESSORIES
One cone speaker (B.T.H., Amp!ion, Mullard,
Ormond, Blue-Spot).
One double capacity 120-volt H. T. battery
(Ever-Ready, Pcrtrix, Drydex, Li,;sen, Fuller).
One grid-bias battery, 9 volts (Ever-Ready,
Pertrix, Drydex, Lissen, Fuller\.
One 2-\olt accumulator (C.A.V., Exide,
Pertrix).

,:·~~o--.o~c-o--.o.-.o~o--.o--.o._.o-o.-.o.-o .... o._.o--.o--.o--.n-n_n_n.-o-.o.-o'loO,....O._.o~o--.o-o-o-~~~~ ~-0-
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coils. Note particularly that one of the
coil units has no
connection from the
top of the can. This
is the first coil and
should be plugged
into the right- hand
coil holder looking at
the back of the set.
The next hvo coil
units have flexible
connecting
wires
coming out of their
tops. They arc interchangeable.
The following
.-alves have been
used during initial
tests, and a full list of
suitable valves is
given in the accom.~MES
panying panel.
ln the oscillator
position a :\Iullard P.MrLF (impeclance I 2,ooo ohms, amplification factor
n). For the first detector a P:vliHF
(zz,jOO ohms and 18). ln the two screen,

ER

~j~~o~o~o~o~n-m-s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ltT.+!
~NV~WV~~~-----------J~~ItT.+2

r----------'1'---<>H.T.+3
Hl+1-

'f ___ _
68-2

68+

-6.8-t

---------------'

~rid stage.; fit :\Iullanl l':\I12 Yaln•:; <•.nd
for the sc·concl detector use a 1'.~[ 1 H L,
with a F\lz in the output stage. 'fhe
l':\Iz \·a]vc• is ;t small power Yalvc
h<n ing an impe~hnce of -1. fOO chm~,
with an amplification factor of 7·5·
· ) Used with a high-tension of 120 volts,
. the grid bias shoulrl he ncgatin~ ') or
" · 10.5 \"Oits when the Cllrrcnt is bebn~en
5 and () milli;unpcres.
The second
detector may he supplied with about
)
90 vults at H.T. '- 3 and the current
is about 3 milli<unperc•s.
For the
first dclector \VC u;c about lOc) volts,
at H.T. -:-I, and the current taken i.s
normally quite small, s<ty .I milliampere, or a little more when the
oscillator is not connected and no
signal is being received.
The grid
bi 1s for this v,1.lvc is taken from
G B - I and may be - I .5 or ·3 volts'.
Both values should be tried when
listening to a distant bta.tion ,md the

a range of anode voltages but the valve
must be accurately set when listening to a
weaker signal.
Frame Connections
Plug H.T. -1-2 has connected to it the
anodes of the two screen-grid .-alvc;; and
also the potentiomcter. As the total resistancc of the potentiometer circuit is ;o,ooo
ohms, the current flowing through it will
be 1.7 milliamperc~, with a high-tension of
120 volts.
The two screen-grid Yalvcs
themselves pass about 1.5 milliamperes
each under normal working conditions, but
pass less when the .-olmne control is turned Y';e I! down.
There is abo tlw oscillator
which is supplied from the
tap H. T. -1- 2. and thi6 takes
about 2 milliampcres.
\Yith the batteries connected
as shown in the diagrams and
the loud-speaker joined to the
set, switch on by operating the
switch on the front panel.
Set the switch of the oscillator to its mid position and
the frame aerial to medium
waves. The frame aerial, by
the way, is connected by
three flexible wires which
should he as short as possible ancl be sure they arc
conncctcJ to the right terminab on the terminal
strip.
The centre tap
goes to the centre terminal and the two
outer ends mav he
taken to the ·outside terminaL,
not m<ttkring much \Vhich way round
they arc joined, althoi1gh the eilect of
ren·rsing them should be tried.

applied.
You must turn the oscillator very slowly.
Adjustments
Having heard a station, try adjusting the
voltage applied through tapping H.T. +I,
and also the grid bias at G.B.-r. Try
a bias of -3 Yolts for instance, and then
alter the high-tension at H.T.-1- I to suit.
Then try a bias of -:-1.5 volts and again
alter the voltage a"pplied through H.T.-1- r.
Jn this way you will set the first detector
correctly and obtain the maximum scnsi-

Tuning
Jf you now turn up the Yolumc control, set the frame aerial tuning condenser, s<ty, halfway and slowly mo.-e
the oscillator tuning concknser, vou
will hear when the oscilbtm: ·
btation wurkin,c;.
This r us ll in g
noise is too well
!mown to 11 e e cl
dl'sniption and is
clue primarily to the
slight atmospheric
noise:;; pick•,·cl up
when the circuits
arc in tune <'1Hl
the set is in ;t
sensiti\·e condition.
_\Jtn the Yolume
control so as to get the
rushing noises as loud
as possible, without,
howc\ er, causmg the
bcat-lrcqucncy ctmplificr to osCJll,tte.
lt
can tbually be made to

(Co11tinued on pa<>e
766)
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Two view; of the "Century
Super" which make apparent the simple construction
and few parts required
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THE BATTERY & AERIAL CONNECTIONS
FOR THE ''CENTURY SUPER''
A HELPFUL PICTURE

./LOUD-SPEAKER

-.IL.-.oi-~ . . . . .

'--H.T. BATTERY

'

FRAME
AERIAL
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COME---AND
HEAR
IT!

THE CENTURY
SUPER
£ s. d.

You are cordially invited to call for
a free demonstration of the ' Century Super" at our! Showrooms at
I {9 Borough High Street, London
Bridge, S.E.I.
Come
and 1ear it r

Cabinet complete with woodt'n pancl12''
hy f3" and lla~eboa nl 12" by Hf'
...

15 0
1 :Frame aerial wound to ~J-lct·iftt'<ltion ... 1 0 0
2 Jackson .0003 mill. \'ttrialJle condensers,
17 0
Tiny So.~ ...
...
. ..
5 6
1 Colvern 50,000 ohm potrntiomrtrr
1 6
1 lteadi ]{ad :3-point sl1orting ~wit<'h
1 Set \Vcarite or Lewco:s tluper Hetero210 0
dyne eoil:; ...
...
6 0
() Telsen 4-pin valve holders
2 9
1 Triple eoil haf'e
...
. ..
14
2
i1. T.C.C'. 1 mfd. fixcU t·oudensers ...
2 0
2 Telscn .001 n11d. tixrd eonden~('fS
6
I Formo .000:! m1d. ·• ::\likadrnser"
1 Ueadi ltad 1-megohm grid leak nnU
1 4
holder
...
8 6
1 Tcbon .~_\r{'" L.F transformer
6
1 Terminal :-;trip fitted :J 0-lL\. terminal~;
3
1 neadi Uad 15,000 ohm link rc:-istancc
3
1 Rcadi Had :!0,000 ohm link resistance
3
I Readi Had fuoe a m! hol<IH
4
H Belling Lee wander plug:;
3
2 Hpade trrminal:-:, red and lJlal'k
2
6
1 Packet Head.i ltad "Jitfiliux" for wiring
ti Yalv('s to ~pr.dfieation, 2 S.G., ~ ll.F.,
3 16 0
1•. 1•'. and Power,
...
11
;) Yards thin Hex, 8trew~, et e.

Total (induding

Yah·< s, c.~Linet and
\Youml .Frame ~\erial)

KIT A
(Less Valves and Cabi·
net,
but
including
Wound Frame Aerial.)

£6:18:6
or 12 equal monthly instalments of 12/8

KIT B

£11 : 9 :6

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
2 Fuller 60-volt "Super" capa- £ s. cl.
city H.T. batteries
1 7 0
1 Fuller 9-volt grid bias battery
1 6
1 Fuller (S.W.X.9) 2-v. 40,80
amp. L.T. accumulator
12 9
1 Celestion D.10 loudspeaker 3 0 0
er 1 Amp/ion cone loudspeaker
A.C.21 ...
1 19 6
Components can be supplied separately

,. . .~~:·:;~t~:~~~~~~·=:!~~~:~l~~~:~~-~:····1::_;::
cabinet and wound frame aerial, ready for
11se and aerial tested.

Price

........... :::..

£14 •10
•• 0
•

~-~-. ~ ~: ~:: !_1_,_1_~-..!:~:::::::::~-~ .::!..~.?. ~~:............\

(Including V a Ives,
\Yound Frame "\erial,
but less.Cabinet.)

'£10:14:6
or 12 equal monthly instalments of 19/8

KIT C
(Including Valves,
Cabinet and \Vound
Frame Aerial.}

£11:9:6
21/-

or 12 equal monthly instalments of

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
All Overseas Customers Orders are
carefully packed for export ancl
insured to nearest port, charges
forward.

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.
Your Orders are sent Post Free or
Carriage Paid.

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

ORDER

FORM

To: Ready Radio (R.R. Ltd.), 159 Borough High St., London Bridge, S.E.l
CASH ORDER. Please despatch to me at once the goods
:;pecilied for which I enclose payment in full of

£ ............ .

C.O.D. ORDER. Please despatch to me at once the goods
speciJied for which I will pay in full the sum of

£

HIRE PURCHASE ORDER. Please despatch my Hire Purchase
order !or tile goods specilic,J for which l enclose first deposit of

£ ................................

Cros:;, out \\ hid1cvcr does not apply.

·/'rlanzc ....... ,
.-1ddrc~s

...........

KIT REQUIRED ············································································································································---·················· •..................•
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentionina "A. W." to Advertisers
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New Valve Holders
rr\\'0 or three new makes of vaL-e
holders to hand prO\·e that our nMnufach!rers can do a good job. The valves with
~ohd pins must be fitted to sound holders.
Some of those now on sale are not very
satisfactory, the contacts being too weak
and flimsy
They gi,-c trouble in use.
Good holders arc worth paying for and the
poor ones are dear at <my price.

An H.F. Matter
Th~re are a number of \Yavs of connecting
a plam tuned circuit to the anode of a
screen-grid Yalve.
The most popular
appears to be the circuit which includes a
high-frequency choke in the anode circuit,
'vhich is coupled to the actual tuned circuit
through a fixed condenser, as indicated in
the accompanying diagram.
A point to note is that the high-tension
is not applied to the tuned circuit, the
Those Terminals
fixed condenser isolating the circuit from
I often wonder ,,·hy so many terminals the high-tension.
hted to transformers, coils, and other parts
arc round. The hexagon nut, with a slotted
head, as used by some makers, is a so much
more satisfactory job that I should have
thought the old-fashioned circular terminal
nut would have been discarded long ago.
A New Reaction Condenser
I suppose we all consider at times
whether to fit a plain reaction condenser or
one of the differential type.
There are times when it seems by careful
test that the differential has no ach·antagc
over the plain type and then. of course, the
difference in cost is a big point.
Actually, most detectors seem to work
best \Yhen there is a condenser across the
anode and filament, and \\-hcthcr this takes
the form of part of a differential or a
separ<Lte ftxcd condenser is a matter for
careful experiment. \\·e must obtain
smooth reaction and good detection as
well. \\'hen in doubt it is the better plan
to use a ditierential.

Sfoppin9
Conilsr.

Tuned Circuit

L.T.

Changing the G.B. Battery
+
This is the popular H.F. coupling referred to ·
How often should a grid-bias battery be
changed? That i~ a question which we all
This condenser must therefore be of a
have to answer, but I am afraid the answers type well able to \Yithstancl the full highshnw \\·ide differences of opinion.
tension. A further point is that as the choke
Some say every six months, others say is connected across the tuned circuit, any
at yearly intcn·ab, and others reckon that losses in thi~ component will aHect the
a ~rid bitttery is good for the life of the set. tuning and the amount of the magniliI ha\·e noted that one battery may be cation.
good for a fc\\· months only, while another is
It is rather surpri~ing \Yhat a large
perfectly satisfactory after a year's use. difference is to he noted as between
For testing I prefer a low-resistance volt- various makes of chokes. Some arc ven"
meter and if the voltage falls rapidly I good and others are so constructed that their
throw the battery away.
inclusion in a set lowcE the cffecti,·encss.
Those who have no Yoltmctcr arc in a
Jt is not to be ,,·onclercd at that such
difticult position unless they can have the differences are found. Some chokes have
battery tested for them. For safety the at lezv;t twice as much wire on them as
battery ought to be discarded after six others. The former of some chokes is of
months' service, unless testing shows it to good quality insulating material, and other~
be satisfactory.
again have poor electrical properties. So
\\"hen a high resistance develops and two you see that the choke is an important
or more circuits are connected to the bat- component.
tery, they are coupled and poor results may
well be obtained.
You may get poor What Size Frame ?
You may often hear the remark passecl
quality or instability, and sometimes a highpitched whistle may be traced to this cause. that a very small frame aerial is all that is

AND
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~

needed for reception, as the set ibelf is so
powerful.
This may be true enough and the tuning
may seem very sharp "·hen a small frame
is used. The fact remains, ilOw(Ter, that it'
is better to employ a frame of fair size, as
usn<~lly the ratio of signal strength to noise
is greater than with the smaller frame.
In experimenting with the "Century
Super" 1 found out se,·eral thinoos about
frame aerials.
"'
The fact is that the set itself provides so
much magnification that a larse frame is
not needed from the point of vi·ow of signal
strength. If you try, as I did, howe\·er, two
frames, one of fair size and one of small
size, you will sec where the larger frame
scores. Reception is definitely better with
the larger aerial.
Incidentally, the presence of an outdoor
aerial affects the results. It is interesting to
tunc the" Super" to a station mcl then to
tunc the outdoor aerial. All you need is a
coil and condenser in the aerial circuit, and
as you pass through the tuning point quite
a difference in the results will l:e noted.
Those Fixed Condensers
The question is sometimes raised as to
whether a metal casei,; better fo:: condenser~
of the r- or 2-microfaracl type than a
b:tkelitc moulding.
PersonallY, I belie\"C that clectricallv
there is not" much to choose bet wcen then1
The manufacturers use the metal cased
type possibly because tlrcy arc cheaper
than types haYing a moulded case.
Considering the parts used in condensers
and the fact that scaling is ,_,sscntial, it
will he understoorl that ;t so,mcl case i.,
essential. Small fixed conden:>ers usu<ilh·
have a moulclccl ca~e ami when this forn1s
part of the construction of th: condenser
itself cheap units are possillle.
Some fixed condenser,; are "ell m;HIP in
cornpact fonns. The adn;d elements arc
small and a large case is not ;,n essential.
A site for the new Lc'ipzig high-pol\·er
transmitter has been found in the ncighhourhoocl of I'egau, only tweln· miles from
that city. \\.ork on this station is to IJe
started at once.
According to an official notice is:;ued h\"
the Italian broadcasting authorities, the
new Palenno station will be opened in the
course of next month. Its power is 3 kilowatts (aerial). Although a wa,·elcngth of
20::1 metres has been suggested. there is ;t
possibility that it may effect an exdrange
with another Italian transmit tcr as the
figure chosen would be unfa ,-ourable in
view of the geographical site.
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C.O.D
Pay the Postman-it costs no more
-We pay all charges on all orders
over 10,'-.

PILOT KITS

-Everybody's buying them for the

CENTURY
SUPER-HET
because they include the specified Peto-Scott Frame
Aerial on which "A.W." obtained amazing results

Strict Privacy Guaranteed
on all H.P. Orders

• KIT ''A''

CASH

Less Valvos,
Cabinet
and
Frame Aerial.

Or 12 monthly payments of 9/9

Kit "A" with Frame Aerial, £6.6.6, or 12 monthly payments of" 11/7

with order-Carriage Paid

KIT"B"

£9.2. 6

KIT"C"

I\s ~~hove \Vith 'ah es but less

r-~:.~~~lB,I.-~~.....,,

Kit of partsasapprondby A.W.

1

2 .0005-mfd. variable condensers with slow motion movement. Peto-Scoltk
.. .
12 0
1 50,000-ohm wire-wound po4 6
tentiometer. Sovereign ...
1 Three-point shorting switch.
6
Ready Radio
.
Set of super-het, coils. Wearit!" or Lewcos
...
.., 2 10 0
6 Valve holders. Telstn
. ..
6 0
1 Triple-coil base. Peto-Scott
2 9
5 1-mtd. fixed condensers.
10 10
Franklin ...
2 .001-mfd, fixed condensers,
2 0
Graham-Farish . . .
. ..
1 .0002-mfd. fixed condenser.
6
Formo or Ormond
6
1 Grid leak holder
0
1 1-meg, grid teak, Telsen ..•
1 Low-frequency transformer.
• Telsen u Ace, ...
8 6
2 Spaghetti resistances, 15,000
and 20,000-ohm.
Keystone or Lewcos . . .
. ..
3 0
1 Fuse holder and fuse. Ready
Radio or Bulgin . . .
. ..
3
8 Wander plugs, marked : H.T.
- , H.T.+1, H.T.' 2, H.T.
3, H,T.+4, G.B,-'·, G.B,
-1, G,B.-2. Belling-Lee
2 0
3

II

J; 8. d.

SENT C.O.D.
PETO-SCOTT CENTURY

!.~~t~t~,~~~!~}20/·

Supplied with accurJte-flt- with switch
ting bearing Lush, wavechange switch. 3-way lead::> and six spacers.
Each straml of wire is enamelled and covered
<JV..:rall, which ensures maximum results.
Correct centre-tapped. This is a new type
frame aerial designed at the request of
"A... \V." by Pdo-Scott himself. No substitute
will d-o. Beware of imitations.. You must h1ve

I

and nuts, etc.

I

the pclished oak panel. Black knobs supplied
with Ebonite Panel. Also Dial Reading Chart
supplied specially calibrated on Peto·Scott Con..
densers tJ our Technical Staff.

I

I

a Peto-Scott Century Frame Aerial to ensure
results obtained by uA.W." and Daily !tlail.
lf desiu·d 'lee cwz supply Lez:.:cos Frame
Ae>·ial 32/6.
CABINET.
Specification: Handsome
Polished Oak, 1 z" >. 8" x 1 o" deep. Fitted v.:ith
figured oak pant!, polished and drilled; also
1~" x 1o'' 6-p/y baseboard.
..
Oak or J:.Ia/wgany
••
J
The Components included in every PILOT
KIT are guaranteed against manufacturing
fault.

.•

..

..

£5

..

FINISHED
INSTRUMENT

Fitted with Valves, Cabinet_and Frame
Aenal - - ••
Royalties extra £1.10.0

£12 76

Or deposit £3.17.6 and
11 monthly payme11ts of £1.
NOTE: Battoies extra.

AlhO StND FUR THtSE SPECIAL
PARTS, C.O.D. Pay the Postman :
6 Mullard Valves for
Century Super- Het
I P.:\I.r.L.F.; z P.:\I.r.H.F.;
I P.:\I.2; 2 1'.:\I.r.z.
£3-16-0

Peto-Scott Cabinet
Handsome French-Polished
Oak or Mahogany Cabinet
with Drilled Panel and
Baseboard.
15/•

0

0
0

6

6
4

6
0

to every purchaser of the
CENTURY, a full sized
diagram and copy of "AmateurWireless''
containing constructional details.

FREE

*Fitted witltJ.B. "1'iny" Condensers
-.-:!-----~_,

0

bolts, etc., terminal strips, 5 yds. flex
and glazed connecting wire.

6

r

e:\·tru

d

FREE contatmng
with~v~ryKita Konecterl~it
all screws, nuts,

~t~o~r:n~b~ei~ ~o:~ !~ e~:ct'~tPf~;~ :U~

5/-

ACCESSORIES

ANY PARTS SUPPLIED SEPARATELY
If 1mlue ot•er 10/- sent C.O.D., on
receipt of postcard. All charges paid,

0

L

15'•

6

r--SPECIFIED
..·-----,
Handsome
Polished
Oak £ s.
Cabinet with figured oak
panel, 12 in. by 8 in,, ready
drilled, and 6-ply baseltoard, 12 in. by 10 m.
. .. 15
(Also in; Mahogany, same price).
CENTURY SUPER FRAME
AERIAL READY WOUND
WITH SWITCH . . .
1 0
Oak panel, polished and drilled,
12 in. by 8 in.
...
. ..
2
&-ply baseboard
1
Ebonite panel, 12 in. by 8 in, by
·t~ in., drilled
...
. .•
4
1 Green Triangle 120v. H.T.
battery, Drydex ...
18
1 Grid bias 9v. battery. Drydex
1
1 20140 accumulator, Exide ..•
9
6 Mullard valves, 1 PM1 LF,
2 PM1HF, 1 PM2, 2 PM12
3 16

I .;
I
I i~!~~.~~~~m~~~~~~· !;~e!~;~b~!~
I connecting
~Pe~~-~~~Ui)n:~~b!:et~r~e~~:f:!~H GRATIS
wire, .fixing screws, b o l t s -

Oak or Mahogcmy-P"Y
the Postmau.

£10.17.6

Complete with \'alves.
Cabinet and lhscboard, Panel and
F'rame Aerial.
or 12 montllly payments of £1.0.0

Cabinet Jnd Frame Aeri:.:tl
or 12 monthly payments of 16:9
KIT "B" with Frame Aerial £10-2-6
or 12 rnontllly poyrnents of 18. 7

Wearite or Lewcos
Super-Het Coils. Set of
4 coils.
As used by the
designers and included in
Pilot Radio Kits. £2-10-0

£5 e 6 e 6

FREE ~~;~~e;E.r;;Jt~~vtoowt~!~
technical advice and assistance.

.J

L ----~---~.;;E;- ;.;.;;;-;0-;M~
To PETO-SCOTT eo. LTD. ·
I

_~

I

Please send me C.O. 0./CASH/H.P.

I --·------------·------------·---------------·----------------

I

1

I

I ------------------------------------------------·----· I
I :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ I
for which I enclose Cash

I H.P. Deposit

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. :I :.m:· ...~·.. . . ............... . II
Address ..... ., ..... ,..........................

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1: Clerke11well9406;

62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.t

Chancery 8266, MANCHESTER: 33 WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY. Phone:
Chorlton-cum-Hardy 2028,
NEWCASTLE, STAFFS: 7 ALBANY ROAD. Phone: 67190.

I ................................................
.. I
A.W. 9/5/31 1o

-----------

I

Mention or"Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attent€on

emokur w~

~
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!SETS Of DISTINCTION!

COLUMBIA ---···----C___,j)
MODEL352 0 ~SOLE .............

c

Makers

M

y recent remarks on the spbject of

consoles have come home to roost.
\'\'e now have an extremely inexpensive
console in Columbia model 332, just announced by the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Ltd. Here we have an installation that is
entirely self-contained except for the aerial
and earth connections. And judging by
the strength of stations received during
my tests. only a short indoor wire would
be needed for the aerial.
At 23 guineas this pedestal set is certainly remarkable value for money. It
works from A.C. mains of 200 to 250 volts
and I am glad to say that there is also a
model for D.C. mains.

A Compact Set
The size of the cabinet can hest be
visualised if I say that were a normal threevalve all-electric set stood on top of a
ea binet cone loud-speaker, that would be
about the space taken up by this new
Columbia model. There is something very
attractive about this cabinet. 1t is quite
big enough for its job but is not so big that
it would be cumben;ome in the a,·erage home
of tc-day.
The riucleus of model 332 is a powerful
three-valve all-electric set, comprising a
screened-grid high-frequency amplifying
valve, a leaky-grid detector valve and a
transformer-coupled pentode power valve.
There is another valve for converting the
A.C. supply into direct current for the
three receiving vah·cs.
The set cannot be called expensin~ to
run. Assuming electricity to cost Gel. per
unit, the A.C. model can be run for %d.
per hour and the D.C'. model for ~~cl. per
hour.
I spent an interesting e>·ening at the
controls of this Columbia console. J\Iost of
them arc accommodated on an escutcheon
plate fitted above the loud-speaker grille.
There arc two tuning controls. "·hich take
the form of thumb-operated dials mounted
~ide by side, so that both can be rotated
simult~meously. The right-hand dial is
calibrated in wavelengths and the left-hand
dial in degrees from o to roo.
I found the wa,·ckngth calibrations
usefully accurate. They enabled me to find
most of the powerful foreign stations
without the need for a lot of preliminary
skirmishing. The medium wan~s are calibrated in steps of 2:5 metres from 2 2.') metres
to 540 metres. The long waves go from

The Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.
'Price: 23 Guineas

I,ooo metres to 1.900 metres in steps of
100 metres.
In addition to these two tuning controls
which are. by the way illuminated \Yhile
the set is in operation, there arc hYo other
impo·rtant controls, an intensifier on the
left and reaction on the right.

the calibra tcd cli:tl to the reqni:c•d wavelengths.
The quality of reproduction is not the
least attracti,·e feature of this console.
The makers ha\·e utilised a 1 ~-inch cone',
clri\·en by a po\Yerful balancecl-armaturl'
unit. But e\·en this does not entirelv
account for the extremely pleasing balanc.e
of tone noted dming tests. l'o:;sibly the
fact that the loud-speaker chasc.is is contained within a cabinet much la.rger than
is usual in a cabinet loud-speaker accounts
for the absence of "boomincss." Speech
is delightfully clear and music has a fine
round tone. .
SET TESTER.

Easy Control
The intensifier is really a pre-dctcctor
volume; control and plays a great part in
the separ<ttion of distant stations. There
is a considerable degree of magnification
in this set and for many foreign stations
the use of reaction was found unnecessary,
provided that the-intensifier was at (ts
maximum.
On the left-hand side of the cabinet is
AT THE QUEEN'S HALL
a small plate carrying the mains on-off
YR:\ HESS was the solo.'st in the
switch, the aerial and earth sockets and a
Schumann Concerto in A minor, for
selectivity control in the form of an aerial
series condenser. For a three-valve circuit Pianoforte and Orchestra, given by the
one can hardly do with less controls than B.B.C. at their concert on April 29. She
are fitted to this Columbia set. I am glad gave a spirited and brilliant performance.
Arnold Bax"s Xo. 2 Symphony has
the makers have not omitted any of them.
There io; quite a false impression that moments of great poetical beauty, and the
simplicity of control is the same thing as composer himself was accorded a .1 enthusiabsence of controls. Actual]\·, in a thrce- astic 0\·ation at its conclusion.
The greatest success of the c\·cning, howvalver any cutting clown of controls means
either critical operation or lack of eiiicil'ncv. ever, was Gota Ljungbcrg, who sang the
One quickly grows accustomed to the arduous and cli11icult part of Salome in the
operation of the various knobs on the final scene from "The Dance of the Sc,·en
Columbia console under review. It is Veils," by Strauss. Her voice possesseo;
necessary to make intelligent use of the gn'at poll"cr and range, but is nc'.cr harsh.
selectivity control and of the intensifier -E. 1\:.
control in order to separate the stations
recci\·ed. This applies especially when the
A Century Super "Gadget."-" Censet is ,,·orked within 20 miks of a station tury Super'" builders should note that
like I3rookmans Park
Messrs. \\"right and \\"caire are producing a
strip, reach· \Yired. carrying eight vah·e
Selectivity
holdns for the coils ami valves uf the set.
Some idea of the sdccti,·ity possible \Yith together '.Yitll numerous other small parts.
this set, when the selectivity and intpnsiticr such as grid leak clips. The w;e of this
controls are set to their half-way position, strip eliminates a great cleal of the wiring.
will be appreciated from the fact that Lon- an cl simplifies the constructional work; it
don Regional then had a 30-mctn• spread. i~ bound to appeal to all huilckrs of the
Thus Strasbourg hclow London Regional "Century.·· The price is only I'·
and Toulouse abo>·e it were brought in
clear of interference. Sottens, just above
Eaclio Strasbourg has been comp~lled
l\lidlancl l{egional was tu ncd in clear, which
is good for a three-valn'r. On the long to suspend its relays of concerts broadcast
waves l was aL!e to get H.ctdio l'c!ris and from local cafe;; and restaurants. as the
Eiffel Tower clear o(Dan'ntrv. hut con- proprietors of these establishments have
siderable use had to Le made ·of the sub- clccidecl that such transmissiors induce
sidiary controls. The strength of 1\adio their customers to listen to them in their
Paris and indeed of several other long·\\·a,·e ozC'n homes:
stations, \\·as exceptionally good.
As I h<n-e said, this set has a good degree
It should be noted that tlw cartoon
of sensiti,·ity, which is not too greatly shown on page 71 r of" A.\\"."' 1\o. 464 is a
impaired when the set is made selective. H.obert's impression of I\cil .l\lcKay, the
I obtained a good log of stations by turning popular Scots comedian
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HT.SUPPlYU

K OLSTER-BRANDES H.T. Supply Units are the most economical means of obtaining H.T. Supply
from either A.C. or D.C. electric
supply mains ; they overcome the
necessity and continual expense of
H.T. Batteries. With a K~B. Unit
the H.T. Supply remains constant
:md the performance of the receiver
consistently good. Just as theK-B.
' Pup' Receiver has set a new
staQdard in radio value, so are
K-B. Units creating new ideas of
eliminator value.

There is a model to suit any J.ind of Battery Receiver.
K-B. 262 D.C. ELIMINATOU, UO vult
at 10 milliamperes . ..
...
...
•
•
Or 3/- down and six monthly payments of 5/4.
lL-B. 263 D.C. ELIMINATOR, 150 volt
at 30 milliamperes ...
...
...
•
•
Or 5/- down and six monthly payments of 8j9.
K-B. 261 A.C. ELIMINATOR, 120 volt
at 10 milliamperes ...
...
...
•
•
Or 7/- down and nine monthly payments of 7j9.

£1 9 6
£2 10 0

£3 7 6
£4 2 6

K-B. 259 A.~. ELIMINATOR, 120 volt
at 20 nulliamperes . ..
.. .
. ..
•
•
Or Bj- down and nine monthly payments of 9j3.

TheK-B.'Pup'
RECEIVER
has proved an
outstanding
success. Complete with
Speaker,
Valves and
Batteries (incl.
Royalties}

£5.3.9

£4 10 0

K-B. 26~ A.~ .. ELIMINATOR, 150 volt
at 2~ mllha1npercs ...
...
...
•
•
Or 9/- down and nine monthly payments of 10/-.
K-B. 261 (A.C.) and K-B. 262 (D.C.) ELIMINATORS, as
illustrated, have been specially designed for the famous
K-B. Battery' Pup.'
Ask your dealer for details or send the form below.

IN EXPENSIVE

RA D I 0

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '11 . . . . .

To KOLSTER-BRANDES LTD., CRAY WORKS, SIDCUP, KENT.
Please send m~ full details of the new K~B. H.T. Supply Units, togeth?r with tb name of the ne:1rest K-B. dca!er.
NA:t\IE ................................................................................................... - ........................................................................
ADDRESS .....................................................................................................................................................................
A.W.l;

·················································································································································································
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."
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HE "Regional Suppressor", a simple
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MORE ABOUT
THE

but effective wave-trap designed primarily for use with new North Regional
station, but applicable to any programmes
within the 250 to 550 metre band, was
described in last week's issue, and I mentioned there that I would give particulars
this week regarding the effectiveness of the
trapping and the infi uence on other stations.
To be effective, a wavetrap should absorb
energy at the frequencies immediately
around that to which it is tuned, but should
exercise as little absorption as possible on
other frequencies only a little removed. The simple device described in last
\\'hen conducting the experiments on the liJeek's issue /or cutting out the local
Regional Suppressor the well-tried rejector
station.
principle was utilised. This can be used
in any form of set no matter what the aerial
coupling system is, and as will be seen from By]. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M./.E.E.
the curves (Fig. 1), a very serviceable
arrangement has been produced which will coil was used <i'i it stood and consequently
meet the needs of the great majority of the voltage developed was much greater at
300 metres than at 6oo metres.
The
listeners.
actual variation is shown b\· the dotted
line in the ctl!Te, from which 1t will be seen
The Test Circuit
that there is a. steady increase in the
The circuit for the te.3ts is illustrated by
Fig. 2. .The laboratory standard totally- 4·0
screened oscillator was employed to generate an artificial signal. This signal is
Fig. I.-The dipped
curve shows the
under complete control, its strength being
effect of the " Supcapable of variation from a whisper to
pressor" on tuning
several hundred milli,·olts per metre, this 3·0 w
>
_,
latter value corresponding to the signal
received from a Regional station at between
~
0
five and ten miles mnge. The signal from
0
this oscillator is introduced into an artificial
0:
t·O 1!1
aerial circuit having constants equal to that
e
c
of the average aerial.
w
<!I
This artificial aerial circuit was coupled
<
!:::;
to a tapped six-pin coil \Yhich was tuned
g
to the signal in the ordinary way. The
1•0
voltage developed across this circuit was
applied to a sensitive valve voltmeter,
and the signal strength was measured by
this means. '

REGIONAL

SUPPRESSOR

Measuring tlte Voltage
The first test consisted in measuring the
voltage across the circuit alone at different
frequencies. This, of course, is not constant even though the input may be constant, because the magnification of the
circuit depends upon the ratio of inductance
to capacity. It is well l\,nown that if a
small high-frequency voltage is introduced
into the circuit-from an aerial for example
-the voltage across the circuit is many
times greater than the original voltage
induced. This is the basis of the whole
principle of tuning, and it is this property
which enables us to select the station we
want and disregard those which we do not
require. The extent of the magnification
depends upon the ratio of inductance and
capacity, the circuit being more effective
with small condenser values. Consequently as the wavelength is reduced, so the
voltage across the circuit increases somewhat rapidly.
Most readers will have noticed this effect
in tuning their sets. The amount of
reaction required is usually quite small at
the bottom- of the tuning range, and increases as we go towards the top end of the
scale. This is entirely due to the varying
magnification of the coil. In the experiments being described no reaction was
employed, of course, since this would introduce a variable factor into the results. The

0

l50

;50C

35"0

"41)0

450

500

550

600

WAVELF.NGTH (Metres)

eff1ciency of the circuit as we go towards
the shorter wavelengths.
Now we mav take this dotted line to
represent the riormal state of affairs. If
we introduce any extra circuit into the
system and then ri1easure the voltage which
is dew loped, we can, by comparing this

RrfiPicial Reria/

I

~vppressor
mtrotluced here
Fig. 2.-Circuit used for testing the
"Regional Suppressor"

voltage with that obtained from the coil
alone," see at a glance whether any serious
change has resulted.
Consequently, the next part of the experiment consisted in connecting the
"Regional Suppressor" in the lead between
the artificial aerial and the coil, as shown
at X in Fig. 2. This duplicates practical
conditions, since, as was explained last
week, the Suppressor is connected in
between the aerial and the aerial terminal
of the set. The coil was tuned to 475
metres. at which point the ,-oltage dove-

loped was just over r.8 volts. The Sup·
pressor was then tuned as carefully as
possible to t.he same wa\·elength when the
voltage dropped to a value so small that it
could not be measured with accuracy. It
was in the neighbourhood of one .:mndredth
of its normal value. The wavelength from
the oscillator was then adjusted to yarious
values on either side of the 475-mctre mark.
and the tuning circuit was carefully adjusteel to give the maximum deflection at each
point, leaving the Suppressor tuned to
475 metres. This again represents the
practical conditions in which one adjust"
the Suppressor to the interfering station,
and then carries out the tunino on one',;
recei\-cr in the ordinary manner~
The voltages obtained by this means are
shown bv the full line in the cut'\'e attached.
It \\'ill i)e seen at once that \\-e han:> not
an ideal arrangement. bnt on inspection it
will be clear that the departure from the icleai
is not too serious. At 25 metres on either
side of the tuning point the signal strengtli
has risen again to I volt. while at 530 metre~
the signal strength \Yith the Suppressor in
circuit is exact!\· the same as when \IT started.
On the other sicle, equal signal strength b not
reached until 385 metres, clue to the fact
that the ,-oltage with the coil alone has
been rising rapidly as \Ye decreased the
\\an·lcngth. so that the action O". the Suppressor is slight!\· more pronouncc·cl on the
luwcr \Ya.-c·lcngth side of the tuning mark.

Reading the Curve
These are the points at which the signal
strength is equal hut the di,;crepanc\·
bebycen the readings is not \Try great for
some distance closer than this. Ac; we han!
seen, at:?.) metres on each side of tile tuning
point, the voltage is about 50 per cent. ot
the normal and thb means that distant
stations can be heard quite well and tuned
in with the aiel of a little· reactior. without
clifiiculty, whereas without the Suppressor
in action they would be complete!~- swamp·
eel by the po,,·erful local transmission.
The result shows up one rather interest.
ing point \Yhich is not usually appreciated
regarding wave traps. \\'bile a circuit of
the type employed in the "Regional
Suppressor" undoubted! y cuts down the
signal strength o\·er a band of wa\elength!'
on each side of the actual tuning point, it
is not always realised that it gi,·cs something in return for this. The cun·e shows
that just beyond the point where the signal
strengths are equal the \·oltage developed
\Yith the Suppressor in action is actually
greater than that with the coil alone. The
difference is admittedly not very great,
being a matter of some ten or twelH' per
cent. onlv.
The point which is natural!~· of some
interest is how quickly the local station can
be tuned out with a normal circuit when the
"Regional Suppressor" is in use. It is
not possible to say this with any degree of
certainty from the results gi\·en in this
article. A comprehensive series ::Jf tests
wotlld have to be taken, because thE· answer
really depends wry largely upon local
conditions and the distance from the transmitter. Generally speaking, how•:ver, it
may be taken that if the strength f:om the
Regional station can be reduced to one
fiftieth of its normal value, foreign 'tations
can be tuned in without much dHiiculty.
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Over a hundred programmes separated with ease by the J .B. '' Tiny
No. 2.'' ..•• Last week's test report
of the '' Century Super '' shows
ll."i stations tuned in on the loudspeaker, including 8 Americans!
Hear them yourself by using the condensers specified-" Tiny No. 2"typical examples of J.B. precision.
The slow-motion mechanism is
housed in the bottom bearing,
taking no extra space. It is smooth
in action, free from backlash, and
controlled by a large knob. Superhardened brass end plates and
hard aluminium vanes give absolute rigidity and accuracy. Onehole fixing; ball-bearing centre
spindle; pigtail to rotor.
See this excellent condenser at
your dealers. It is compact, light,
and rigid- ideal for portables or
confined spaces.
Price, complete with knob, pointer,
and scale :
.0005, 8/6

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

J. B.

" Tl NY No. 2."
USED AND
SPECIFIED
in
the CENTURY SUPER

Advcrti.:;ondJlt of .J ad~ sun BrrJ5., 72 St. 1}wnuL../ Street, Londun, S. E. r

MOTOR
CHASSIS

1111--------~
THRILLING,
VIVID REALITY
With all your experience of Loudspeaker performance you have yet to
hear the finest, from MoToR Units
and Chassis. Their fidelitv to tone
and wealth of volume give a ~ividness
of reproduction that is almost vision.

e The range of MoToR Cabinet
Speakcts and Chassis caters for every
individual need. If any difficulty in
seeing and hearing them locally, send
us the nan1e of your nearest dealer.

A master-built assembly with attractively finished vibrationless stand.
Fitted with the famou·s Type S4
Super-power lsophon-MoToR Unit.
Brilliant performance, power and
tone.

C44. 12 in. Cone •· 42 1 6
C46. 15 in. Cone • 47;6
TYPE ISODYN C56
A popular chassis outfit (without
stand) with strong cast frame and
Type.S5.1sophon-MoToR Super Unlt
and 12- inch Cone.

PRICE 35,'.•

UNITSeCHASSIS• SPEAKERS
TEKADE Radio & Electric LTD.
29 Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4
1'elepholie: Ceutml

2{82.

JVorthern Distributors:
L. KREMNER, Ltd., 49a Shudchill, 1Hanchester. HARD.UAN & Ca. Ltd., The Bourn,

Yor,.shire St., Rochdale; 61 Bridge St.,
Manchester; 2a Leach Lane, St. Annes-onSea; 25 Trinity St¥eet, Leeds.
Agent for Scotland :-R. G. J. Xisbet, !JZ,
Renfren: Street, G/asgu:c, C.2 .

•

A
definitely
superior 4-pnle
balanced armature unit, sensitive to the
sll~htest Impulse, yet capable of handling an amazin!l
top-load power without rattle or distorti&R.
Quality of reprodnction and wealth of volume are exceptional. High notes are. brilliantly clear and low notes richly emphasised.
Provided with· altermwtive resislla&G<IS tO'
,;ult .-arious output valves.

Type SS. lsophon·MOTOR Super Unit
Compactln size, butgen:erGU!l·
ly large In power, riclmess and
purity of tone. Handles output up f<> a watts.

Please mention "A. W." when Corresponding with Advertisers

22/6
·

.
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'' 1931 Ether Searcher,.
IR,-I ha,·e made up the "rg3r Ether
Searcher," using a kit of components,
The recein'r certain!\· works, but there is
no "punch" from it and although I can
hear plenty of carrier waves, these cannot
be resolved into stations. Can you suggest
in what way I can improve my recei\'er
ttndmake it giYe the results you claim?
P. B. (Warrington).
As quite a number of readers appear not to
l1avc follo\\·ecl the special notes "·e published in
n·gard to the general working of this set, \m
give bdo\\' a r[:sume of the various points
which ha\'C been explained and require special
mention. First, see that you ha\·e arranged
your coils in their correct positions. The two
coils nearest the aerial terminal of the set
should e-ach have a fixed condenser in their
bases. The other coil, nearest the detectorvalve holder, has no such fixed condenser.
Also check up the ganged condensers and
ascertain \dJether the lo\\'er edges of the iixed
plates are making contact \Yith the metal
screen surrounding the condensers. Then look
to the screen-grid vah·e grid-leak holder. The
terminals on this component must not make
connection with the metal foil on the baseboard.
If you arc not using the special L.F. 'transformer n·commended by the designer, try the
effect of disconnecting \\·ire Ko. 22 from the
terminal of the detector-,·alve by-pass condenser. It may also be necessar\' to break
\lire No. 21 ancl connect a good li.F. choke
behn'en the points thus broken.
Before
attcmptmg to gang up the receiver circuits it is
essential to unscrew fully the !mob of each.
trimming condenser. It sometimes happens
that the mica between the plates of the trimming condensers becomes dislodged, and this
allo\\'S the hm plates of the trimmer to short
the main tuning condenser. Finally, it is
imperative that either the special H.T. battery
recommended be used or a triple-capacity
dry-cel!li.T. battery of any other make.-ED.

S

alterations are necessary to effect all-mains
working?
• J. G. (Croydon).
The design of an'' all-electric set is rather a
knotty problem and any design worked out
theoretically must necessarilv be experimentcd
\Vith to ensure good results: \\'e do not and
cannot undertake to advise readers in regard
to the changes necessary to com·ert a batterytype set into an all-electric•A.C. set. Our
Research Consultant, 1\Ir. James, is now \Yorking on a design such as you require and when
it is completed we shall publish the details in
the pages of this joumal.-ED.

The" 20s. Two"
IR,-I ha,·e made up the "zos. Two"
receiver, but fail to get reception of any
kind. In going over the receiver connections, with the batteries connected up, I
found that the tuning coil was quite warm.
On disconnecting the batteries, the coil
returned to normal and, so far as can be

S

L.F., the extra transformer-cotr::lled L.F.
sta!2'e "ill gin· ri:;e to clistortic;n." He
further sug~ests that I shoulcl .:nake the
extra stage H .C. coupling. Can Y·:>u, therefore, ach-isc me in this matter?
H. S. (Hammersmith).
If j"Ou han· a nondescript trandormer in
your existing sd then no matter \\·hat class ol
transformer ,-ou ha\·e in the "Boo:;ter" unit
you will certitinly l>c liable to experience some
distortion. \\'hen using t'"o good tr<J nsformero
you should get quite satisfactory nsults. ln
anv casP, distortion ami o,·erloacling can easily
be remedied b,· the follm,,ing simple expedient.
Disconnect the "ire joining the sccJndary of
your first L. F. tran,former to }:our existing
first L.F. yal\·c and then connect Jne outer
terminal of a so.oon ohm potentioneter vol·
ume control to thi,; terminal of the L.F. transformer. Take thP other outer terminal of the
Yolumc control'to the other seconclHy terminal of the transformer ("hi eh connects to
the grid biao) and, finally, take the centre terminztl of the ,-olumc· control to the t:ricl tc•rminal of the first L.F. Yaln· holder.
Suitable
adjustment of this Yohunc control \dll now
enable you to operate the set to gin· maximum
Yolumc· '\'ith purit\-. H..C. coupling s:10uld not
be used to folio" a transformer-eau pled L. F.
otage, except in c:-;cq1tional cases.-ED.

" The 1931 Ether SearchE!r "
IR.-I should like to say t!tat your
'' H)JI Ether Searcher" is a!!, and
more, than you claim for it-good tone and
vo!tune, and a " uni \Trsal proYi der" of
stations.
A. P. (Brighton).

S

The New "A.W." Crystal Set
The grid condenser and leak wiring of the
"20s. Two'-

seen, no damage was done to the coil. Can
you suggest where I have gone wrong,
"D.C. Ether Searcher "
because, so far as my reading of your blueIR,-A number of friends and myself print is concerned, my wiring is quite
G. D. (Kent).
are interested in the D.C. version of the correct?
It seems that you have misre'ad the \Yiring
," 1931 Ether Searcher," but as we all have
ordinary battery-type valves, we would like connections for the grid eondenser and grid
leak, and as it is difficult to illustrate the conto know whether these can be incorporated nections
clearly in a \\'iring plan arrangcnu:·nt
in this particular design of receiver?
of drawing, \\'e have shown a perspective
·
W. W. (Leigh-on-Sea).
drawing of the condenser and leak and the
If you want to make up the "All-electric numbered ·wiring connections to each. If you
D.C. Ether Searcher," it is necessary that you will follow the wiring from this illustration,
use the special valves recommended. Ordinary you will O\'crcome your present trouble,-ED,
battery-type valves cannot be used in this
design of set. If you are not prepared to go to Adding the '' Booster Speaker Unit ''
the expense of the new type of valves, then
IR,-I ha,·e considered adding the
you should make up the battery model of the
"Booster Speaker Unit" to my loud"Ether Searcher" and use a simple H.T. unit
for D.C. mains. You cannot have an all-mains speaker, but an amateur who seems better
set without complications, when using ordin- informed on the subject than myself telb
me that I shall probably experience distorary bath:;ry-type Ya!ves.-ED.
tion when the unit is added to my two"All-electric Century Super "
vah'er.
He says, "As your set alreacl:·•
IR,-The "Century Super" receiver is incorporates a stage of transformer-coupled
just the set I have been waiting for and
I am prepared to go ahead and build it,
provided it can be made all-electric. Can
you, therefore, advise what changes or

S

S

S
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LET "A.W." SOLVE YOUR
WIRELESS PROBLEMS.

ilt-You maY be interested 1;o know
that as an 'experiment I made the
crystal set described in "A.\\-." }\"o. 459.
the only difference in constrncti6.n being,
using a home-made crystal detector and
cats\d1isker. London Regional could be
heard, Rome, and other Continental
stations. This is indeed a most satisfactory
result in Torquay.
\\'. B. C. (Torquay).

S

The Best Receiver
IR,-I have submitted the "Centu.rv
Super" to extended test and find it to
be the best receiver vour staff lias ever
produced. I tried it Ot{t with various valve
combinations and I found the following to
give very excellent results :
Cossor zroLF (oscillator)
Osram Hzro (rst detector)
Cossor zrsSG (intermediate stages)
Osram HL:no (znd detector)
l\Iullard P:\Iz (last output valw)
or, alternath·ely, Osram P240 ("·ith suitable grid bias) if large loud-speaker is used.
Heartiest congratulations to l\lr. J ames
and to your staff.
By the way, I strongly advise a bigger
tuning dial with higher ratio, as this
greatly facilitates tuning.
jAY CooTE (Eastbourne).

S
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day, all the newsagents were sold out.
The "Century Super"
R. E. P. (Holyhead).
IR,-I have been a regular reader of
A~L\TECR \VIRELESS almost from the
Stations Roll In
first copy published and have made and
IR,-It may interest you to know that I
tested several of the sets described in your
have just built the •· 1931 Ether
wonderful paper. The "Century Super"
tops the lot and is, everyone will agree, the Searcher," and to say that I am pleased
last word. \\'hen the 1931 Ether Searcher with it is only to put it mildly. The way
came out all readers, I am sure, thought that
the set of their dreams had come true, and I
MORE ABOUT
am sure thousands have been built to vour
specification and are giving entire satisfacTHE "CENTURY SUPER''
tion. I am sure A~L\TECR \VIRELESS will
NEXT WEEK
be catering for all if in the future all sets
appearing have circuits for (a) battery sets.
(b) A C. all-mains, and (c) last but not least, stations roll in with the slightest of adjustD.C. all-mains sets.
ments and without anv interference seem,;
The popularity of the paper can easily too good to be true. (have not yet made a
be seen a~ within a very short. time yester- list of the stations obtainable, but so far I

S

S

SEE IT AT THESE
DEALERS' SHOWROOMS
LONDON.-]ones Radio Stores, 17 Pilgrim 'it .. E. CA.
Peto-Scott, 77 City Rd., E.C.l. Polchars, 98 High
St., 0.-ptford, S.E.S. Shiels, 11 Upton Lane,
Forest Gate. Lait, 897 Fulham Rd., S.\V.6·
Murray & Son, 22 Ne boo St., Greenwich. Graham
Elec., 226 Graham Rd., H•ckney.
Hollands,
Hmingay, N.S. Pugh Bros., 97 Holloway Rd., N.7.
Cox, 2 Connaught M>~Ws, Connaught RJ., llford.
Ko-Nek-Tit, 9a Bdgruve Market, llford. \Voolfman,
76 llford Lane, llford. Dawsons, 227 Balls Pond
Rd .. Islington. ]ames & \Villiams, 31 Queens Rd.,
S.\V.S. Lee Supply Stores, 121 Lee Rd., S.E.3.
l.eytcn Elec., 531 Forest Rd., Waltl:amstow. Leyton
Elec., 373 Church Rd., E.\0. Sacker, 16 Parade
Grove Green Rd., E.l-1. Radiogram, 65 St. Ann•
Rd., Notting Hill. Kcms, 9 High St., Putncy.
Creedwards, 164 Goldhawk Rd., \V.\2. 24 Hr.
Bat. Scr., 6 Cazonove Rd.. N .16. Hog ben, 272
High Rd., Tottenhcm.
Elec, Instal. Co., 39
Broadway, \~'imbleCcn.
ALFRETON.-J. Vascy, Hall St.
BARNET.-Gillam, 91 Wood St., High Bamet.
Howard Cycle Co., 92 High St., Barnet.
BELFAST.- Holland & Co .. 27 Frnnklin St.

have touched nearly the fifty mark, and
that without any special effort. It is a set
I would recommend to anybody and I wish
you all the success your paper deserves.
W. E. (Waking).

A Suggestion
IR,-:\Iay I suggest that low-frequency
transformers be made similar to
valves, viz., with four pegs as terminals,
so that they could be plugged in a
vah·e holder in the set. Ibis would be a
great help to experimenters, enabling them
to try out various transformers (makes or
ratios) without touching the wiring 'lt all.
Of course, there would have to be agreement
between all makers as to which of the pegs
\';oul.J be used for <each connection.
A. H. (Holloway).

S

Announcing the

HORNET
2, .. VALVE

KIT .. SET
INCLUDING CABINET

A full size two-valve

loud-

speaker set \V'ith full size performance. Covers both medium
and long Broadcast wave-bands.
Razor sharp selectivity to suit
Regional conditions. ~~\triumph
of British Engineering skill and
resource.
Save yourself pounds by build ..
ing it yourself.
Simple as

Complete
Lit of Partll

AB. C.
Ask your dealer or write to
us for constructional Ic.-l11ct

Ko. ll.zll.

BlRMINGHAM.-Ciarke, 79 Alum Rock Rd., Saltley.
Eldridge, 615 Borc!csley Green.
BLACKPOOL.- Dux bury, 80A Central Drive.
BOLTON.-Robinson, 259 O,anc Church Lane.
BOURNEMOUTH.-Exdlo, S Castle RJ. p.,-,dc,
\V' in ton.
BRIDGEWATER -Pine, 34 Cornhill.
BRIGHTON.-Butlin, 143B Prcstcn Rd.
BURNT OAK.-H,nfr-ey, 20 Kingstury
Parade.

If your dealer cannot
please ~~end your
direct to the

~upply,

CAI'..fBRIDGE.-lslip, 42 Chostcrton Rd.
COVENTRY.-Brocks, 45 Earl St.
Clay Lane.

Ca~tell

Order

172

DARTFORD.-Batty. Ser., 56 Spital St.

:\lanufacturers.

VOLTRON ELECTRIC LTD.,
Queensway, Ponders End.

DEAL.-E. W. :'mith, 20 Qu,en St.
DUDLEY.-Sherralt, 145 Wolverhompton St,

DUNDEE.-Swainston, 53 King St.
GATESHEAD.-Urwin & Co., 223 High St.

STILL

SETTING

PACE

THE

GLASGOW.-Youngs, 40 Stockwell St.
HASTINGS.-Burton, 12 South Terrace, Queens Rd.
IRON-BRIDGE.-Lloyd, Paradise.
JACKSDALE.-Ta;lor & Bakewell, Main Rd.
JARROW-ON-TYNE.-Thomas, 6A Grant St.

MALVERN.-Riders Stor:s, Newtown.
MANCHESTER. - Bolt.a, 8 Baker St., Strangewavs.
Gladiator, 819 RochGalc Rd., Queens Park. Simpson, 298
Clarcmon t Rd., Moss Side.

STAINFORTH.-\V. Hill, \\:'est End.
STOCKPORT.-B,tts,

~SB

Gorton Rd., Reddish.

SUNDERLAND.-Hurrell, 31 Crowtree Rd.
SUTTON, SURREY.-Collins, 333 High St.

LEICESTER.-Woodward, 57 St. Step hens Rd.

PRESTON.-Wilkin•ons. 47 Cannon St.
ST. ALBANS.-Stathum, 22 George St.
SALFORD,-Rex Radio, 242 Regent Row,

LOUGHTON.-Loving, 9 Forest Grove,

SALISBURY.-Hancock. 20 Fisherton St.

WEYBRIDGE.-E. \V. Farrow, High St.

LUDLOW.-Pack~r.

SlTTlNGBOURNE.-Gandon, 57 West St.

WITHAM.-Marshall, Bridge Cycle Stores.

KIRKCALDY.-Gibb & Watson, 270 High St.

147 Carve St.

WELLlNG.-\'I:'elling Radio, 3 Perade, High St.
WELLINGTON, SALOP.-Bishop, 17 Orleton Terrace.
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THREE FRAMES FOR TH.E "CENTURY''
A description of three popular frame aerials which are
eminently suitable for use with the "Centur)) Super"

=

A highly efficient
frame
with separate
and
medium
long-wave
windings, the
Wearite

=

(]irectional effect makes station searching
more diiiicult, for the frame has to be
placed in the correct !)lane. A well-clcfmed
silent point is an advantage, howe\·cr, for
it prc\·ents stations at right angles to the
desired plane interfering with reception.
The Lewcos frame, wound with the wellknown Lc>\'COS f'rame ::wrial wire, abo has
the two sections concentric, and a rotary

make it necessary to "swing · the frame
accurately in order to select stations. Once
a station was tuned in, then m many in·
stances a readjustment of the frame's
position helped still further to sharpen up
the tuning.
The \\' earite aerial is of a sliglltl y different
pattern frum the Peto-Scott and Lewcos
frames, and on test has alsc gi\'en excellent results.
The two winclings are on separate formen, the special medium-wave winding
being spaced on tubular ebonite separators.
The connections from each of the windings
are taken out in a cmn·enient manner to a
terminal strip at the base. The m.edium,,-a\·e winding is at right angles to the longwa\·e winding, and so no absorption effect
Specia!Iy designed for is noticed owing to the wire of the long-wave
the "Century "--the winding in the medium-wa\·c Jielcl.
Peto-Scott frame

=

T

HE "Century Super" is designed for
frame-aerial working, of course, and a
double-range frame i~ adYisable so that the
set can be used either for medium or longwaYe reception.
The" A.\\'." Technical Staff has now had
an opportunity of testing three popular
makes of frame on the market which arc
quite suitable for working with the "Century Super," and Yery good results ha\'e
been obtained with each. The constructional details and general arrangement o£
each type of frame arc different.
Last week the "Century Super" \\'as
illustrated working with the new PctoScott frame, a very low-priced job and om'
which was specially designed for the "Century." This frame is not supplied with a
base, but fits into a boss on the top of the
set cabinet, where vcrv short flex leads
3nfflcc to connect up with the three termitJals of the Jirst detector.
The two winding sections of this aerial
1re concentric, but on separate formers,
.md a small double-pole double-throw
.'witch on the pedestal of the ~urns enables
the user to switch on~r from long to short,
or vice versa.
On test we ha,·e found that this aerial is
strongly sensitive to direction only at the
minimum point, and this naturally is a
convenience, for while a fair degree of
directional effect is helpful in aiding the
natural selecti\'ity of the set, too sharp a

=

switch on the \TIT neat base with which
the frame is pro,·icied connects the winding
as desired. This aerial, on test, was found
to have a very good factor of efficiency, and
this increases the already sharp tuning of
the aerial stage. 1t was found that the
frame tuning condenser, usual! y not q nite
so sharr. in its readings as the oscillator
condenser, gave considerably fmer readings,
and indicated a higher degree of natural
selectivity on the part of the frame.
The arrangement of the Lewcos frame is
such that the vertical sections of the windings are long in comparison with the small
horizontal sections. It was found here, too,
that the silent point was more noticeable
than the point of maximum reception, but
the directional effect was not so great as to

The Lewcos frame aerial which incorporates
a neat switching arrangement for medium
and long waves

,;J.'hc \\'earitc frame. tested with the
"Century :iuper," was found to he particular sensitive and selective.
The rotarv
switch, with an cngraYecl scale, in the centr.u
of the two windings, changes over from one
set of turns to the other.

EBONITE
LOW LOSS
FORMERS

PANELS, TUBES
BRITISH MADE
NOTE-Formers tested before despatch
RIGID-RELIABLE Tkzg:_:~~~K
Sole MakersTHE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7

A>k your C'e~Ier for "ASTRA" and
you will get the Dial that i10 being
regularly specified by designers in
the technical press.
"ASTRA" DiaJs, because of their m!5rvellous
geared action, glve you that ideal tuningFirm, smooth, no slip. Slow-motion and
Direct drive. Fit any condenser.

"Aotra" "Popular" 3" diam. 3!"Astra" Type No. 1 3" diam. 3/6
"Astra" Type No. 2 4" diam. 5/·
Various Attracth•e Finishe;.·.

"ASTRA" PRODUCTS ARE OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS

~matturW~
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A Permanent H& 8 GUARANTEED KITS

THE lA)<Cif£STER "SENIOR" MODEl

Ma·gnet Moving

for the

Coil Speaker

~·'CENTURY

of perfect reproduction
and full volume

H & B GUARANTEED

rorHlf'n;;;f'rs with
motion (J.B. '·Tiny")
so,ooo ohm wire wound Potentiometer (Colv~_'nl)
..
Three point shorting- switch ..
s~ow

I

··sensith:ity of a high order, and

6

(jUite e. uat to the average mo·cinf!

coil uith mains energised field
. . . crispness and brilliance in
upper register . . . speech quite
exceptionally good • . . general
t>/!ect surprisingly good''-

5

1

I

WIRELESS WORLD,
18th Feb., 1931

1
I
I

GJh£011£/tester
.JUNIOR MODEL
Complete in Cabinet

£2:8:0
Chassis only,

Output Transformers extra.

..
mfd. fixed conclensrrs (Dubilier)
.oor fixed conden~ers(T.C.C.) ..
.ooo1 Jixcd condenser (Formo)

Grid leak holder (Lisscn)
I meg. grid leak (Tclsen)
L.F. transformer (Tel;;cn ' 1Acc")
Terminal strip with three term-

(H & B) ..
1 15,ooo and onr 2o,oooSpaghetti
resistance (Lewco~)
1 Fuse holder and fuse (Bulgin)
5 Yards of thin flex (Lcwcos)
0 \\"ander Plugs, cngrav.:>d (Belling Lee) •.
:::! Spade terminals, engraved (Bd'ing Lee) . .
..
..
..
Connecting wire and slccving
(H & B) •.

the public cnly, ~n 7 days' Free Trial against
cr.sh with order or C.O.D. Write for particulars

£4:4:0

SPECIAL KIT
5.

d.

17 0
6

3

6
2
12
3

0
0
6
8
6
6

1 0
8 6

Cash Price

£1 : 8: 0

Particulars on request.

Variable condensers .ooo') with
slow mot\on (Polar" Idea·)
r Potentiometcr 1 "·ire \VOUnd
(Eicctrad)
.,
I Three point ~lwrting switch
(W.B.)
..
I Set of 4- superheterodyne coils

£ s. d.
5 0
6 0
3

2 10
6 Valve holders (W.B.) .•
6
I Triple coil base H & B)
..
2
5 I mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier) 12
(LPWf'OS)

. •

. .

••

.oor mfd. fixed condensers
(T.C.c.)
.ooo2 mfd. fixed condenser
(Formo) • •
..
r Grid leak holuer (Dubilier)

0

0

0
6

3 8

I

meg. grid leak (Dubilier)
I L.F. transformer (Lcwcos)
•.
I Terminal strip with three term
inals (H & B) ..
I I5,C~O
Spaghetti re:::istancc
(Lewcos)
.•
I .:o,ooo
Spaghetti resi~tance
(Lewcos) . .
..
..
.•
r Fuse holder and fuse (Bulgin) ..
S Yards of Lewcoftex
6 Engraved wander plugs (B~l~ 4
ing Lee)
.•
Spade ends (Belling Lee)
Connrcting wire and s'eeving
I

inals for baseb')anl mounting

MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS are sold direct to

Chassisonly, £2:18:0

Valv~

I

I

£

Set of -l super het coils (Lewcos
or \Vcarite)
.•
..
2 10 0
holders (Telsen) ..
Triple coil base (H & B)

2

SENIOR MODEL
Complete in Cabinet

H &. B GUARANTEED

STANDARD KIT
z .ooos v,1riable

SUPER.

I

l

6
0

1 8

17 6

4

3 0
1 3
7
0

3

(H & D)

£5.16.1 0

.•

8
6

6
3
1
0
8

3

Cash Price £6.15.6

MARVELLOUS VALUE, 100% EFFICIENCY, SIMPLE TO
BUILD, 2 TUNING DIALS, NO EARTH, NO OUTDOOR AERIAL

I

H & B CABINET in 0.\K
with polished Oak panel and
Baseboard
..
..
..
H

THE

&

B

DUAL RANGE

AERIAL, complete with Turn·
tahk, rubbtT tlex, thn·c plugs
and three cb . mitc :'f'accrs
..

"A.W." CONDENSER
THE
WORLD'S
FINEST
DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER

15/
20 /
•

FRAME

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES:
;:.;iPlll('H8Full-o'-Powprti0-vo1t TT.T. Dattc-ric~ 27'M
1 Si<'men~ n-\·olt ~:rid DiaK l1attf·ry .
1 ·6
1 E:\ide ~·vol1 100 amp _.,\_,·<·nmuliltor.
~4:6
1 Orrnoml T.ombprak(•r iH l'ahillct
29. G
H ~fullanl Yalw' (as specitled)
£3 16 0
LEWCOS C/T Frame Aerials in Stock £1 : 12 : 6

~

(used in building the best Sets) is
now aYailahlc at your dealers. To use
any condenser but the.\.\\!. is to be
old-fashioned.
Prices:
.00015
3/.0003
3'6
.0005
:<9
Your Dealer stocks J\.\\1 • Condensers

T ER MS: C.::trria~c ?l(~~":::=:,;:z;:~ll
Paid on all Ca:-h Order~. ,:
C.O.D. charge-; paid on
orders VVl'f {r.

River Plate House, South Place, London, E.C.2

SOVEREIGN VOLUME CONTROL

Recommended by "Amateur Wireless" for
use in the" Century Super." Convincing proof
ofSovereign quality. Complete satisfaction to
thousands already using this famous component.
Fit this (50,000 ohms) and other Sovereign
components to your "Century Super" to
perfect this wonderful set.
TO HELP YOU BUILD THE"CENTURY"FIT2
SOVEREIGN Fixed Condeusers (.001 mjd.,1. 3 each;
.0002 mjd.,lOd.); 1 me g. Grid Leak, (10<1.); 2 Spaghetti Bakelite case, nickdltd
Resistanc~es~(IS*~.~~"a:•:
20,000 ohms,1jJ each), etc. fittinRs, de., in ,·a/ues of

· ,"I GN
1

S
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KITS NOW READY
FOR IMMEDIATE
DISPATCH.
No delay the
H & B Way.
To nteet the wishes of our
clients we have built".; Century Super" on show in our
offices~ you are welcome to
inspect it tVitlwut any obligation.

RADIO CO.

583~5~7-8

FOR THE CENTURY

I' ~11.11111111111111111

25/6

H&B

Sole D1'stributors:

G. ROBINSON & SON, LTD.
1'cl!'phonc: Jldropolitan

,. •

/

H & B DUAL RANGE FRAME
AERIAL ft1:1:ed
wi1:h
WAVE•
CHANGE SWITCH, complete as
illustrated below. The switch gives immediate .change-ov.er witht)U t hav1ng to dbconncct
any lcc.U;;

_:;)Q,QQQ 1 IQQ,QQQ

(//ld4/6

500,0000fliiiS,Iand
2 megohms, each

.

If your dealer cannot supply 1crite dirtct
(at~·o for list of full range of Sot·ereigu
C'omponents).

11111111111111111111111 SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LTD.
52,'54, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1

Don't Forf!et to Sav
--------~~d·------------------------------·

Th,lt You Saw it in "A. W.,

34, 38, 38, BEAK STREET,
REGENTST ., LONDON, W.t
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SIMPLE SCREENED-GRID
RECEIVER

This receiver has been designed in response to
the many requests received from constructors
who have built our " Imperial Three" and
would like to build a Screened-grid Receiver
incorporating our T.3 I Tuner.
The receiver is extremely simple to constructwithout any complications, and has a high degree
of selectivity with a long range .• There is no
coil changing and surprising results will be
obtained from this instrument.
This blueprint will be sent free, but we should
esteem it a favour if two I d. stamps are enclosed
to cover postage.
it is approximately full-size and is laid out for
easy wiring. Write Now.

ti\·ity. Afterwards you can try the effect
of <cdjusting the voltagcs through H.T.+ 2
and H.T.+ 3· The voltage:> are not critical, but it is just as we'll to s:tti';fy yourself
that the best results arc being obtained.
To tunc in station a£tn station is eac;y,
but do not forget that the setting of the
oscillator condenser, in particubr, is sharp
and the controls mus! be fumed slowlv,
alzr•avs !leeping them in slefJ.
~
It is of no re.1l use tuning hurriedly,
going rapidly over the di ds, for only the
more powerful statimh will be he:trd.
Some frame a~ri:ds arc much more
directional than others, so the frame shouH
be turned a little when tuning. A weak
signal may be nnde strong by altering the
direction of the frame acri<tl.

Condenser Settings
The oscillator and frame :1cria 1 tuning
condensers will not kcC'p in step as regards
dial rC'adings o\·er the tuning range, but
this does not matter much. You had b~t
ter prepare a log, noting the rC'adings of the
dials of the two condensers. No doubt you
\Yill find it necessary to divide the sc:lle
rc:1dings at times, tht: tuning bc:ing so fine.
Stations arc actu;lllv to be heard in two
positions of the oscill;1tor condenser when
the w;p;elengths fall within a certain range.
There is a sound reason for this.

CARDIFF,

30th March, 103!.

To

\\.'ATMEL V./mcLESS

Co.,

BE UP- TO- DATE
AND BUILD THE

LTD.t

Edg\vare.
Dear Sirs,
May I, as a satisfied customer, express my
thanks for a very efficient tuning unit. Until recently
I was using a circuit of a very well-known firm and
was very dissatisfied; but, happening to notice your
offer of a free blueprint incorporating an S.G. H.F.
stage, I wrote, and. after receiving a prompt reply
enclosing blueprint and other items of interest,
I immediately decided to build the set.
Stations no\1.· roll in, and when things brighten
up in this part of the world I intend dumping my
old components and u"ing your make .•
I'aithtully yours,
(Signed).

UNIVERSAL DUAL-WAVE TUNER
(Type 31)

This tuner can be incorporated in all receivers
and greatly increases the selectivity of any set,
cutting out all interference. lt has had exceptionally good press reports and is accepted as
the most efficient tuner possible.

PRICE

17/6

"CENTURY SUPER"
Suppose the frequency of the beat-frequency amplifier is I 2f,,ooo cycles and we
wish to receive a station working on a frequency of I ,ooo,ooo eye lcs (300 metres).
Then we turn the fr,tme acria 1 to the st<ttion, adjusting its frequency to I ,ooo,ooo
cycles. \\'e also tune the oscillator to a
f1:cqucncy which can be 126,ooo cycle.;
a hove or below, that is, to I, 1 .z6,ooo or
Sf+,OOO cycle.;.
\\'ith these two settings of
the oscillator we shall hear the station,
because with both of them we produce a
signal in the anode circuit of the first detector which has the frequency of the beatfrequency amplifl('r. Actually the amplifier is fairly broadly tuned and so passe:.; a
band of frequencic.;, hut it is the centr,d or
carrier frcqut'ncy that \Ye are referring to.
lf you understand this matter the operation becomes extrenwly cac;y and you will
not worry why " station is hc:1nl at two
pbces of the oscilbtor.

Tuning

WRITE TO-

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,

Imperial

Works,

High

Street,

Edgware.

Telephone: Edgware 0323.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - M.C. 2 3 -

It would be pure ch;mce if your own dial
readings agreed ex·tctly with the published
ones, as natural!\' the exact size of the
frame aerial and the capacities of the tuning condensers affect the dial readings.
Then again the oscillator coils may differ
h\' a few per cent. The l.mg-wan'length
coils are, of course, 2.ccuratl'lv matched <tnd
are absolutely alike.
·
·when vou turn the oscillator to the longwavelength position and also the frame
aerial, you will have to tune just as carefull\' a~ when tuning over the medium wavelC'ngths. Turn the clials slowly as before,

MAY !'; 1931

For the short wave-; a special aerial coil
is needed and will be described later, as it i;
possible to bring in a num'Jer of the shortwavelength stations.
D,> not use a sm:lll-sizC' hi:;h-tcnsim
battery with this set. L'se a large siz~ if
possible and about I zo volts. If you
want to increase the volum~ of sound, a
larger power valve can be fitted. Such a
valve ic; the l\ILLlhrd EYI252, which with
I zo volts at its anode passes a current of
about r 2 milliamperes with a grid bias of
- 1 2 volts.
The qnc;tion now arises as to whether a
mains unit can h~' use~l for the high-tcmion.
Te;ts show that a goo:lunit is suitable an.!
tlw results will be perfectly satic;factory.
But more of this in the next ic;,;ue.
l'robablv there arc re<tder:i who have
vah·es by ·them and naturally want to fit
them in the set if at all possible. They
should be comp<tred with the vain's
specified and if their characteristics arc
roughly correct, may be tried.

Choosing Your Valves
It is obviously necessary to use good
valves in a set of this description, so do not
use very old ones. Do not use an old gridbias battery, either, as an old battery may
gi\·e trouble.
There is no choke-condenser output filter
in the set, as the current taken by the power
vdh·e is not large. Do not use too long
loud-speaker wires, however, as they may
act as an a>:ricd. A fixed condenser of
about .002-microfarad connected between
the anode of the power valve .1nd the filament wire helps to avoid trouble. Do not
lay tlw loud-spectkcr wire.> nec.r the frame
aerial wire;, a~ there may be a little coupling effect.
A big point in the operation of the set i~
that there is no deliberate reaction. The
tuning of the frame aerial is not affected by
th<Jt of the OSCilhtor, althoug:1 they must
both be tuned to receive a !;ignal. The
point is that a slight adjustJr.ent may be
nP,de to the frame or the o.>cilLttor without
affecting the other.
Altering the nllnme control does not
<1.ffl'ct the tuning of the set, as the efficiency
of the scrC'en-grid \·alve; only ic changed by
thi~ control.
The tuning of tltc frame circuit mav ch~·.nge a shade as 1:he aerial ic
tunw~l. ·but this is· bec:wsc of the flexible
win'.; going between the frame and the set.
Their rdatiw po.sition alters sl ghtly ao.; the
frame is tuned ancl so the tunir:g conden:;cr
may need slight adiu:;tmcnt. The amount
is not ,;uilicicnt to lose a station, however,
and 1 mc'ntinn it only bccau:;c you m;cy
hurri,·clly ~\\ing ll1c fran1c and not take earl"
to retmw bdore noting the strength.
TO!ll' is l•.rgcl'; decided by ne last stagP,
its high-tension, grid bias and, cf course, the
loud-speaker that is use:!. The low-frequc·ncv transformer and the detector stage
also play"' part and an effort has been made
to arrive at satisfactory re.>ulb considering
the cost. The tone will be the same or
better than from other snnl 'er set:; but
haYing equi\·aknt low-frequency circuits.
This super-heterodyne give!s good quality,
<ts the circuits arc stable and sati~factorv
parts are used. I stress thio m:1ttcr a~
there are some who expect the quality frori1
a super-heterodyne set to be inferior. Thi;
is not true of the present set.
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A NECESSITY

IN EVERY SET
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EYERAL excerpts from the Piccadilly
Theatre play, Folly to be Wise, \\ill be
played in the National programme on
.May 23. :\Iary Eaton and Chorus will sing
"Looking for a Sunbeam," while Cicely
Courtncidge and ~clson Keys \Yill be
heard in the popular ".·\11 the King's
Horses."
On most evenings a Belgian transmission
on .}3 metres can be picked up between 8
.and Io p.m. B.S.T. The broadcast emanates
from a private station at Villcreillc-lezBraycux, near Binche. The call is : hi
station experimentole Radio TVallonia a
Bolllze Esperance." The power is 20 \Yatts
(aerial).
Vivian Ellis, the composer of numerous
song successes in the \\'c.st End theatres,
will play ttis own compositions throughout
the .Xational vaudeville programme on
::\'lay I6.
Tex :\lcLcod, "the spinner of
ropes and yarns," makes a welcome
reappearance for the B.B.C. in this programme, and Leonard Henry will be another
star turn.
The Bugginses-:\label Constanduros and
::\'Iichacl Hogan to wit-will view the
Variety Artistes' Benevolent Fund Command Performance at the London Palladium on :\lay I I from the cinema projection-room at the back of the auditorium.
From this loophole they will give listeners
a running commentary on the turns \Yhich
arc not self-explanatory.
Iceland possesses a population of roughly
Ioo,ooo, of which some ro,ooo arc registered
broadcast licence holders.
As the programmes of the Reykjavik station arc
developed it is expected that the percentage of listeners will increase.
The Xational Orchestra of \\'ales is
paying: its first visit to Aberystwyth to take
part in the Cardiganshire Musical Festival,
which is being held at the University Hall,
"-\berystwyth, on :\lay 20. A concert in the

I

lml

f 3 riW @I e

J

afternoon by the orchestra, the FestiYal
Choir, Robert Parker and l\Iyfanwy Ellis,
will' be broadcast from 3.25 to .J..-}5 p.m.
In the evening a performance of Eltjah .is
being gi \'Cn but this \\'lll not be broadcast.
'.-\n orchestral and choral concert w1ll be
gi\·en from the studio on :\lay I 7, \Yhen the
Cardiff University :\Iadrigal Society, conducted by I. C. \\'illiams, will give unaccompanied madrigals and folk songs
From <J-5 to I0.30 p.m, on :\lay ro, the
Xorthern Studio Orchestra, which on this
occasion will consist of some thirty players,
will give a light orchestral concert in the
::\lanchester and Leecl,.; programme.
1\Iassenct was born on :\lay 12, I8.}2, and
for three quarters of an hour on his anniversary the 1\orthern Studio Orchestra
will play selections from his \vorks.
A religious sen·ice will be relayed from
Siloh Baptist Church, Trcdegar, on :\lay r;,
at 8 p.m.
A \\'elsh service on the Da\·cntry
.Xational wavelength will be relayed from
St. Dunstan's Church, Fern dale, on :\lay I 7·
On :\lay IO there will be a brass band
concert for Korthern listeners from .}-I5 to
5·30 p.m.
A programme enti tlecl "Melodies of
Yester-year" will be broadcast from the
Belfast studios on l\Iay 28, and will include
Tom Kinniburgh in a "Signor Foli"
programme, John Rorkc in an ":\lbert
Chevalier" programme, ancl Alexander
:\IcCreclic in a "Sims Reeves" programme.
The Light Orchestra will play barn dances,
quadriflcs and other old measures.
The Korthcrn Studio Orchestra, from
:\lanchester and the Bramlcy Ladies'
Choir, from Leeds, will participate in an
orchestral concert on Saturday, :\Iay I6.
In Russia all letters addressed to the
broadcasting stations by listeners arc
allowed to be sent post free.

8d. Per Year !
It appears almost incredible, but this is
this actual running cost of the Heayberd
~Iodel C. I 50 l\Iains Unit for 12 monthsfour hours use every day. Guaranteed
for Two Years against breakdown,
these powerful Units are built by
specialists for every type of Receiver.

r-·---·--·----.. M 0

.-\DD RES~.......................------·---.. -

Made by the manufacturers of
Colvern Coils-a guarantee in
soundness of construction-this
component has established itself
firmly in the world of radio and
has been specified in numerous
home-constructed sets.

Specified for the
"Century Super''
Wire wound, smooth in movement,

BUILD THE
"CENTURY
SUPER"

silent in action, constant in setting. For

all voltage regulation and volume control. In the following standard values:
I ,000, 2,500, 5,000, I 0,000, 15,000,
20,000_, 25,000 and 50,000 ohms.

Price 5/6

DEL C.150------·---------

! 150 volts at ~5 m.a. \\"estinghouse rectifica- l
_ _....;;;;;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _:...:,;ti,;;;.on:,;,;......:.JThree tappings-one variable. As- i
sembled in handsome case and re- l
Send Lis.t g.p showing how easy it is to build
quires wiring up only. Simplified :
the ~Iains Unit best suited to my Heceiver point-to-point diagram for non- l
and de~ails of Two Years' Guar:mtce.
I
technical men.
l
enclose 3d. stamps.
PH!CE 7 6/·
!
N.-\.~IE __________ , ...............-----·-------------·

-THE VARIABLE
COLVERSTAT

---··-~·-!:..~~.P.!~~~'--!~~--~::::::~-------·:.

HEAYBERD,
10, Finsbury St., LONDON, E.C.2

CHEAP TO
RUN AS ANY
THREEVALVER

COLVERN
RADIO

SEND

FOR

THE

Advt. of Colvern Ltd.,

COLVERN
J,J~zcncy:

BOOKLET

Road, Romford.

~matwrWu-~

OUR LISTENING POST
O

THE ACE

PatCIIf

lfos. 329iG.3

&

1~423/~L)

NEW

BELLING-LEE SPADE TERMINAL
All-British and the world's best. The new
Belling--Lee Spade Terminal clips on to
any terminal, grips it between powerful
spring prongs and "stays put" if the
terminal becomes unscrewed. Makes
connecting up a one-hand job.
The neatest connection to terminals, tapped coils, accumulators, etc.-also ideal for
hook-ups, clipped on to any screw or wire.
Handles permanently engraved. The
whole flex gripped, wire, fray and rubber.
"Radio Connections·• handbook 2d. post free

laJUIA41UJ.I
Ad!'f:l"lisemr•!t of Bdlinu & L~. Limited, Queensuoay Works,
J'o11ders End, llliddlesex.

DOES YOUR SWITCH SPINDLE TURN ROUND ?
[f SO, YOUR SET

"CRACKLES!"
fly

FITTI NO.\

vour trouble is ended because ther3
is no COlltact point to turn roun:l,
and when you " switcb on" you
have contact like a power switch.
WHY NOT FIT ONE?

Tbey are as ebeap as tbe inferior
lype but far superior in operation.

Patenh

Pendin~
BUSBY &
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~:if~rd1(sot~yc~:c~~o~~~le;;
CO., L TO. (Patentees)

Dep-t. A.W., PRICE ST., BIRMINGHAM

ROLA MOVING COIL
SPEAKERS

lfighlr C'ffieient, latest, for mai.ns or batteritoK,
tt'ated; g"uaranteed, '2,0JO to clear immedjat.·ly,
39;6 each. Cash order, se,·en dare avpro,.al.

K Sundays, ~whE'n the B.B.C. stations are
resting, there arc a number of good programmes to he pickeu up from the Continent,
and if light entertainment is desired you might
do worse than turn to Germany. Konigswusterhausen is well \vithin the reach of most
rcceivE'rS and usuall~· supplies ''"hat is required.
Hccenth·, when I tuned in to that station I was
taken o\~er to the G 'osscs Schauspielhaus for a
dance-band competition, in which most of the
orchestras regular!\' found in the Berlin programme were doing their verv utmost to secure
a frrst prize. Jn the course of this transmission
I was able to pass in review the Ben Berlin, the
Barnabas von Geczy, the famous Najos Bela,
the Eddy \\"ails, and the Billy Barton dance
bands, Such an entertainmePt helped to
while a\\·av the clrean· hours of a \vet Sunday
afternoon." On the other hand, if vou want
to hear some of the latest gramophone records,
switch over to Radio l'aris at 2 p.m. B.S.T. for
a sixtv-minute spons~red recital with French
and English announccnwnt.s.
\\'hen listening to Barcelona and San SE'bastian a few evenings ago I made two noteworthy
di:;coveries: first!\·, that, contrarv to both
report and expectation, Spain has riot adopted
Summertime this year, and. seconclh·, that the
transmissions, since the ad,·ent of fhc Republican Government, end up with that conventional revolutionarv anthem, "La :\Iarseillaise.''
Of course, with S~1ain working to Greenwich
mean time, you will fmcl Madrid. San Sebastian,
and Barcelona frequently until I .30 a.m.
It seems to me that our ex-friend H.adio
Belgique, now Brussels Ko. r, is showing less
initiative in its programmes than when
privately operated. On the other hand,
Brussels No. 2 on the lower wavelength has
recently considerably cle,·elopcd its relay
system, and on several occasions has broadcast
from theatres and other places of entertainment. I learn also that this station intends
to make a regular feature of the famous
carillon of the Church of St. l~ombaut at
1\Ialines. This relay is to he carried out on
evetT:\Ionclay in June, August, aml September
from 9 to ro p.m. B.S.T. \\"ell-known melodies
will be included in these recitals, given by the
Chevalier Jd Denijn, alreaclv a familiar name
te) many listeners in the United I\ingdom.
Have you noticed any decrease in strength
in Borcleaux-Lafa,·ettc? For some time its
power \\·a:; advertised as being 35 kilm\·atts,
but I am told that the station has never been
used "all out." As a matter of fact, I am
assured that the transmitter seldom radiates
more than 1 I kilowatts in the aerial. This
seems to make little difference to the signals
received for they are still on most nights at
loud-speaker volun1c.
It might be worth your \vltile to visit Radio

Toulouse during the next few weeks at I I p.m.
on J\loncla\'S, \\'eclnescla\'s, and SaturdaYs, if
only to get an idea of the kind of gramorihone
records appreciated by French listeners.
Hadio Strasbourg during the coming sumnwr
months (it still seems a long wav off !) intends
t.o earn· out relavs of conccrts from the famous
Orangerie in that cit\·, also from the Esplanade
at 1\Ietz, as \\·ell as verformances from ::\ ancy
and :\lulhouse.

By ]AY COOTE

By the way, I have been able to confirm the
fact that the "Century Super" is a very
efficient short-wave receiver. On a casual
preliminary test, I found that no aerial was
necessary to log such stations as Rome,
Poznan, or Moscow. All that is needed is a
frve- or six-turn centre-tapped short-wave coil
connected up to the existing frame aerial
terminals on the receiver. I had no diHiculty
in securing powerful signals at my first attempt,
and, although tuning was exceedingly sharp, it
\\·as just as easily accomplished as when working on the medium or long waves.
Try it-it will prove a revelation.
OLDERIKG is now quite an easy and
interesting job-thanks to Fluxite and
the neat, compact little Fluxite soldering
set. This contains a special "small-space"
soldering iron with non-heating metal
handle; pocket blow-lamp; Fluxite; solder,
etc., and full instructions. It is simple to
use and lasts for years in constant use.
It costs only 7s. 6d. and is obtainable at
all ironmongers and hardware stores.
Fluxite is sold separately in tins at Se!.,
Is. 4d., and zs. Se!., and a new "Junior"
size has just been placed on the market at
4cl. per tin.

S

If any dealer who has sent a remittance
in connection with the new '' Hornet'' twovalver does not find his name appearing in
the Voltron announcement in this issue, he
should communicate at once with l\lessrs.
\'oltron Electric Ltd., of Queensway, Ponders End, Middlesex. Unfortunately part
of the Voltron mail received on April 2() is
reported stolen, and tlus may account for
the omission.
1;1111111 t ll t! I I I' 1111111111111 I 11111 I 1111111111111 Hllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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WHEN SUBMITTING
QUERIES

[3

=

Please write concisely, giving essential particulars. A Fee of One Shilling (postal order),
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on
the last page must accompany all letters. Tlle
folln\ving points should be noted.
Kot more than two questions should be sent
\\ith any one lettf'r.
TtiP desiguing of apparatus or receivers cannot
LP undertaken.
l\Ioditications of a straightforward nature ran he
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselves
the right to determine the extent of an alteration
to come v.·ithin the scntw of a query. 1\loditi.cations
to proprietary receivers and designs published by
con temporary journals cannot Ue unckrtakcn.
Headers' sets :1nd components cannot be tE'sted
at this ollicc. H.cadcrs desiring specific information upon any problem should not ask for it to be
pul>lished in a forthcoming issue, as only qunies
of general interest arc published and these only at
nur dbcretion. Qurri(·s cannot be answered by
teh·phnnc or

pcr~oually.

I<.caders ordering Qlu('prints and requiring
technical information in addition, should address
a separate. letter to the Query Department and
conform 'iVt th the rules.
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WETE
and les's of
apparatus

A weekly review
of new components

Conducted by ]. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M./.E.E.
New Selfridge H.T. Battery
E have just tested an

W

H.T.

battery marketed by the radio department of :;\/Iessrs Selfridges. This battery is compact in size, measuring 0 in. by

The sample supplied measured 8 in. by
4 in., and we checked the resistance from
corner to corner, but were unable to obtain
any measureable reading.
It appears,
therefore, to have a perfectly satisfactory
conductivity and should be suitable for
screening. The material appears to suffer
from one disadvantage compared with an
actual metal sheet, which is that we found
it impossible to solder any connections
thereto. 1-Imn:ver, it is possible to overcome this difficulty quite easily by inserting
a soldering tag under a screw head and
driving the screw home, and as we have
said, we imagine that in other respects
the material should behave perfectly
satisfactorily.
Its price is distinctly
attractive, being only 2s. for a piece 30 in.
square.

New Busco Switch
One of the range of new Selfridge " Key ''
H.T. batteries

5 in. by 3 in. It deli\·ers •)') volts when
new and weighs 7 lb. It i::; n~ry com·enient
for use in portable sets.
It was discharged at the sbmlard rate
of 7 milliamps, under which conditions it
behaved very well, lasting for 260 hours.
This is equiYalcnt to capacity of I ,350
milliampcre hours, a figure well in excess of
the minimum which has been laid down
from experience for stancLtrd - c;cpacity
batteries.
The battery sells at a price of 7s. 1 rJ.
and can be recommendeJ.

Telsen Differential Condenser
::\E of the neatest dillerential condensers \VC have testl'cl btcl y is the Tcl"'ll
product which has jl;st been i)lJ.ccd on the
market. This device is assembled \Yith
the usual hakcli:scd paper diclectrk, and is
honscll hehn·en pressed fibre encl-pLtt•·.~.
G,)orl 4B\ terminals arc provided, w hie b,
·while not occupying much room, enable~
one to oht<Lin a good grip and will undoubtedly hcilitatc the making <A conncctiow'.
The <k\·icc occupies a ~pace on the pzmcl
of 2 in. by 1 1.~ in. O\'erall, and i-; altogether
an attradi\·e joh. The c<tp ..tcity is up to
the stated Jig nre.

0

E have recently tested :t push-pull
switch known as the Busco. This
,,ombines a push-pull action with a knifeswitch contact, and we \Vl're somewhat
impressed with the sample in question.
\\'e have now recei,-ed a three-point switch
made by the same firm and operating on
a similar principle.
The switch is rather the ~ame in general
construction as the original two-pole mod<'!.
There is a plunger operated by the pushpull knob which carries a bricl~c piece at its
extremity. The ends of this bridge piece
arc bent downwards, and when the plunger
is pulled out the ends of thi:; bridge piece
an; forced into two spring contacts.
13y the proYision of an extra spring
attached to this bridge piece, contact is
now made to a third terminal carried on
the side of the moulding, so that if the
plunger is pulled out all thre•.:: points arc
connected together.
\\-e found that some force \\as required in
onler to pull the plunger into the po~ition
\\here the three contacts \Ye re connected

W

THE forIDEAL
CABINET
Port able,

Konductite Paper
A~Y sets nowada\·~ arc mountccl on a
. baseboard completely coyered \\ith
metal foil. This assists in the screening
necessary for high-frequency purposes, and
forms a very convenient earthing plate.
\Ve have received this week a sample of
Konductite metallic paper, which is intended to be used for this purpose. It
resembles a particularly robust brand of tea
paper, but as far as we could gather from an
inspection of the sample submitted it i~
made of a Yery thin sheet of foil backed
with paper board about 20 mils thick~
the thickness of an ordinary Yisiting caret

Transportable or
All - Mains Sets
OAK 52;6 ; MAHOGANY 58/·
If Purchased
o before June 1

M

LESS 1Do/

The Busco three-point switch

ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST
Send Coupon for details

CAR RI NGTON
together, and the addition of the extra
contact has made the action somewhat
harder. However, there is no question
that the contact is good, and being selfcleaning is likely to rem:1.in so.

MF&. eo., LTD.
24 Hatton Garden,
Loadon, E.C.1

l
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY

Broadcasting Stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,
the power indicated is aerial energy.
Kilo·
Station and
Power
Kilo·
Station and Power
Kilo·
Station and Powet
Metres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.)
Metres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.)
Metres cycles
(Kw.)
Ca.ll Sign
GREAT BRITAIN
294.1 r,o2o Limoges (PTT) ... 0.5
416
72I Radio Maroc
25.53 II,75I Chelmsford
307.6 975.2 Bordeaux (PTT) 11.0
(Rabat) 10.0
(G5SW) 15.0
314.1 955 Natan·\'itus
1,250
240 Tunis Kasbah ... 0.6
200 I,JOO Leeds............... 0.16
(Paris) 0.5
NORWA-Y
242 I,238 Belfast ...... ...... 1.2
317.3 945.4 Marseilles (PIT) 1.5
235.5 r,275 Kristi::tnssand ••• 0.5
261.3 I,I48 London Nat. ... 68.0
327.2 9Ii Poste Parisien ... 1.2
240 z,250 Stavar ger ......... 0.5
288.5 I 1 040 Newcastle......... 1.2
327.5 9r6 Grenoble (PTT) 3:0
;;04
824 Berger ............ 1.0
288.[) I ,040 Swansea ...... ... 0.16
345.2
869
Strasbourg(P1T)
15.0
TUNEWELL CLARION
36G.2
8r9.2 Frederiksstad ... 0.7
288.5 I,040 Stoke·on·Trent
0.16
3i0 · 8ro.5 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
453.~
662 Porsgr 1nd......... l.G
COILS AERIAL or ANODE
288.5 I,040 Sheffield ......... 0.16
385
779 Radio Toulouse 8.0
493.4
6o8 Trondbeim .. .. .. l.ll
7/9. ( 6 pin base 2/ ·.)
288.5 I,040 Plrmouth ......... 0.16
447
67I Paris (PTT) ...... 2.0
5~7.1
srr Hamar ............ O.!J
288.5 I,040 Liverpool......... 0.16
PANEL MOUNTING
466
644 Lyons (PIT) ... 2.3
1,071
280
Oslo ............... 75.0
288.5 I,040 Hull ............... 0.16 1,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower ... 15.0
1 0/6. (3 pt. switch 1/3).
POLAND
288.5 I,040 Edinburgh ...... 0.4
1,725
I74
Hadio
Paris
......
17.0
214.2 r,400 \\'arsa•v (~) ..... , 14.0
SHORT WAVES 3/11,
288.5 I 1040 Dundee............ 0.16
1/i::!S
174,.
,,
s:,.o
2:H z,28.1 Lodz............... 2.2
288.5 I,040 Bournemouth ••• 1.2
(testing shortly)
~12.8
95? Craco\\· .........
1.~
288.5 I,040 Bradford ......... 0.1.6
GERMANY
333
896 Poznao ............ 1.9
:Jot
9q5 Aberdeen ......... 1.2
31.38 9,560 Zeesen .......... ., 15.0
:w8.1
lir5
\\'ilno
............
20.0
309
9
968
'Present-day conditions call for greatly increas.ed
Cardiff ............ 1.2
217 r,J8.! I<Onigsberg ...... 1.7
381
781! Lvov ............... 21.0
356.3 842 ~ondon Reg. •.. 70.0
selectivitv. Modernise your unselectn·e set w1th
219 I,369.7 Flensburg ... ... ... 0.6
408
734 Katowice ......... 16.()
376.4 797 l; lasgow • . . • •.. • • 1.2
227 I,JI9 Cologne............ 1.7
the new 'Tunewell Clarion Coil. It gives greatly
1,411.8
2r2.5 \\'arsavr
398.9 752 Midland Reg-. . .. :ls.o
227 I,JI9 1\fi.inster ......... O.G
improved range and sharper tuning to any straight
--Raszyn 153.0
479.2 626 Manchester (temp) l.!l
2::!7 r,;r9 Aachen ............ 0.3
PORTUGAL .
or S.G. circuits.
,
.
479.~
6z6 North 1\egional
232.2 I,Z92 l(iel ............... 0.31
210
r,25u
Oporto
Specified for the •: Ultra Selective Straight 3· i~ 1s
testing 70.0
239 r,256 Ni.irnberg ......... 2.3
(Teat::o Apollo) 0.25
also suitable, and g1ves greatly Jmpr?'·ed,;esults,. w1th 1,554.4 I9J Da<•entry (Nat.) ~5.0
246.4 r,zr;.2 Cassel ............ 0.3
281.i r,05J.6 Lisbon (CTB.A) 0.2:>
AUSTRIA
the "Mullard l\1aster J," " Favounte 3 and Siffillar
253.4 r,r84 Gleiwitz ......... 5.6
RO:\IANIA
218 I,373 Salzburg ......... 0.6
259.3 r,I57 Leipzig............ 2.3
circuits.
30!
76I Buchar.ost ......... 1G.O
246 r,zzo Linz ............... 0.6
269.8 r,rr2 Bremen............ 0.3
TUNEWELL ALL-BRITISH SPAGHETTI RESIST283 r,o58 Innsbruck......... 0.6
RUSSIA
276.5 r,oss Heilsbcrg ......... 75.0
ANCES, IO,OOOand 15,000ohms,l/-. 20.000,25,000and
352
8sr Graz ............... 0.5
4 o•
702 .') Kharkov ... .. ....
4.0
283.6 I,058 Magdeburg ...... o.n
~·
30,000 ohms, 1!4. 40,000, so.ooq and 60,000 ohms, l/6.
453
666 Elagenfurt ...... 0.6
7~0
416.6 Mosco\\ (P fT) ... 20.0
283.6
r,o58
Berlin
(E).........
0.6
Send for Ltsts
517
5Sr Vienna ............ 20.0
800
375 Kiev ............... 20.0
283.6 r,o58 Stettin ............ 0.6
also testing on about 1,100 m.
82!
364 Sverdlo1·sk ...... 25.0
318.8 94r Dresden ......... 0.3
BELGIUM
t)37.5 320 Kharlwv (R\'~0) 25.()
32;
923 Breslau. ........ ... 1.7
206 r,456 Antwerp ......... 0.4
1,000
300 Leniugrad ......... 100.0
360
833 ll!lihlacker ...... 75.0
21J.5 r,39:: Chatelineau ...... 0.2j
l,OfiO
283 Tiftis ............... 15.0
37~
8o6 Harnburg .~...... 1.7
216 I 1 J9I Radio Conf0rence
1,10:1
27~
Moscow Popoff ... 4-0.()
3[l0
770 Frankfurt......... 1. 7
Brussels 0.25
250 I\barkov (1{\'41 25.0
1,200
7r6 Berlin ............ 1.7
418
24;).1 r,z2.1.7 Schaerbeck ...... 0.5
230 Moscow (Trade;;
1,ao!
452.1 662 Danzig .. ....... ... 0.2
338.~
887 Hrussels (No. 2) ~0.0
Union:;) 165.0
4i3
635 Langenucrg ...... 17.0
509
590 Brussels (No. 1) 20.0
1,380
2I7.5 Bakou ............ 10.0
G33
563 Munich............ 1.7
BULGARIA
1,481
202 ·5 Moscow ( Kom) 20.0
550.7 536 I<aiserslautern ... 1.0
318.8 Q4I Sofia(Rodno Radio)l.O
559.7 536 Augsburg.. ....... 0.~~
SPAIN
CZECHO·SLOV AIOA
506
530 Hanover . .. .. .. .• 0.3
252 I,I9J Barcelona
Eelex testing prods haYe no\" been impr~w~d.
250 I.:!O:J Prague .......... 2.0
570
527
I'"rE-iUurg
.........
0.3:i
(EA]15) 1.0
Ball points ha\·e been fitted to the ex1stmg
263 I 1 IJ9 Motavska~
1,635
r83.5 Zeesen ............ 35.0
2G8 I,r2r Valencia ............ 8.0
pointed prods for greater ease in use. ReOstraya 11.0
86o
Barceloua
(EAJ1) 8.0
~49
ISJJ~Z~X~~
10.0
1,635
commended by all wireless papers. The ideal
279 I,Oi6 Bratislava ......... 14.0
31>G.O 8r7.7 Seville (EAJ5i ... 1.!;
testing instn1ment for the wireless enthUSiast.
293 z,o22 Kosice ............ 2.5
31.28
9,599
Eindhoven
(PCJ)
30.0
424
707
Madrid
(EA]/J
... 2.0
eliminating all danger of shock, burnt-out vahres
341.7 878 Brunn (Brno) ... 22.0
299 r,oo.; Hilversum ...... 8.G
662.2 San Sell.lstian
453
or displaced wjrcs.
487
6r7 Prague (Praha)
5.5
299 I,004 Radio ldzcrda
(EAJS) 0.6
6r7 Cesky Brod ...... 75.0
487
Obtainable in red and
(The Hague) 3.0
SWEDEN
(te,ting shortly)
black, price 3,'6 per pair
283 ScheveniogPn·
1,000
230.3 r,304 !llalmo ............ 0.7$
DENMARK
HJven 5.0
257 r,r66 Horby ............ 15.0
Write for List No. ]I6.
281 r,o67 Copenhagen...... 1.0
z6o Huizen .. .. .....
8.5
11875
:Wi.l 977 Falun ............ 0.6$
1,153
260 Kalundborg ...... 10.0
HUNGARY
J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
3:!2
932 GOteboq~ ......... !~·0
ESTONIA
550
436
689 Stockholm ...... to.O
545 lg~£~~~
23.0
296.1 r,orj Tallinn ............ 0.7
M2
554 Sundsva.l ......... 15.0
465.8 641 Tartu ............... 0.5
770
31!9 Ostersund ... ...... 0.7li
1 1 200 IR~~~I ~:t'i.;1a~!~A··rE· 21.0
FINLAND
1,220.5 244 Boden
......... 0.7f
221 r,355 Helsinki ......... 15.0
22U r,337 Cork (1FS) ...... 1.5
1.,352
22I.Q Motala ............ 40.0
291 r,o3r Tcunperc ......... 1.0
41J
725 Dublin (21(:\) ... 1.5
SWITZERLAND
291 IpJI \"tipuri .......... 1.").0
ITALY
2H.l I,229 Basle ............... 0.6~
690
43-t Pori .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.5
2G.4 and 80
Rome (3RO).. .... 9.0
~45.? I,22o
B_~rne~_ ............ .,~.1
1,796
I67 Lahti. .............. 54.0
296.a I 1 0r2.:! Turin (Torino)... 8.5
403.a 743 Sotten!) .. , ............ v.O
FRANCE
312,8 951) Genoa (Genova) * 1.5
459,2
653 Berornuenstrr
219.3 r,36S Beziers .......... .. 0.6
332
905 Naples (:-hpoli) 1.7
(tc,ting) VO.O
222.9 r,346 1-:-ecamp ........... . 1.0
441
68o Rome (Roma) ... 75.0
G80
442 Lausanne ......... 0.6
235.1
r,275
Nimes
453
662
Bolzano ( l BZ) ... 0.2
1.0
for
£4 : 15 :
395 Geneva ........... . 1.5
760
237.2 r,263 Bordeaux
59G Milan (Milano) ... 8.5
601
TURKEY
Sud-Ouest 2.'l
*testing on 5~.) m.
5.0
t,21G.2 246.6 Istanbul .... ..
LATVIA
249 r,205 Juan-les-Pins ... 0.5
I95 Ankara .......... .. 7.0
11533
256
r,r72
Toulouse
(PTT~
1.0
525
(Westinghouse)
57iJ.i~uA.N"iA
13.0
YUGOSLAHA
265 r,r30 Lille (PTT) ...... 15.0
30).1 9R3 Zagreb (/.gram) 0.7
272 r,ro3 Rennes .........
1.2
r_c;5 Kaunas ... ...... ..• 7.0
1,935
NORTH AFRICA
430.G 696 Belgrade ........ . 3.()
285.4 r,osr l\iontpellier ...... 2.0
IN ONE COMPLETE UNIT
363.4 825.3 Algiers (PTT)
287.1 I,OJ5·I Radio Lyons...
0.5
13.0
67-1.7 522 Ljubljana ........ . 2.8
1-7,

THE
CLARION
COIL

SOMETHING ·NEW!
TESTING PRODS

......

.........

9 I2

o
MAINS UNIT, TypeG.B.1

h

......... .
4

........

H.T., G.B., and L.T.

DALTON
STREET,

TANNOY

You MUST Have

PRODUCT/

WIRELESS MAGAZINE

SUPER DOUBLE·MAGNET

very~a~! im~!t~~s~~e, ~·I

The
complete '\\ith 4~pole Balanced Armature Adjustable Unit, ready
to fit into any cabinet. Double Magnets are of genuine Cobalt Steel,

1, 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1 all-~RESUL TS

ARE TRULY AMAZING!

The richness and ''olume of the deep bass re production is comparable n·ith the best moving coil
reproduction. Nothing nearly so good has ever
before been offered at such a remarkably low
price. Send 2/6 only and get it on appro1-a1.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,

.

216 • ,:ith order
and five monthly
payn1ents of s/-.
Noextraforp_ost...
age and packmg.
Cash
Price

25/•

E. J. HERAUD, Dept. A.W.,
NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18o
Est. JZ years,
The above is our full postal address

NEW

1'· fvlonthly

"PURATONE"

.

PROCESS

.

2 VOLT DARK EMITTER

~:,::, ~~: VALVES

3/9

Power· 5/3
Super-Power 6/3

BRITISH MADE.

Screen-Grid 7/6

FULLY GUARANTEED.

RUBON LTD.,
189 New King's Rd., London, S.W.6
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Postcara

SELECTION FROM OUR CATALOGUE

RactiO

L_iterature
····-··································
..·················•·•··············..·
l• GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
1

llcre uobsert•cr" t•e·views the latest book-;;;;-;;mt
j jolde.-s is.<~ued by well-ltnown rnanujacturers. If
you tl'fmt copies of any or all of tflem FREE OF
• CIIARGE,just send a postcard gil'ing tiJ.e inde!C
J nun1bers of tlw catalogues required (siJowu at
E tlw end of eac/1 paragrapla) to" Postcard Radio
; Literature," "AMA1'EUR WIRELESS," 58,61,
! Fetter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see tllut
:
l'OU get all the literature you desire.
Please

1

i...!!:~~!~.~?.~.~-~~:.~.~-~-~:!.!!~.~-~~-~!.!~.~~~-~.!.~!~~~:.:.......t

CENTURY SUPER
Kits of parts as sped tied by '·A.matcur \Virdess."
Less Valves, CJ.binct aud
\\'ith

KIT ''A''

Cash P~~~n£i"~~~. 6d.
Balance by rr monthly payments of~').
KIT "A" .-\s above but with Frame
.\erial
Cash Price £6 Ss, 6d.
Ralmtce bv !I monthly payments oj II/7.

KIT ''8'' ,vith;~~fF:a~~!:~~~~·~binct
Cash Price £9 2s. 6d.
monthly pa}'me11ts of IfJ/g.
As above but with Frame

Ralance by II

"B"

KIT

LJAVE you D.C. mains users ever
thought how easy it is nowadays to
change the supply to c\.C. so that you can
work a standard :\.C.-operated set)
lf not then write through my free Catalogue Service to \'\'ates for a copy of a
folder describing a new converter (costing
well under £ro) which changes standard
D.C. supplies to an A.C. supply at 220-volb
50 cycles. This is a good idea.
242

1---:

Buy a New H.T.
Is a new H.T. battery needed? 1'hen if
so pick out a new suitable type in the llC\Y
Grosvenor folder. There are standard,
popular and super-power batteries from
which to choose and grid-bias batteries in
three separate types.
243

order
Witb

11/7
d
or er

16w1~t9h

order
With

Cash Price ~et~ 2s. 6d.
/Jalant·e by rr monthly payment-; of r8;7.
1

KIT ''C' J

Coni~~~~t~ 1~:{t~1\~\~~(~~~·~i~t~~

C~>h Price £10

Changing Your Mains

9/9

17s. 6d.
llalrJncc by r r monthly pavmods. of ;;o/-.
SPECIFIED ACCESSORIES

18/7
order
With

20/order

With
Con.o;istiug of 6 :\lu1lard Valyes, Haucl-;•ml~J
Poli::,he<l Oak Cal>inct (complete), and
Frame ~\crial rca(_lv \\Ouml.
order
CC.sh Price £5 11s. Od.
Balance lJ}' rr monthly payment.:; oi r:J,~.
SoiL'.-- Fttr!hcrdt'tails fllldquotations ,~ozt on l!j}pli~.·ativn.

10/2

1931 ETHER SEARCHER

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
KIT, 1~>31 Ulodel, S.G.t Detector and Power.
Cash price £6 17s. 6d.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12i 9
1931 OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET KIT.
z S.G., U.ctector J.WJ power.
Cash Price £11 15s. Od.
Balance in 12 monthly payments of 18;'6
MULLARD
1931 ORGOLA
THREE~
VALVE KIT, S.G., ~1etectur, ami powf'r.
Cash P.-ice £8 Os. Od.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14 8
ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR TYPE A.C.
244. 3 T8.pping~, S.G. • Detector ~md Pow~-r.
Output I~o ,-olb at ~o m/a.
Cash price £2.19s. 6d.
Balance in I I monthly payments of 5,. 6.REGENTONE COMBINED UNIT MOD~
EL W&A H.T. Eliminator atHl Triclde Charger
for A.C. ~Iains.
Cash price £4 15-s ..
DaL1nce in II montl1ly payment::; of 8 1 8.LAMPLUGH OR FARRAND INDUCTOR
SPEAKER for perfe-ct reproduction. Unit J.nd
Chassis complete, rc1dy mounted.
Cash price £3 10s.
Dalancc in I I monthly payments bf 6;5.
ULTRA MOVING COIL D.C. CHASSIS
with tapped input transformer for Pentode ur
Pm\·cr Yalvcs, 200j.::so volts.
Cash price £2 19s. 6d.
B;dancc in rr monthly payments of 5/6•
EKCO 3F.20 H.T. ELIMINATOR. ~o
m,'a. Tappings for :-:},(;., 6o volts and I2u:I5•l
volts. For A.C. "lain'. lash price £3 19s. 6d.
Balance in I I monthly payments of 7 1 4.
EXIDE 120·volt Type W.H., H.T.
ACCUMULATOR, in crates.
Cash price £4 13s.
I3aLmcc in rr nwnthly payments of 8, 6

\Battery Model) As Specif"ied
With

KIT

''A''~~~~fl ;:~l~~-s£;d 1~;:n~\:1.

Bal,wt& in 1 r m•JJJlh!y payn11.'11f:, •lJ 10, 1
.J.

10/6
order
With

KIT 'aB'' c~~:ltl~;;~l~\"£7~c~a;~:h~~~~ 14/1

Balancll i~t

I

r monthly pa_vmcnf'> ef
Complett~

I ~/r.

with \"alY<.:'S ,!ntl
1

KIT ''C'' C~hh Pri~~: ~81.14s.

Balancc ifl

1

r montlzlv

/JI11'111CIItS

6d.
uf It>.'-.

ordt'r
With

16/nnkr

Details of ucn!ssories will be sent on application.

•

With

10/order
With

23/6
order
With

14/8
ordet
With

'5/6
order
With

8/8
order
With

6;5
urder
\-\'ith

5t6
unler

With

7/4
order
With

8j6
urdcr

Et•ery n1ake of Radio Set or Accessory can be
supplied on Easy Terms. Send for our free 96
page Illust1·ated Catalogue, and let us know your
Radio 1·ecjuireruents. Quotation by retunr.

New~ SafesCo

56 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
(Establzshe,l

]().~

t)

'Ft'l~:Plwuc:

CESTR.·t L 27 H)

Triotron Speakers
Triotron speaker units arc well-known
to all home-constructors, hut I confess that
until I received the latest booklet I did not
reali,e wh<Lt a wide range of completelyassembled Triotron speakers is available.
Models arc made which \\·ill suit any
furnishing scheme, and I achise you to get
this.
244

Build your Own Parts
\\'hen von have built that new set whv
not turn }·our attention to the constructio;1
of a good-looking cabinet to go with it?
Messrs. ('harks :\. Os horn will send you,
free, a catalogue describing dozens of types
of console cabinet, which, if desired, can he
supplied as a kit of parts.
245

Don't
Waste
Energy!
Get every atom of energy ftom your Unit-make
your speaker more sensitive to distant s~tions
Vastly improve Tone and Volume by cutbng out
that annoying • chatter' and' buzz.' Tonax, the
properly designed chuck, improves your Cone

Speaker lOO per cent.

TONAX
PATENTED CHUCK

is easily fitted to any unit,

1/•

Something New

Single Cone Type,

I sec that the Silvertown Co. arc placing
on the nMrket a new dry cell to be known
as the Condor. This certainly appears to
he something quite new.
246

Double Cone Type, 1/6..

Fluxite for Amateurs

193 Garratt Lane, S.W.18

1f you want to make a good job of
soldering the connections of your set then
you must have a good flux, such as Fluxite.
I hear that a new size .tin of Fluxite specially
for radio amateur use has just been produced, this being known as ] unior Fluxite.

247
The Columbia 331
lf you want a moderate priced allelectric set housed in a well-made consoletype cabinet, then see the new folder
describing the Columbia 332, which is an
entirely new model.
OBSERVER.
248

-,

From a!l Dealers or Post
& Packing Free, 2d. extra.
Write Dept. A,

GARRATT STORES,

REPAIRS

to :::ny malic of L.F. Transformer, Headphon~ or
Lnud+speakfr (t'XCt'pt Blue Spot) dispatched in
48 Hours-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with eacb repair.
4.'- post free. (a:sh with vrdero
Terms to Tradt.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO,
Dept. S, 953 GAIIRATT LANE, LONDON, S,W,17

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE
Constructors of receivers described in this journal
should make full use of our Blueprint Sel'Vlce and
avoid all risk of failure.

-TAYLEX WET B.T. BATTERIESNew Price.: Jars 113, Saa 1/2. ZincslO<J, Sample doz.
18 Volts complete with bands end electrolyte 4/1 poit 9d.
S•mple unit 6d. Ill us. booklet free. Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/•. 3 VALVE ALL-STATION SEi £S.

A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road. Stockwell, LONDON.

772
PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Adver:tisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with ~ersons
with whom they are unacquainted. 1t is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money ol the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is _received. ol
the completion of the purchase, or of the art1cle havmg
been returned to and accepted by the vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums ol £1
and under, and 1s. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
lees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
~' AMATEun. \VrRELEss" AovERTtsr:::-.t~T DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTEH L."-'-'E, LONDO:-i. E.C.4
PHOENIX THREE-VALVE kits complete with cabinet,
£1/17/G. Ditto with valws, £~/l':J/·. Ditto with H.'r.
and L.T. batteries and ~peaker. £-i/10/6. li.P. terms
on kit: 5/· deposit, '2/i pl'l· \\ eek.-¥lwenix, 314 High
ltond, Lre, S.E.l :1.
CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR L.T. AT HOME.

'Vonderful distOYPry. l''ox·:-5 He(•harger \Vill tric·kle~dwrge
H.'l\ acrmnulators. Uatio, !- alllp. Det eau De on or off
l::iafely. Fitted 2 minut(•:s. t3uaranteril, G/ti (diagram only,
1/6}.-ll'ox, 1~8 Camherwell t~ro,·e. :-:..E.S.

A.C. H.T. ELIMINATORS, from 0:>/-, or 12 monthly payInent.s of 6/-. A.C. 1--I.T. Elimim,tor Kit::; from 4~1/-to (i~/ti;
ca~h or monthly term:~.
l'al>iuet l':'pC'akPrt~, 1:.!/0 rarh,
worth double. Cash or C.O.D.~Sern1ell Wireless ::lupplieo
(Dept. 1\J.O.). 74 (;oul!h Stn•et.. Lomlou, 1~.14.
MOORSIDE EOGE.~Sperial deYicr to cut out new otntion
within thrre degree::;. J{e~ults guaranteed or money
returned. !'rice 5/G, postage 3d. extra.-,Vnin.wright!-:1,
\Vire]css En~-!inrrrs, \Yakefield Uoacl~ Ossett. Tel<'phone Hi.
TRICKLE CHARGERS, _\.C. main' for~- and 4·Yolt acru·
Juulators, 0.5 amp., no upkt>ep. lt-I,'H, ('arri:.1ge paid.-A.
l1enoit, 4 l\lanor Uan.leiL'-~: Uuum·r~l>ury An·mu·~ London,
w.~.
11
BROOK MANS 4."-Coils aml other componeuts selling
half-priee.-" Chquffeur," SouthlJ;lr, l{rnfrew.

PHILIPS 4·YALVE ALL·MAINS RECEIVER, type 2511,
very little used~-£~(); also l)hi!ip:-:, typc- 3002, n:r. Eliminator, used demonstration only. £-t; Li::.~sc-n 2-YalYP Allmains A. C. llt>cl'iwc, with ~peaker, £7 10s.;. B.T.H,
1\Ioving-coil Spenker, with 200-:!-10-volt rrrtific-r. £6.0akt.horpe Motor Uarage, l)alnwr:-:; tlrcrn, 1\ .la. I' .U. 2446.
EXPERIMENTER'S SURPLUS, brnnd new. unboxed,
.. Century Super" kit. Set 4 Cui b. _3!1/-; 2 J .B. "Tiny.,
Conden.'H'l'S, 10/6; Colveru~tat. 4/-; 'alYes, G0}6, etc. Al~o
l">aillard Indu('tion J\Iotor, 1~-in. turntaiJle, auto stop, 3G/-;
several 'l'OSC V oils. 'i 1- ea('h: EJIOth B5, 57 /G; 00-henry
70 m/a Choke. 6/0; B.T.II. Motor, 4~/6; A .C. Acrunmlator
Charger, 14/-; l!'ilnment Transformer, 8/6; l\lains 'l'ransformer 15/6; 35/- J .n. Chas~irmount. 25/0; Pick-up. Con4enser~, etc. All new, must drar. }.lost free. C.O.D. or
deposit.-U.ansome, 6 Cypru50 An•mte. N.3.

PHI LIPS 12 ·GUINEA MOVING· COIL SPEAKER.
Approval, £6. Lbt other bargailll'.~10J Cambridge l\oad,
Southport.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS. List free, with ;;.yalw diagnun.
.000;) Variable, ~ill: Di1ferenUal. 2/6: l\lidget. .0005. 2/-;
Transformers. ~/H: Sutra. 3/;); Tr.h::~rn, A.('.~·· 6/Ci; Uadio.
~rand, 9/6. Dual Coils, 5/-. S.l\1. Dials, 1;6. TnngsrnmTriotron Yah·(~~. 4/6; powrr. [•/6. Triotron Sprakrr rnit~.
9/6: Ormonde, 10,/6. Al~o !\lot or, rndy, et('. 'l'hrre-valve
Kit~ with rabiuet. ;1jf-; Two-valvr. 24/-. Uet. m~r prire for
anythiug first..-nutlin, 14~~b Prrston Hoad. J~ri~}Jton.
BARQAINS.-8hop-soiled and partlr-w~cd t'ompOilt'Jtt~~
l';ets. SJJeakrr~. etc., all guarantred ]Wrfeet Pi('dricnl
('Onditiou. ~upplied on H'n'n ctays' nppro,·al ngain:-:t
eash. f-;pnd li:;;t your inquirir:s.-·Hostoek & f:!touuill,
1 ''fe::>tUounw Terrart'. f4.E.~:.L

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, Wirrmrn. Accumulator Srr·
vice 1\len.-Tiw 'f. E.('. will-train rou at home tor a lwttPr
job; unP>Hfl~<tS~Nl eonr~es in riPrtrkal rngineering. wiring,
and hattf·ry f·harging; pro!-'pertu:-; post free.-Tr('huieal
Engineerin!! ('ollegl~, Crown. ('hambt>r~. UPgt>nt Ktrret,
London. S."" .l. Principal."··~- lblJet:-:;on, B.Br .. A.l\f.l.E.E.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear·
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months.
4s. 6d.; 6 months, Ss. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Pulclications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver·
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

MIKES FOR
HOME RECORDING
Pulpit Pedestal, 12/6, Pedestal
Broadcaster, as illustrated, 18/6,
Microphones with handle, 15/·,
powerful Public Address models
55/- and 65/-, Transformers 4/6,
Couplers 15/·, Vah-e Amplifiers
55/-, for Band Repeater or Public
Address work, Home Recorder
for Gramo.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
CITY Olill.

BRYCE'S, l\Iains 'l'ransformrr and L.F. Choke SpPdalists.
J.tegulation guarantef'd uearly perfrct. ~upplied to leading
(~orporations and 1\fauufatturrrs.
lle('ommeuded by
•' Amateur 'Vireless." Type AB.64, ~50-U-250 Y. 60/80
Jn/a, .2-0-2 Y. 1 amp., 2-0-~ v. a amp., 3-0-3 v. 1 amp.
Price 25/6. 'l'vpe AH.42. 300·0·300 Y. (10/80 m/a .. 2·0-~ v.
1 amp., 2-0-2 ;-. 3 amp.~ 2-0-2 v. 1 amp. J>rire 27/6. 'Yrite
for test report.-Bryce ·s, Translormcr Dept., D:-m·son
~treet, l~ur~?. Lane::;.

A.M.I.Mech.E.,

A.M.l.E.E..

l~ugineering~

•,

,,

-

One Control One ,.
••
Regional Ultra-selectil·e One
B.B.C. One .,
••
..
1:-lartley One

..
••
~

,•
,,
..

AWzSr

• • AWz67
, • AWz~S
.. AWz o
WM19!1

TWO-VALVE SETS (H, each)

Talisman Two (D, Trans)
,•
.,
No-battery A.C. Mains Two (D, Trans)
No-battery Gramo-radio 2 (D, Trans) • •
1930 Talisman 2 (J1 Trans)
Searcher T"o (D, Trans)
Arrow Two (D, Trans) • .
,•
Forty-five-shilling Two (D, Trans)
Searcher Short-wave 2 (D, Tran•)
Challenge Two (D, Trans)
••
Loftin-White Two (A.C. Mains)
Everybody's All-in 2 (D, Trans)..
Twenty-Shilling Two (D, Trans)
llroukman's T\\o (D, Trans)
Gleaner Two (D, Trans)
Music Monitor (D, Trans)
Merlin Two (A.C. Set) • •
Five-Point Two (D, Trans)
••
llrookman's A.C. Two (D, Trans)
Aladdin Two (D, Trans) • •
•,

•• AW1~
.. AWZJ<>
AWz3&
AWzJO
AWz.u
A W2411
AWzso
AWzsiJ
AW261
AW261
AW271
AWz74
WM168
WMzo1
WMzoS
WM211
WMn<t
WMzzs
Wl\bJ•

THREE-VALVE SETS (Is, each)
1930 Clarion Three (SG, D Trans)
•.
•.
Beginner's Hegional Three (D, 2LF) • •
••
The "A.W." Exhibition 3
••
Push-Pull "T1vo" (D, Push-Pull)
1931 Ether Searcher (SG, D, frans)
1931 Ether Searcher (A.C. model)
Mains Unit
••
••
Ultra-Selceti1·e Straight Three (SG, D. Trons)
1931 Ether Searcher (D.C. model)
Mains Unit..
.•
Fanfare Three (D, 2 Trans)
.•
••
llrookman's Three (SG, D, Trans)
••
••
Brookman's Push-Pull Three (SG, D, Tran:~) 1/6
Inceptordyne (SG, D, Pentode)
••
•.
Music l\larshal (D, 2 Trans)
Concert Three (0, 2 Trans)
,,
De-Luxe Three (0~ RC, Trans)
Five-Point Three (SG, D, Trans)
Falcon Three (A. C. Set) . .
,•
••
New Brookman's Three (SG D, Trans)
Five-point Short-waver (D, I\C, Tran•)
llatlle-lloard Three (0, ne, Trans)
••
••
Plug-in-Coil Three (D, 2 Trans)..
•,
•.
Regional Three (SG, D, Trans) . .
•.
•.
Gramo-radio A.C. Three (SG, D, Trans)
••

AWzz)
AWzJJ
AW247
AWz7o
AWn•
AWz76
AWz77
A V'h8z
A W z84
AWz8s
WM "7
WM161
WM170
WMt71J
WM190
WM 190
\V M zoo
WMzu
WMz17
\VM2t!S
WMn:J
WMzz&
WMz3a
\VMz36
Wl\h37

FOUR-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Horizon Four (SG, D, 2 Trans)..
Challenge Hadio Gramophone (SG, '[>, RC:
Trans) • •
.•
•.
••
••
Lodestone Four (HF, D, HC, Trans) , •
,,
Searcher's Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) • •
,•
Regionallland-pass Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
Five-Point Four (SG, D, nc,:rrans) • •
Hegioml A.C. Four (SG, D, t<C, Trans)
S\lpertone Four (SG, D, Push-pull)
••
••
llrool<mon's Three-Plus-One (SG, D, RC, T rans)

A\VzJ1
AWz(is
WMt\)J
\VM1114
WMzu
\\'Mzr6
WMzu
WMn7
\YMz33

FIVE-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

AWu~

James Quality Five (zSG, D, RC, Trans)
Companion Portable (zHF. D, RC, Trans)
1930 Five (zHF, D, RC, Trans)
••
Hadio-Record Five (SG, D, Trans-parallel)
Overseas Five (3SG D, Trans)..
Regional A.C. Five bsG, D, Trans)

AWzn
Wl\1171
WMtSa
WMt\11

Wl\lut
AWz81
WMzu
WMU\J
AWzos
A \Vu&
AWzs7
AWz75
AW283
WMaSJ
WMztll

z-\iVatt Amplifier for A.C. Mains

Radio-Record Amplifier (DC Mains)
Selecto Amplifier {HF, Unit)

,,.

PORTABLE SETS

nnd explains the

AGENTS WANTED to sell well·known ll.T. Units, etc .•
for cash or easy terms. Prices are very competitive and
good tlommission is olfered.~Brookman Rapid lladio
Service, 105 Spencer Street, Birmin~ham. Wireless and
Cycle Factors. Specialists in lladio Cabinet Work.

•.•

ONE-VALVE SETS (1s. each)

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)

Continental Portable (SG, D, Trans) ••
Companion Portable (zHF, D. RC, Trans)
Pedlar Portable Two (D, Trans)
••
Pedlar Portable Three (D, 2 Trans)
Super 6o Portable (Super-het) • ,

unique advantages of our speeial Appointments DepartInent. We alone liunrantee "No pass-no fee." You owe
. Jt to vourself to read our handbook. Send to-day, stating
branCh or subject of most inte_rest .-British Institute of
Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare House, 29-31
Oxford Street, W .1.

A MAGNIFICENT SET.~The National and Regional
'£hree absolutely complete. including Tungsram nllves,
2-volt accumulator, lOO-volt II.T. battery, B.T.H. 45/·
loud-speaker. Perfect reception from home and foreign
stations. Guaranteed 12 months. Amazir.g value, £!,
inclusive.~H. Panagakis, 1\adio Manuia·cturer, Ill Dale
Street, LiverpooL

CRYSTAL SET (Gd.)
B.B.C. Crystal Set

"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier. ,
Two-valve Amolifier
•.
••
Simple Gramophone Amplifier • •
•,
High Quality Amplifier for A.C. Mains.,

A.J\I.I.A.E.,

"CENTURY SUPER" KIT. Advertiser suddenly re·
quires money. l\Ius_t sell Coils. J .Jl. Conde~sers, Ya!ws,
Colverstat, etc. "hat ot!ers·?~ll., 5! Cllfton Road
1-.inc.hley, N.

When ordering, Please send Fostal Order ,NOT 3TAiliPJ.

Century Super (Super-het)
1:-lyperdyne Receiver
Super 6o (Super-het)

A.M:.I.Struct.E., M.R.t<an.I., L.I.O.H., }'.S.I.. li.P.O.,
e. & G., etc. Exams, outlines honw-study courS('S in all
branches of Civil, MechanicaL Electrkal~ l\fotor, 'Vireless,
Aeronnutical, and 'l'alkie

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS

SIX-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

ENGINEERS, we offer you the finest and most complete
book on En(1ineering
Careers eYer compiled. absolutely free
0
of charrre, 'fhis book contains 180 pag:r<: of invaluaiJle
in.fornw.t.ion nnd advke. It also contains details of B.S.c,
A.J\f.I.C.K,
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KONDUCTITE

r/&

,,_

1/·

r/6

Copies of the "'Wireless Magazine" an:l of "Amiteur Wireless " con...
taining descriptions of &DJ of these sets can be obtained at 13. 3d. ao.d U.
respectively, post free. Index letters 6 ' A.W." raf•!t to •• Ama,oo.c
Wireless " sets and " W.M." to •• Wireles.!l Magaline."
Address letters:

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept., L~~:~,r·~cJ"'

fProv. Patent 4817/311

METALLIC PAPER
Konductite consists of a thin sheet of aluminium mountt>d 0n a comparatively st.i.fl backing paper ami has all the advantages of sbeet

metal. It is \'ery easr to work with and infinitely suverior to t.iu or
copper foil. It is now specified in all leading circuits.
For Covering Baseboards : Back of Panels : Linings o!
Cabinets and all Screening purposes
sheets measuring 30"' x 20" 2(..
Postage and packing GJ, extra
Frte 1ampli! 011 re~elpt of stamped addrened em·elope

GRAliO·RADIO AIIIPLIFIERS LTD., la NEW LONDON ST., E.C.3
'Pbone: Royal 4300

ox

THE STANDARD

PLUG-IN

COIL

Sold everywhere from

1/•

OX COILS Ltd, London, E.B
COUPON
Available until Saturday
MAY 16, 1931

MAY 9, 1931

MISUNDERSTOOD
HOW TO MAKE YOURS A MAINS SET
FOR LESS THAN

£3

If your house is supplied with electricity-A.C.-you can
convert a battery-dnven radio set to mains-driven for as
little as £2.15, using the Westinghouse Rectifier H.T.5.
Fill in and pest the coupon f.;r our booklet,
which describes the components required and gives
diagrams of suitable circuits.

@)]M 41jl~ [ft i l•IIJ'.1 =4[~
METAL RECTIFIERS
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal
Co., Ltd., 82, York Road, King's Cross,
London, N.l.
Telephone: North 2415.

---------------------------couPON---------------------------------Plea~e c:.end nw, fn··· (,f l'h,trs•·, Y"Ur HI_)I_Jklct (k:-cribing the \\""-·~t
wghnuse 2\ldal I\~ di!tf'r-o:.
!'IT \~E \\ J; IT I: I:\ 1\1.< lCI{ LETTERS
'>A liE_ _______________________________ ------------------------------------------------·

AD IJ R 1·: SS--------------------------------------------------- .... --------------------MARKER;

"Send up ~ome more FLA YERS. pl~a:::.c! ·•

----------------------------------------------:·----------------------------------- .\.\V.
(:\halfpenny ~tat1111 i~ ~ull.cicii1 p1hL1~c i! tlw CJJ\'C\Ilj1<' i..:. lllb(',1!cd)

...

BRITISH GENERAL
\Vhether listening to Radio
or Record, real enjoyment
depends entirely on perfect
reproduction.
The .. \Vufa" speaker gives
put·e and natural reproduction of every musical note
and voice variation.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
To safeguard your loud-speaker
and to improve its tone
You can do irreparable damage to your receiving set by
allowing excessive H.T. current to pass through your
loud-speaker. Guard against the risk by fitting a British
General Output Transformer which provides FIVE
RATIOS, offering a wide choice of matchings to give
perfect tone and quality. Easy fixing. Full instructions
supplied for every type of set and speaker.

Rl'tul this" Press .. extract:

As specified in the
Simple
Tone
Changer described
in this issue.
From all dealers or
direct fro m the
manufacturers
PRICE

·· i! 1· /·'_(
If !S
.! RED _1/.lf;_\ /; l'

Complete
with Chassis

M. LICHTENBERG, 4 Gt. Queen St.; London, W.C.2
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A. W." to Advertisers

BRITISH GENERAL
MANUFACTURING
Co. Ltd.
EROCKLEY WORKS,
LONDON, S.E.4

MAY 9, 1931

1V.

HIS is an entirely new 2-volt general purp os~ vah·e.
Its outstanding feature is its " mica bonded '' electrode system '" herein the electrod es arc locked o r bonded
together in a mica t emplate, making fo r absolute r igidity
which gives consistency in characteristics between val\•e
and valve, and freed om from micr ophonic o r parasitic
n oises. The valve is, therefore, most suitable for use in
Portable R eceivers as a highly efficient Detector- or
first stage Low Frequencv Amplifier.

T

lts use is not confined to Portable Receivers, for its high
amplificati~n factor and r elatively lo,\· impedance give
the maximum stage gain in an y 2-volt rccch·cr.

Characteristics
Filament volts •

2.0

Filamentcurrent O.lamp.
Amplification Factor 27

Impeda~ce • • •

18,000

Max. Anode Volts

150

Mutual Conductance 1.5

-

Advt. of The Ge11eral Electric Co. Ltd.; Magnet House, Kinfstt·~y, 'L~mdoll} IIV.C.z

-

fri11ted in.tll.lllond. PubJishtd IJy lleciwd j.ontlt Pub!ie~tions."Ltd.: s8{&t F~tter Lane. London, E.C.~.
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